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ABSTRACT

PROBABILISTIC METHODOLOGY FOR RECORD LINKAGE
DETERMINING ROBUSTNESS OF WEIGHTS

Krista Peine Jensen
Department of Statistics
Master of Science

Record linkage is the process that joins separately recorded pieces of information for a
particular individual from one or more sources. To facilitate record linkage, a reliable computer
based approach is ideal. In genealogical research computerized record linkage is useful in
combing information for an individual across multiple censuses.
In creating a computerized method for linking censuse records it needs to be determined
if weights calculated from one geographical area, can be used to link records from another
geographical area. Research performed by Marcie Francis calculates field weights using census
records from 1910 and 1920 for Ascension Parish Louisiana. These weights are re-calculated to
take into account population changes of the time period and then used on five data sets from
different geographical locations to determine their robustness.

HeritageQuest provided indexed census records on four states. They include California,
Connecticut, Illinois and Michigan in addition to Louisiana. Because the record size of
California was large and we desired at least five data sets for comparison this state was split into
two groups based on geographical location.
Weights for Louisiana were re-calculated to take into consideration visual basic code
modifications for the field “Place of Origin”, “Age” and “Location” (enumeration district). The
validity of these weights, were a concern due to the low number of known matches present in the
data set for Louisiana.
Thus, to get a better feel for how weights calculated from a data source with a larger
number of known matches present, weights were calculated for Michigan census records. Error
rates obtained using weights calculated from the Michigan data set were lower than those
obtained using Louisiana weights.
In order to determine weight robustness weights for Southern California were also
calculated to allow for comparison between two samples. Error rates acquired using Southern
California weights were much lower than either of the previously calculated error rates. This led
to the decision to calculate weights for each of the data sets and take the average of the weights
and use them to link each data set to take into account fluctuations of the population between
geographical locations.
Error rates obtained when using the averaged weights proved to be robust enough to use
in any of the geographical areas sampled. The weights obtained in this project can be used when
linking any census records from 1910 and 1920. When linking census records from other
decades it is necessary to calculate new weights to account for specific time period fluctuations.
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PROBABILISTIC METHODOLOGY FOR RECORD LINKAGE
DETERMINING ROBUSTNESS OF WEIGHTS
by Krista Peine Jensen

Chapter 1: Record Linkage and Genealogy

Individuals from every culture have kept genealogical information to maintain personal
and family identities. People gather genealogical information to keep track of their heritage and
develop a better understanding of who they are. When searching for ancestral information
people look to various types of records to piece together a picture of their heritage.
Society has kept both personal and government records relating to special life events, and
demographic characteristics. Different genealogical information can be found in personal,
ecclesiastical and government records. Census records are one of the most frequently used
sources for genealogical research. Census records allow a genealogical researcher to track
individuals over time broadening the scope of information one can acquire about an individual.
Currently most record linkage is done using a unique identifier such as a national
identifying number, in the United States it is the social security number. These numbers are
unique to an individual and allow one to merge data sets containing different information.
Linkage performed using a unique identifying number works quite well, however, instances arise
when a number is reported incorrectly or a transposition of numbers is created when being input
into an electronic system.
1

Unfortunately, unique identifiers have not always been used. The Social Security
Number in the United States was created in 1935 to be used only by the social security program.
In 1943 Theodore Roosevelt signed an executive order for every federal agency to use the social
security number for any record keeping system [Hibert 2001]. Other countries began using
identifying numbers around the same time period as the United States. Thus, when trying to
merge records from 1950 to the present it is easy to locate individuals by their identifying
numbers. However, without the use of a unique identifier, for an individual, record linkage
becomes more difficult.
Often, older records are not completely accurate. This can be due to misspellings, the use
of a nickname, misreported names and dates or transcription errors made during transcription.
Missing data is another problem relevant in using many types of records. For instance, most
birth records will list the first name of the mother and the first and last name of the father. Thus,
if one is looking for further information about the mother they do not have a maiden name
(surname) to search by.
In the past record linkage has been done manually by researchers, particularly in the field
of genealogical research. Genealogical data sets tend to be larger and with larger record sets the
linkage process becomes time consuming and costly. Because of these issues and those present
when linking older data records (misspellings, age discrepancies, transpositions etc.)
probabilistic methods for record linkage have been developed.
Probabilistic record linkage is accomplished by creating a program that mimics the
linking process a genealogist or researcher may use. An automated probabilistic linkage
approach narrows the search for an individual, and allows the researcher to conduct many
different types of searches within seconds. An automated approach can create a list of record
2

links as well as potential links with information necessary to further explore each potential
record pair. Using an automated approach one is able to compile large numbers of records
within a fraction of the time it takes to do manually.
Census records are one of the greatest resources to genaological research but are hard and
time consuming to go through. Currently Ancestry and HeritageQuest are creating electronic
files of census indexes to be used in automated searches to reduce the time in searching records.
An automated method to search census records for multiple census years would
significantly decrease the time and cost of record searches. Probabilistic methods for record
linkage are applied in this research to determine the feasibility of linking persons across multiple
census years. With a set of known weights (as discussed in Chapter 3) to use in the record
linkage process one would eliminate the need to muddle through a large number of records
manually. A set of records that are possible links will always exist, requiring manual
intervention, leaving a constant need for genealogical researchers.
This project uses probabilistic methods to link census records for a sample of records,
from the 1910 and the 1920 censuses and illustrates the benefits of an automated approach to
linking census records.

3

Chapter 2: History of Record Linkage

The concept of record linkage was first presented, in 1946 to describe the process which
joins two separate pieces of information for a particular individual or family, by Dr. Halbert
Dunn, chief of the U.S. National Office of Vital Statistics, [Dunn 1946].
Computerized record linkage first emerged as important in the 1940’s and 1950’s when
researchers began trying to create pedigrees of individuals for genetic research [Newcombe
1959]. The first application of computerized record linkage was in the 1950’s in which vital
records were used to track hereditary diseases [Newcombe 1959].
To date the greatest use of record linkage is in health studies, where it is most frequently
employed in searches on large files of death records [Newcombe 1988]. In 1959 it was proposed
to use record linkage as a means of combining different information from two records
representing the same individual. For instance, combining a birth date record with that of a
christening record found to represent events of one individual.
In the 1960’s the foundation for record linkage was laid. Researchers such as Du Bois
[1969], Nathan [1967], Tepping [1968], and Fellegei and Sunter [1969] developed varying
mathematical approaches to record linkage. Even though each approach was different, their
underlying concepts are based on the same theory. For every record pair each field (i.e. given
name, gender, age) is compared and classified as linked (match), non-linked (non-match), or
unclassified (undetermined). The realization of each comparison is then used to calculate a
weight for their respective field. Summation of these weights is taken to obtain a test statistic
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called the score used in the determination of paired record classifications. The difference
between methods lies in the theory of calculating the weights (or probabilities) used to classify
comparison fields as previously stated.
DuBois’ approach models record linkage based on the use of combining binomial
distributions. Nathan focuses on linking a new record to that of a master list that is complete and
without errors [Nathan 1967]. Tepping uses optimum rules to minimize the cost of mis-matches.
Fellegi and Sunter further developed the Bayesian probabilistic methods of Newcombe by
assigning a prior probability to each weight based on field classifications. Fellegi and Sunter’s
theory attempts to limit the number of unclassified records. The optimality of this method is
dependant on knowing certain probabilities that are used in weight calculation [Fellegi 1969].
More recently, advances in computing technology have led to improvements in the
methodology and efficiency of record linkage [Yamagata 2001]. The application of the
Estimation Methodology algorithm, better known as the EM algorithm, in calculating the
underlying probability distributions for each field by Winkler [1989, 1990, 1993, 1994], helped
in simplifying the estimation process. Other developments are computer software programs that
perform record linkage. Each of these computer programs, are based on the Fellegi and Sunter
methodology.

5

Chapter 3: Illustration of Record Linkage based on Fellegi and Sunter model

3.1 The Fellegi-Sunter Record Linkage Theory
In 1969 Fellegi and Sunter introduced a theoretical framework for a computer-based
approach to record linkage. The theory was developed along the lines of classical hypothesis
testing and provides guidance for the handling of the linkage problem [Fellegi 1969]. Their
framework has become the foundation of record linkage theory.
The theory starts by designating two populations A and B, for linking. Elements from
populations A and B are denoted by a and b respectively. It is assumed some of the elements are
common to both populations A and B. Therefore, the set of ordered pairs

A × B = {( a, b); a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
is the union of two disjoint sets represented as follows:
M = {( a, b); a = b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B} and U = {( a, b); a ≠ b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
designated as a matched or unmatched set respectively.
Each population has n units, with each unit containing various fields. These fields
contain information pertaining to a specific individual such as surname, given name, age, gender,
race etc. Records corresponding to members in A and B will be denoted by α (a) and β (b) .
When comparing a pair of records, one from A and one from B , the comparison vector, γ , is
defined as a vector function of the records

γ [α (a), β (b)] = {γ 1 [α (a), β (b)],..., γ K [α (a), β (b)]}

6

where γ is a function on A × B , γ i is a comparison on a single field and K fields are present in
each γ . Each γ i takes on different values when fields agree. An agreement is when the
comparison field from both populations is equivalent. A partial agreement exists when a portion
of the comparison field is the same or has significant evidence to support an agreement. A
disagreement is when the comparison field differs with no definite degree of similarity. The set
of all possible realizations of γ is called the comparison space and is denoted by Γ . Based on

γ a decision can be made for a pair of records. According to this model, three possible actions
can be made for (a, b) .
1) (a, b) is a matched pair, (a, b) ∈ M called a positive link denoted by A1
2) (a, b) is an unmatched pair, (a, b) ∈ U called a positive non-link
denoted by A3
3) (a, b) is a possible link or undetermined denoted by A2
The linkage rule L can now be defined as the mapping from Γ onto a set of random
decision functions D = {d (γ )} where

d (γ ) = {P( A1 | γ ), P( A2 | γ ), P( A3 | γ )} ; γ ∈ Γ
and
3

∑ P( A
i =1

i

| γ ) = 1.

The linkage rule assigns a probability for taking one of the three possible actions.
For some or even all the possible values of γ the decision function may be degenerate, assigning
one of the actions a probability of one [Fellegi 1969].
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Not every action taken is going to be correct (ie. two records may be given the
probability of being a match when, they are a non-match). Because of the probability of
misclassifying units error rates need to be considered for the linkage rule.
Taking a pair of records (a, b) at random for comparison from the populations A × B , γ is
considered a random variable. The conditional probability of γ given (a, b) ∈ M (is a match) is
given by

∑ P(γ ) ⋅ P[(a, b) | M ] .

m(γ ) = P{γ | (a, b) ∈ M } =

( a ,b )∈M

Similarly, the conditional probability of γ given (a, b) ∈ U (is a non-match) is given by

u (γ ) = P{γ | (a, b) ∈ U } =

∑ P(γ ) ⋅ P[(a, b) | U ] .

( a ,b )∈U

Two types of errors are associated with the linkage rule. The first is when an unmatched
comparison is matched and has the probability (Type I error)

µ = P( A1 | U ) = ∑ u (γ ) ⋅ P( A1 | γ ) .
γ ∈Γ

The second is when a matched comparison is non-matched and has the probability (Type II
error)

λ = P( A3 | M ) = ∑ m(γ ) ⋅ P( A3 | γ ) .
γ ∈Γ

A linkage rule on the space Γ will be said to be a linkage rule at the levels µ , λ ( 0 < µ < 1 and
0 < λ < 1 ) and is denoted L( µ , λ , Γ) if P ( A1 | U ) = µ and P( A3 | M ) = λ . Among the class of

linkage rules that satisfy these criteria the linkage rule L( µ , λ , Γ) will be said to be the optimal
linkage rule if the relation
P ( A2 | L) ≤ P( A2 | L' )
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holds true for every L' ( µ , λ , Γ) in the class.
This optimal linkage rule maximizes the probability of decisions A1 and A3 subject to
the fixed levels of error defined in the linkage rule. This methodology is desirable because it
minimizes the probability of making a false disposition (making a non-conclusive link
decision A2 ). With each non-conclusive match, manual interference is required for the linkage
process. Therefore, when a large number of non-conclusive matches ( A2 ) exist, the time and
effort needed to make definite conclusions discredits the use of computerized probabilistic
methods.
First a linkage rule L0 is defined on the comparison space Γ . Next, a unique ordering of
the finite set of possible realizations of γ is made. If any value of γ is such that both m(γ ) and
u (γ ) are equal to zero then the (unconditional) probability of realizing that value of γ is equal to
zero and does not need to be included in Γ . Next order all remaining γ in such a way that the
sequence of likelihood ratios
R=

m(γ )
u (γ )

is monotone decreasing. If the value of R is the same for more than one γ it is ordered
arbitrarily.
The ordered set { γ } is indexed by the subscript i ; (i = 1,2,..., N Γ ) ; and u i = u (γ i ) ,
m1 = m(γ i ) . Let ( µ , λ ) be an admissible pair of error levels and choose n and n' such that
n −1

n

i =1

i =1

∑ ui < µ ≤ ∑ ui and

9

NΓ

∑ mi < λ ≤
i =n'

NΓ

∑m

i = n ' +1

i

where N Γ is the number of points in Γ . It is assumed that if these conditions are satisfied
then 1 < n ≤ n'−1 < N Γ . Thus the linkage rule L0 ( µ , λ , Γ) can be defined as follows: having
observed a comparison vector, γ i , take action A1 (positive link) if i ≤ n − 1 , take action A2
(undetermined status) if n < i ≤ n'−1 , and take action A3 (positive non-link) if i ≥ n'+1 . When
i = n or i = n' then a random decision is required to achieve the error levels µ and λ exactly.
This can formally be represented as
i ≤ n −1
 (1,0,0)
( P ,1 − P ,0)
i=n
µ
 µ
d (γ i ) =  (0,1,0)
n < i ≤ n'−1
(0,1 − P , P )
i = n'
λ
λ

 (0,0,1)
i ≥ n'+1
where Pµ and Pλ are defined as the solutions to the equations
n −1

u n ⋅ Pµ = µ − ∑ u i and mn ' ⋅ Pλ = λ −
i =1

NΓ

∑m

i = n ' +1

i

.

THEOREM: If L0 ( µ , λ , Γ) is the linkage rule as defined by d (γ i ) then L is a best
linkage rule on Γ at the levels ( µ , λ ) .
A proof to the above theorem can be found in the paper by Fellegi and Sunter [1969].

Corollary 1: If
n

NΓ

i =1

i =n

µ = ∑ u i , λ = ∑ mi , n < n ' ,
then L0 ( µ , λ , Γ) , the best linkage rule at the error levels ( µ , λ ) becomes
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(1,0,0) if

d (γ i ) = (0,1,0) if
(0,0,1) if


1≤ i < n
n < i < n' .
n' ≤ i ≤ N Γ

If we define the two thresholds as
Tµ =

m(γ n )
m(γ n ' )
and Tλ =
u (γ n )
u (γ n ' )

then the linkage rule, d (γ i ) , can be written equivalently as

(1,0,0) if


d (γ ) = (0,1,0) if

(0,0,1) if



m(γ )
u (γ )
m(γ )
< Tµ
Tλ <
u (γ )
m(γ )
≤ Tλ
u (γ )
Tµ ≤

.

Therefore, the decision rule is based on the threshold values for the likelihood ratio R .
Corollary 2: Let Tµ and Tλ be any two positive numbers such that Tµ > Tλ .

Then there exists an admissible pair of levels ( µ , λ ) corresponding to Tµ and Tλ
such that the linkage rule [described in corollary 1] is best at these levels. The
levels ( µ , λ ) are given by

µ=

∑ u(γ ) and λ = γ∑ m(γ )

γ ∈Γµ

∈Γλ

where


 m(γ )
m(γ ) 
Γµ = γ : Tµ ≤
≤ Tλ  .
 and Γλ = γ :
u (γ ) 


 u (γ )

This corollary describes how the thresholds are selected based on the set error levels.
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3.2 Simplifying Assumptions
In practice, the distinct values of γ may be so large that the estimation of the
probabilities m(γ ) and u (γ ) becomes impracticable. To make use of the given theorem
simplifying assumptions about the distribution of γ are made.
It is assumed that the components of γ can be re-ordered and grouped such that

γ = (γ 1 , γ 2 ,..., γ K )
and that the components are mutually statistically independent with respect to the conditional
distribution. Thus
m(γ ) = m1 (γ 1 ) ⋅ m2 (γ 2 ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ m K (γ K )
u (γ ) = u1 (γ 1 ) ⋅ u 2 (γ 2 ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ u K (γ K )

where
mi (γ i ) = P(γ i | (a, b) ∈ M )
u i (γ i ) = P(γ i | (a, b) ∈ U ) .

This assumption allows the conclusion that, γ 1 , γ 2 ,..., γ K are conditionally independently
distributed. A proof is not given with regards to the individual fields present in a data source.
An independence assumption associated with the errors is based on whether errors in one field
such as given name are independent of errors in another field such as age. Fellegi and Sunter
state that the independence assumption corresponding to the selection of records during block
separation into separate files (sepearation of data into blocks) is uncorrelated with the
distribution in the populations of the characteristics (i.e. given name, age) used for comparisons
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Fellegi and Sunter [1969]. A proof is not given here, neither is one presented in previous
research regarding the independence of the independent fields nor for the errors.
Any monotone increasing function of

m(γ )
could be used as a test statistic for the
u (γ )

defined linkage rule. The logarithm of this ratio is of particular use and is defined as the vector
of weights
wk(γκ)=log[m(γκ)] - log[u(γκ)]

where k = 1,…,K and K is the total number of fields to be compared. The weights can then be
summed over all fields to give the two records a comparison value, or test statistic, of
w(γ ) = w1 + w 2 + ... + w K .

The test statistic w(γ ) is used with the understanding that if u (γ ) = 0 or m(γ ) = 0 then
w(γ ) = +∞ (or w(γ ) = −∞ ) in the sense that w(γ ) is greater (or smaller) than any given finite

number.
Suppose that γ k can take on nk different configurations, γ 1k , γ 2k ,..., γ nkk . Then
w kj = log[ m(γ kj ) ] – log[ u (γ kj ) ].

The weights are defined to be positive when m(γ kj ) > u (γ kj ) and negative when m(γ kj ) < u (γ kj ) .
This property is preserved by the weights associated with the total configuration of γ .
The total number of configurations for γ is n1 ⋅ n 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅n K . However, because of the
additive property of the weights defined for components it is sufficient to determine only
n1 + n 2 + ... + n K weights. The weight associated with any γ is then found by employing this

additive property.
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Fellegi and Sunter propose two methodologies to calculate the weights used in their
model. The first method assumes prior information is available on the distribution of the fields
used in the comparison as well as the probabilities of different errors that may occur in the
records. The second method uses the information within the files being linked to estimate the
probabilities m(γ k ) and u (γ k ) . Neither methodology will be discussed here. For further
information regarding weight, calculating methods proposed by Fellegi and Sunter please see
Yamagata 2001 and Price 2000. The methodology to be used in this project is that proposed by
Dr. David White, which takes a more Bayesian approach [White 1997].

3.3 Bayesian Method Proposed by White
Methodology proposed by White bases weights on a probability that two records being
compared are a match given a certain event occurs, P(M|E). These events were discussed
thoroughly in the methodology proposed by Fellegi and Sunter. Two events of interest are 1)
fields are the same and 2) fields are different. Therefore, two conditional probabilities are
needed: the probability records are a match given a certain field is equivalent in both records,
P(M|S), and the probability records are a match given a certain field differs in the two records,
P(M|D).

To calculate P(M|S) consider the probability law

P( M | S ) = P( S | M ) P( M ) .
Based on this, the conditional probabilities can be found as
P(M | S ) =

P( S | M ) P( M )
P( S )
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and
P( M | D) =

P( D | M ) P( M )
.
P( D)

Using a data set with known matches, P(M|S) and P(M|D) can be calculated. Conditional
probabilities P(S|M) and P(D|M) are calculated by assessing all matches and counting the
number of times fields are the same and different. The unconditional probability P(M) is found
by counting the number of matches. Unconditional probabilities P(S) and P(D) are estimated by
taking a random sample of pairs and counting the number of times the fields are the same and
different.
For each field conditional probabilities P(M|S) and P(M|D) are calculated. Every pair of
records has each field compared individually to determine the event of a match in the
independent field. Each field is then assigned a weight based on the agreement of the records.
If a field, for comparison records, is the same a conditional weight of ln[P(M|S)] is given
and a positive weight results. If the field differs between comparison records a conditional
weight of ln[P(M|D)] is assigned and a negative weight results. Further simplification of these
weights, results due to P(M) being constant for all fields of all pairs. Each weight can thus be
written as
 P ( ei | M ) 
wi = ln 

 P ( ei ) 

where ei is the agreement status of the ith field.
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3.4 Creation of Comparison Subspace from Blocking
When combining records from two moderately sized data sets of 5,000 records each
25,000,000 record comparisons will be made. Thus, making it impractical to examine every
comparison (α , β ) ∈ A × B . Since most record linkage involves searching large data sets it is
important to create a subset of records for comparison to limit the time, money and computing
capacity needed. Reduction of record comparisons is done by combining similar records into
comparison groups (blocking). Blocking is performed by sorting two record sets on one or more
fields present in each data source. Record comparisons are restricted to record pairs within a
given block decreasing the number of record comparisons to be made.
In order to provide a sound structure computationally for the comparing of data sources,
the number of comparisons to be examined can be restricted to a subspace of Γ , say Γ * . The
subspace Γ * , can be acquired by blocking the files on one of the record fields such as surname.
Explicit comparisons between records within a given block can then be made. A block can be
created using any of the fields in a data file. However, it is best to use a field that is common in
both data sets, has little to no missing values and is fairly unique. The subspace Γ * is then the
set of γ for which the blocking field has the agreement status. All other γ are implicit positive
non-links.
With the practical application of record linkage, comparisons are not selected at random
from A × B . For this reason the interpretation of the probabilities of error µ and λ , are
interpreted as the proportions of error instead of probabilities of error. Thus, it is important to
note that a particular event A1 or A3 is not of concern when determining the probabilities of error
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but the proportion of occurrences of agreement and disagreement for the entire population, thus
allowing us to derive a subset of records for comparison.

3.5 Error Levels
The error levels ( µ , λ ) should be chosen such that the loss incurred by each action is
taken into account (minimization of both Type I and Type II errors). Let G M ( Ai ) and GU ( Ai )
be non-negative loss functions which give the loss associated with the disposition Ai; (i = 1, 2, 3);
for each type of comparison. We then set
G M ( A1 ) = GU ( A3 ) = 0 .

( µ , λ ) is then set as to minimize the expected loss given by the expression
P ( M ) ⋅ E[G M ( Ai )] + P (U ) ⋅ E[GU ( Ai )]

= P( M )[ P( A2 | M ) ⋅ G M ( A2 ) + λ ⋅ G M ( A3 )] + P(U )[ µ ⋅ GU ( A1 ) + P( A2 | U ) ⋅ GU ( A2 )] .
Note P ( A2 | M ) and P ( A2 | U ) are functions of µ and λ .
As desired the errors ( µ , λ ) would minimize the expected loss defined above. Within a
blocked subspace Γ * the loss function that expresses the cost of comparisons is defined as,
GΓ* ( A × B) . It is optimum to minimize the total expected loss, with respect to the comparison

space Γ * ,
c{P( M ) ⋅ E[G M ( Ai )] + P(U ) ⋅ E[GU ( Ai )]} + GΓ* ( A × B)}

= c{P( M )[ P * ( A2 | M )G M ( A2 ) + λ * G M ( A3 )] +
P (U )[ µ * GU ( A1 ) + P * ( A2 | U )GU ( A2 )]} + GΓ* ( A × B)}
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where

∑ m(γ ) −

P * ( A2 | M ) =

γ ∈Γ µ ∩Γ λ

P * ( A2 | U ) =

∑ u (γ ) −

γ ∈Γ µ ∩Γ λ

∑ m(γ )

γ ∈Γ µ ∩Γ λ ∩Γ*

∑ u (γ ) ,

γ ∈Γ µ ∩Γ λ ∩Γ*

are the probabilities of failure to make a po
sitive disposition under the blocking procedure,
P µ* = µ −

∑ u(γ )

Γµ ∩Γ*

λ* = λ +

∑ m(γ )

Γ λ ∩ Γ*

are the adjusted error levels, and c is the number of comparisons in A × B . If the cost of
comparison under any Γ * is proportional to the number of comparisons, c*, then

P( M )[ P * ( A2 | M )G M ( A2 )λ * G M ( A3 )] + P(U )[ µ * GU ( A1 ) + P * ( A2 | U )GU ( A2 )] +

αcc *
c

can be minimized. The last term is the cost, α , per comparison and the reduction ratio in the
number of comparisons to be explicitly made.
The previous function cannot be used to find a best Γ * under general conditions.
However, it can be used to compare two different choices of Γ * . Once a choice for Γ * has
been made the theoretical error levels ( µ , λ ) can be chosen based on the actual error levels

( µ *, λ*) . The threshold values Tµ , Tλ can then be calculated from the theoretical error levels.
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3.6 Threshold Values
After specification of all relevant configurations of γ kj have been made, along with their
associated weights w kj , threshold values Tµ and Tλ corresponding to µ and λ , need to be set.
Along with the threshold values the proportion of failures need to be estimated to allow the
determination of positive dispositions of comparisons to be made.
The number of configurations γ kj in any comparison will likely be too large to create a
complete listing and ordering therefore, sampling configurations within a training set where the
status of M and U are known can be done to estimate Tµ and Tλ . Because the component
vectors γ k are independent of each other, the component configurations γ 1j1 , γ 2j2 ,..., γ KjK can be
independently sampled with probabilities z 1j1 , z 2j2 ,..., z KjK then the total configuration

γ j = (γ 1j , γ 2j ,..., γ Kj ) has been sampled with probability z j = ( z 1j , z 2j ,..., z Kj ) . Thus, not all
1

2

K

1

2

K

configurations of γ are needed for sampling, only the configurations of γ k for each k. The
sample can then be ordered by decreasing values of
w = w1 + w2 + ... + wK .

Let γ h (h = 1, 2,…, S where S is the number of configurations within a sample) be the hth
member of the ordered listing of a sample. Then P[ w(γ ) < w(γ h ) | γ ∈ M ] is estimated by
m(γ h ' )
h '= h π (γ h ' )
S

λh = ∑
where

π (γ h ) =

S
⋅ z ' (γ h )
2
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and
z ' (γ h ) = z 1h1 z h22 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ z hKK + z 1n1 − h1 +1 z n22 − h2 +1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ z nKK − hK +1

while
P'[ w(γ ) < w(γ h ) | γ ∈ U ]
is estimated by
u (γ h ' )
.
h '=1 π (γ h ' )
h

µh = ∑

The threshold values T (λ h ' ) and T ( µ h ' ) are simply the weights w(γ h ' ) and w(γ h ' ) .
Threshold values T (λ h ' ) and T ( µ h ' ) are used as the criteria in determining the classification of
each record.
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Chapter 4: Previous research of Record Linkage

4.1 Listing of Previous Record Linkage Research at BYU
Over the last five years three master’s projects done at Brigham Young University have
dealt with the theory and application of record linkage in respect to ecclesiastic records. Each of
these projects used the underlying theory presented in chapter three published by Fellegi and
Sunter and applied the theory for calculating weights published by White [1997]. Each project
was approached with the perspective of determining how well record linkage could be achieved
with regards to historical ecclesiastic data, done by Price [2000], Yamgata [2001] and Engler
[2002]. The data used was from Quaker congregation meetings, from Perquimans and
Pasquotank counties in North Carolina. Price used data from Perquimans county while,
Yamagata and Engler appended data from Pasquotank County to that of Perquimans county.
Price and Yamagata have results pertaining to applications of research performed by
Francis [2004]. Engler presents an alternative method to record linkage based on a multivariate
approach. Only the results of Price’s and Yamagata’s will be discussed here.

4.2 Results of Ecclesiastical Data Record Linkage
A concern regarding research done by Price was that a significant amount of missing data
was present. This was due to fact that many of the fields used for linking were not present in one
record or the other. Linkage performed by Price classified 0.2% of matches as non-matches and
0.1% of non-matches as matches, µ and λ respectively. Although the error rates were low she
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had 90.1% of the known matches as unclassified and 52% of the non-matches as unclassified. In
any use of record linkage it is undesirable to manually link a substantial set of records. In this
case the record pairs that would need to be manually linked were 31,427.
Research done by Yamagata had more promising results. It should be mentioned that the
weights calculated for the fields present in the ecclesiastical records used by both Price and
Yamagata were similar. However, Yamagata used additional fields based on family information
to match on in his research. This provided better separation in classification of records.
Yamagata used two different blocking schemes. The first blocking scheme used was that
used by Price, blocking on surname and gender. The second blocking scheme was done by using
surname only.
In the blocking scheme used by Price, Yamagata obtained threshold values with higher
error rates than Price 0.0187 (1.87%) and 0.0165 (1.65%), µ and λ respectively, but his
classification rates were higher. Only 7.71% of the non-matches and 17.52 % of the matches are
listed as unclassified [Yamagata 2002].
In applying the second blocking scheme Yamagata obtained error rates of 0.0239 and
0.0496 for µ and λ respectively. They are higher than previously but no unclassified record
comparisons were obtained.
In census records data fields are sparse as in the ecclesiastical records used by Price and
Yamagata. However, as is illustrated with the results obtained by Yamagata matching error rates
are decreased with the addition of more fields containing information pertaining to the individual.
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Chapter 5: Census Data and Census History

In focusing on genealogical research within census records it is important to understand the
background and basis for these records. In this project census records are used to link records
from the 1910 and the 1920 censuses for Louisiana, Michigan, Illinois, Connecticut and
California.

5.1 Census Indexes and Census History
5.1.1 Census Indexes
In the last decade many of the census records have been scanned and are available in a
portable document format (pdf). At present an effort is being made by many genealogical
research firms to transcribe the census records into electronic text files to use in computerized
searches. Both Ancestry and HeritageQuest are creating electronic files of census indexes for the
1910 and 1920 censuses. Census indexes contain information on the head of households and
individuals that differ in last name from the head of household. Indexed census records therefore
limit searches on females or children [Szucs 2001]. Information in a census index contains a
subset of the questions listed in a census, thus limiting the number of defining demographics for
an individual. Because of the limiting characteristics census records are often used primarily as a
finding tool.
5.1.2 Census History
During the Constitutional Convention of 1787, legislation to conduct a decennial census
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of the United States population was ratified. In 1790 President George Washington signed the
first censes act. The information obtained in the census was to be used in the appropriation of
legislative representatives for each state based on population, and provide information to
determine the amount of taxes to be levied. However, over the years the largest use of the
United States Decennial Censuses has become that of genealogical research [Szucs 2001].
In 1790 an official entity to over see the census was not established. U.S. Marshall’s
were appointed to acquire assistance and conduct the census. Between 1790 and 1880 the census
districts were aligned with existing civil divisions. To simplify the enumeration process census
districts were divided into manageable geographical areas where a U.S. Marshall was appointed
to supervise the enumeration.
Censuses from 1790 to 1850 were basically a count of the population. In 1850 the
purpose and scope of census taking was broadened. The broadening of the census was enacted
to capture characteristics of the United States population and the conditions under which they
lived [Szucs 2001].
In 1850 the first census office was opened to help oversee the administration of the
census. It was disbanded shortly there after and was reinstituted in time for the 1860 census. It
wasn’t until 1902 that the Bureau of the Census was established. The Bureau of the Census is
responsible for providing statistics about the population and the national economy to help in
determining what reforms or laws need to be made. Because of the change in census
information, censuses after 1850 have more information to help in genealogical research.
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5.2 Issues Relevant to Census Data
A great strength in census records lies in the fact that the records are one of the most
abundant sources of information concerning families and individuals. Since 1850, census
records have provided information regarding one’s national origin, schooling, occupation and
citizenship status. Censuses taken after 1850 contain additional information about an individual
and the circumstances in which they live.
When linking records between census years it is important to understand the history of
census taking and the quality of data in each census. Despite the abundance of data in a census,
information obtained may not always represent fact.
Many individuals did not trust the United States government or their intended use of
census information. Due to mistrust an individual may not have reported correct information.
Enumerators were not allowed to request any proof of responses, therefore they were obliged to
record information presented. However, if an individual was found to be giving false
information legal action could be taken. As early as 1790 people were fined $20 for answering
census questions untruthfully. But because it would be close to impossible to verify each answer
few individuals were ever prosecuted.
Up until the mid 1900’s much of the United States population resided in spread out rural
villages, which were difficult to get to. In many instances an enumerator would take a long trip
to a remote village or farm just to find no one at home. In this case it was up to the enumerator
to decide whether to come back later, question another individual of the household (child,
servant or relative living at the residence), or find a neighbor to approach. Responses recorded
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from someone other than the person of interest may lead to inaccuracies that cannot be accounted
for.
Besides issues relevant to fact, problems concerning consistency of information from one
census to another are addressed. Because this project deals only with census records from 1910
and 1920 only issues relating to the compilation of data between these censuses will be
addressed. In 1918, at the end of World War I many Eastern European boundaries were
realigned changing the “place of origin” for many immigrants in the United States. For instance
a “place of origin” of Prussia in1910 would be Germany in 1920 (Prussia was a predecessor to
Germany). Census records indicate the country in which an individual was born and in many
instances an individual misunderstood what information was being asked for. Thus, in many
instances places of origins reported represented the city of origin instead of the country of origin
such as Bavaria which is a prominent city in Germany.
When linking records between census years particularly from 1910 and 1920 it is
important to take into account geographical boundary changes after World War I and research
cities within countries to determine what locations represent the same geographical area.
The most prominent issue inherent in census records is the reliability of age. Many
individuals were secretive about their age, or were unaware of their actual birth date. When an
individual did not know their exact age it was rounded to the nearest decade. An example of age
discrepancy is found when tracking individuals over multiple census records. In one case a
women only aged twelve years over a 30, year period and, Abraham Lincoln’s wife aged only
seven years from 1850 to 1860 [Szucs 2001].
Another issue relevant to comparing census records from 1910 to 1920 for age is that
each census was not taken during the same time of year. The census for 1910 was taken in April
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and the census for 1920 was taken in January. For the 1910 census individuals were instructed to
give their age as of 1 April, 1910 and for 1920 they were instructed to give their age as of 1
January, 1920. Therefore ages of either 9 or 11 years should be considered matches. Due to the
discrepancies common when comparing ages between census year’s age differences should be
analyzed based on their range and treated with consideration.
Boundaries for counties provide another obstacle for a researcher to hurdle. Boundaries
were created for each census year based on precincts, towns, wards, townships, military districts,
parishes or minor civil divisions. Boundaries did not always provide a distinct separation
between districts. Because of boundary confusions an individual may have been questioned by
more than one enumerator or missed entirely. Issues regarding overlap or missing information
are more prominent in rural areas where boundaries were harder to identify.
Another discrepancy associated with comparing censuses between 1910 and 1920
concern military personal. In 1910 enumerators were instructed to list military service men as
residents of their posts. However, in 1920 enumerators were instructed to list military service
men as residents of their permanent home. Thus, in the case of individuals serving in the
military between 1910 and 1920 census information will not be listed in the same location.
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Chapter 6: Preceding Census Record Research and Project Modifications

6.1 Research Background
Now that a background on record linkage theory and census records has been presented,
the data and steps used in deriving the weights for census record linkage will be discussed.
In many cases census pages have been scanned and put into pdf files. Scanned files are
the most common electronic storage utilities currently used for census records. Currently both
Ancestry and HeritageQuest are creating electronic data files to be used in genealogical searches.
However, these data files are census indexes that contain a subset of census information on the
head of households and those residing at the home with a different last name.
Each census from 1790 to the present has had different questions asked of the population.
Thus, not every census contains equivalent information about the population. Indexed census
records provide a good source for probabilistic record linkage because indexes contain like
information. Data in each census index are surname, given name (sometimes a middle name or
initial is present in the given name field), age at the time the census was taken, gender, race,
place of origin, state of residence, county of residence, the district in which the subject of inquiry
lived and information on the census page the information is located.
Marcie Francis has developed weights using the method proposed by White [1997] using
Decennial Census Records from Louisiana. The process in which these weights were obtained is
presented as follows: First records from the 1910 and 1920 censuses for Ascension Parish
Louisiana were manually linked to create a file of known matches to be used in calculating
conditional probabilities. Second records were grouped by blocking on surname and gender as
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done by Price [2000]. Third, conditional and unconditional probabilities were calculated to use
in the compilation of weights to be used in the record linkage process. Fourth, threshold values
were obtained from the distribution of scores calculated from the weights. These threshold
values provide the basis for record classification, and the creation of a file in which each unique
individual and the census(es) in which they appear are listed.

6.2 Set of Known Matches
The set of “known” matches, for the Louisiana census data, were identified by hand. It is
known that manually linked records will have some degree of inherent error. However, these
inaccuracies are only important if they substantially alter the calculated frequencies (discussed in
chapter 3). To start off the estimation process one could use a few hundred linked pairs to
estimate frequencies, but a thousand would enable calculation of percentage rates for agreement
and disagreement to a higher degree of certainty (one decimal place Newcombe [1988]).
Unfortunately, Louisiana census records only contain 596 linked pairs. The lack of matches may
have an effect on the robustness of the weights and inhibit them from adequately working with
data sets from other geographical areas.
The set of matched records is used in comparing the manually linked records to records
matched within the methods described herein. The set of matched records is used to determine
how many matches were correctly linked and how many non-matches were incorrectly linked.
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6.3 Blocking Scheme
In research on ecclesiastical records done by Yamagata [2001] and Price [2000] the fields
surname and gender were two unique fields used for blocking. Blocking on surname and gender
limits the number of record comparisons that need to be made but decreases the fields available
for the linkage process. Blocking is performed by a program written by Francis in visual basic
that pairs up all records within a blocking scheme and places them on a line in an excel
spreadsheet that is then imported into the SAS system.

6.4 Calculation of Weights
Weights were calculated using the methodology presented in this paper as published by
White [1997]. If one or both entries in a particular field were blank the weight for that field was
set equal to zero because it does not contribute any information to the linking process. When
both entries were present the conditional and unconditional probabilities (P(S), P(D), P(S/M),
P(D/M), P(“Close”), and P(“Close”/M)) for each field were estimated. These values were then
used to calculate the weights.
Categorizing fields as same, different or nearly the same (close) were dependent upon the
conditions of each field and the history behind the census records for each field. For instance,
any two fields that are identical are identified as the same. However, as discussed in chapter five
there are specific issues inherent in census data that need to be accounted for. In particular, the
time frame in which the two decennial censuses in this study were taken. The difference in
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enumeration starting dates produces a discrepancy in the ages between censuses for the months
January through April. Therefore, ages that were 11 years apart were considered “close” and
ages that are 9 years apart are considered “same”. The agreement of “close” instead of “same”
for an 11 year age difference was a conservative choice made by Francis based on
inconsistencies with census taking between 1910 and 1920.
6.4.1 Modifications for Names
Record linkage research usually employs the use of a name compression code. A name
compression code attempts to alleviate problems dealing with misspellings of names, or
inconsistencies of spellings from one culture to the next, particularly surnames. The most
common compression codes are Soundex and NYSIIS, which are both used extensively in record
linkage research. The theory behind these codes is to phonetically group together classes of
similar-sounding groups of letters, thereby grouping together similar-sounding names. However,
these codes only deal well with names from an Anglo-Saxon or European origin.
Research done by Francis does not use a compression code on surname or any other
means to correct for discrepancies in surname (which will result in a larger error rate). For given
name the first three letters, last three letters and first letter are compared. The comparison of
both the last three and first three letters of each given name attempts to correct for the issues in
reading census pages, and not using a compression code for name comparisons (misspellings,
different spellings by geographical region etc.).
Reported nicknames create another hurdle for comparing given names. For instance an
individual may have reported a nickname at one census and their full given name at another
census. If someone other than the individual of inquiry was responding they may have provided
a nickname without knowing the individuals full name. Francis has compiled a file of common
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nicknames for the time period in question. Excerts from the male and female nickname tables
used can be found in Appendix C. If the nickname represents a match to a full name such as
“Tony” and “Anthony” the field is recognized as a match but is classified as “close”. Francis
used a nickname file to determine agreement in estimation of unconditional and conditional
probabilities for the given name field. The nickname file created by Francis is used in this
project as well.
6.4.2 Additional Fields for Matching
Research done by Yamagata [2001] improved upon the results obtained by Price [2000],
presented in chapter four, by using additional fields containing information on family relatives
such as spouse and children. Price’s results were poor due to a lack of fields available for record
linking and the lack of information present in the records.
The few fields issue is also inherent in indexed census records. Because family
information is not available in indexed census records Francis compared the 10 nearest neighbors
(the five above each subject of comparison and the five below each subject of comparison). It is
believed that in more stable areas the change in neighbors would be small and thus comparing
neighbors would enhance the ability to correctly link individuals.
6.4.3 Calculating Weights
To find the unconditional probabilities of P(S), P(C) and P(D), all records from the 1910
census would have to be paired with all records from the 1920 census, within each group, created
by the blocking scheme. If the blocking scheme were dropped 50,824,215 possible comparisons
would need to be made for the Louisiana indexed census data (7,605 from 1910 x 6,683 from 1920).
In order to avoid extensive time and storage space, random samples of 3,000 from the 50 million
possible comparisons were taken. The unconditional probabilities were calculated by randomly
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pairing records together and then determining the frequency of “agreement”, “disagreement” or
“near agreement” for each field in the records. Probabilities were obtained by dividing the
frequency of the classification by the number of times the classification was present for the set of
record comparisons.
The set of matched records comes into play when calculating the conditional probabilities
P(S/M), P(D/M), and P(C/M). Like in the calculation of unconditional probabilities the
frequency between records for agreement and disagreement are obtained on the matched records.
The sum of classification occurrences was then divided by the frequency of a field entry being
present in both records. [Francis 2004].
The application of weights was dependent upon the classification status of fields, within a
pair of records. If the entries for a particular field matched they received the weight:
 P( Same | Match) 

wk = ln
P
Same
(
)
k



A score or test statistic W for each record pair is simply the sum of the weights for each
n
n
 P( e i | M ) 
 .
of the independent fields. Where W is W = ∑ w i = ∑ ln 
P
(
e
)
i =1
i =1
i



6.5 Results of Preceding Research
Table 1 lists the calculated weight for each field used in the probabilistic record linkage
process done by Francis[2004]. Only a weight for the classification of “close” was calculated for
the first letter, first three letters and last three letters of the agreement classification of given
name. This is because an allocation has already been made for the given name classification of
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“same” and “different”. For the field “Place of Origin” each comparison either agreed exactly
(“same”) or didn’t agree (“different”) therefore a weight for “close” was not calculated. In the
nearest neighbor approach only 5 of the nearest neighbors were present in record comparisons.
Because a field was empty for one or both comparison records, weights for the other 5 nearest
neighbors are 0 and are not listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Weights Calculated by Francis (2003)
Field
Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census
Nearest Neighbor 0
Nearest Neighbor 1
Nearest Neighbor 2
Nearest Neighbor 3
Nearest Neighbor 4
Nearest Neighbor 5
Nearest Neighbor 6

Weight for “Same”
4.91817

3.23209
0.76747
0.19007
1.29749
-0.60987
0.61981
1.89574
3.46752
5.77946
5.71047
5.71047

Weight for “Close”
3.55168
3.71225
0.85309
-5.62323
2.49442
-0.72595
0.01632

Weight for “Different”
-5.62323

-3.28568
-3.03835
-1.95574
-0.88943

NOTE: (All 10 nearest neighbors of record 1 were compared to the 10 nearest neighbors of record 2, but if there was
more than 1 Smith", for example, among record two’s neighbors, the Smiths were counted as matching record one’s
Smith only once. Thus, 10 was the maximum number of matching neighbors possible.)

The weights were then used to calculate the score for each record comparison. The scores
were then used to identify threshold values that minimized the loss function. The distribution of
these scores and the threshold values as obtained by Francis are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Scores for Louisiana Indexed Census Data

After the threshold values were obtained classification of each set of comparison records
were made. Two options for threshold values were obtained. The first option places threshold
values at 1.9964 and 0.4370 giving an error rate of 0.0117 and 0.0122, for µ and λ respectively,
where 1.32 % of the non-matches are unclassified and 1.85% of the matches are unclassified.
Option two places threshold values at 1.806414 for both Tµ and Tλ and error rates are 0.0168 and
0.0169, for µ and λ respectively, with no unclassified records. Option two was selected as
optimal by Francis because it contained no unclassified records and had relatively low error rates
(Option 2 is illustrated in figure 1).
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The classification status was then used to create a file in Microsoft Excel that lists each
individual, their bibliographic information and the census(es) in which those particular
individuals appear [Francis 2003] thus, allowing a researcher to locate an individual in both the
1910 and 1920 census.
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Chapter 7: Research on Weight Robustness

7.1: Methods
When using probabilistic methodology for record linkage, it is pertinent to determine
whether calculated weights can be used in a global sense to determine the classification of a
record comparison. That is, to determine whether weights calculated using census records from
one geographical location can be used when linking records from another geographical location.
(Whether weights calculated using data from Louisiana can be applied to data from California,
New York, Michigan etc.) If weights could be used for similar data files one would eliminate
the need to calculate the various conditional and unconditional probabilities, and a table of
weights for genealogical record linkage could be established for census records.
Heritage Quest has provided indexed census files from the 1910 and 1920 decennial
censuses on four states. These states represent a large geographical area of the United States
providing a base to determine if it is feasible to use the weights calculated by Francis [2004]
globally. These states include California, Connecticut, Illinois, Michigan and additionally
Louisiana.
To determine the feasibility of global weights, it was believed to be desirable to have at
least five groups for comparison. Thus, because of the large size of California as well as the
abundant number of individuals recorded in its census, California was split into two groups
based on geographical region. One group contains data from Northern California while the other
contains data from Southern California.
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Each of the eight census files differ greatly in number of records. Each file contains
between 70,000 and 1,500,000 records. To obtain a set of known matches for each comparison
group, a subset of records were taken from the 1910 and 1920 census years. Records were
extracted from the same counties for both census years. The breakdown of sampled counties and
number of data records can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2: Sampled States information

STATE

Connecticut
Illinois
Louisiana
Michigan
Southern
California
Northern
California

Number

Matches

18,799
32,211
18,233
31,497
32,684

2,405
4,984
596
4,539
2,779

Matches Not
found by
blocking
169
222
45
340
135

21,436

1,943

106

Counties

Tolland
DeKalb, Hamilton
Ascension Parish
Huron, Crawford, Oceana
Kings, Ventura
Yolo, Lassen, Del Norte

*NOTE: An illustration of county locations can be found in Appendix A

The set of known matches for the five groups of data were determined manually. The number of
known matches found for each data set is illustrated in Table 2. Because a compression code, to
identify similar sounding letters and combinations of letters, was not used for blocking on
surname a number of the matches identified by hand were not selected for use in calculating the
conditional and unconditional probabilities. Approximately 96% of the matches that were not
selected by the blocking structure would have been chosen given a compression code was used.
There were a small number of names that had misspellings that would prohibit them from being
identified even using a compression code. Also, a few of the identified matches had different
genders. It appeared as though gender mis-classification were strictly data errors. Records that
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were identified as matches but were not picked up by the blocking structure were not included
when calculating error rates. A subset of surnames that were not selected by the blocking
structure, for each data set, can be found in Appendix N.
Research performed by Francis took into account the nearest neighbors to include more
fields for linking. Francis found that by using the nearest neighbors for matching she decreased
her error rates (the error rates without the nearest neighbors were not reported). Unfortunately,
when the data were received the records for California, Connecticut, Illinois and Michigan for
the 1910 censuses had been sorted alphabetically by last name (many of the indexed censuses
have been transcribed and placed in alphabetical order). This sorting negates the use of nearest
neighbors in record linkage because the order the census records were taken has been altered.
Inherent in census data is faulty information, especially incorrect ages. Ages in census
records should always be supported by corroborating information from another source. [Cerny
1985] Because of the issues inherent in the field for age a broader range of age difference was
considered. Francis limited the difference in age to 11 years for “close”, and 9 or 10 years for
“same”. Because of the discrepancies in ages a classification of “close” was designated as a
difference of either 7 or 13 years. A classification of “same” was given if the range differed by
8-12 years. Any other age difference was classified as “different”.
When linking records manually it became apparent that considerations needed to be made,
to account for changes in the field “place of origin”. This is discussed in section 5.2. Changes
were made to the visual basic code to take into account boundary changes in Europe after World
War I, and the location of cities given as the place of origin instead of the country. An index of
locations listed as matches between the 1910 and 1920 censuses can be found in Appendix D.
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Census data from Louisiana used by Francis all came from Ascension Parish County,
negating the need for a weight for the county field. However, as indicated above multiple
counties were used in four of the data sets. A weight for county was calculated using
information from the datasets with multiple counties for the classification of “same” or
“different”.
The location comparisons used by Francis were limited to comparing portions of the
locality of the enumeration district. In records from the additional four states used herein,
enumeration locations were much harder to compare. In California the majority of enumeration
districts changed completely between 1910 and 1920. Research was done to determine which
enumeration locations were the same between 1910 and 1920. In some instances the
classification of enumeration districts was subjective. Subjectivity was used when enumeration
location boundaries were not available. Tables were created to use in the record linkage
algorithm to determine if enumeration localities were the same for records between 1910 and
1920 and are found in Appendix E.

7.2 Results

Because changes were made to the code to calculate a county weight and differences in the
classification methods for the enumeration locality and place of origin weights calculated by
Francis were not used. Weights from Louisiana were re-calculated with the relevant changes and
then used in the record linkage process for the remaining five data sets to determine robustness
of using weights globally.
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The weights calculated for Ascension Parish Louisiana are presented in Table 3
Table 3: Adjusted weights for Ascension Parish Louisiana
Louisiana: Fields
Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census
Census County

Weight for “Same”
4.68727

2.43409
0.69595
0.18877
1.20257
0.016791

Weight for “Close”
-6.535241 (NONE)
3.82879
0.83930
-0.73573
-1.40351
-0.77369
-6.535241 (NONE)
-1.40351

Weight for “Different”
-1.97170

-1.96890
-1.68627
-1.27614
-0.036901
-0.23362

The weights are similar to those previously calculated by Francis [2004]. The major changes are
seen in weights associated with age (for all classifications), given name for the use of nickname
and the last three letters, and the weights are significantly changed for all weights for the
classification of “different”. Table 1 from Chapter 6 is re-presented below to easily see
differences between weights calculated by Francis and weights calculated for the current project.
Table 1: Weights calculated by Francis.

Louisiana: Fields

Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census

Weight for
“Same”
4.91817

Weight for
“Close”
3.55168
3.71225
0.85309
-5.62323
2.49442
-0.72595

3.23209
0.76747
0.19007
1.29749

0.01632

Weight for
“Different”
-5.62323

-3.28568
-3.03835
-1.95574
-0.88943

The distribution of scores calculated for Ascension Parish Louisiana using the weights obtained
after taking into account a broader range of age differences and the index for place of origin and
enumeration locality is illustrated in Figure2.
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Figure 2: Match Status Distribution of Louisiana Census Records for Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

The threshold value of 1.806414 (which will be abbreviated as 1.806) used by Francis was
applied to the newly calculated weights as well as a threshold value of 2.504, which seemed to fit
slightly better with the re-calculated weights. Threshold values that led to a set of A2
(undetermined status) were not analyzed. Error rates for the threshold value of 1.806414 were
0.018388 and 0.021356 for µ and λ respectively. The error rates for the threshold value of
2.504 were 0.0240453 and 0.0191654 for µ and λ respectively. As is indicated for µ (percent
of misclassified matches) the error rate is slightly higher for the threshold value of 2.504 than for
the threshold value of 1.806414. This can be attributed to the change of weights for the given
name. Each of the known match misclassifications is due to the given name not matching one of
the algorithm criterian (i.e. nickname, first three letters). Thus, the lower the threshold value the
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better the rate of classification there will be for identified matches whose scores border on the
threshold of 2.504. However, the classification rate for λ is better for the threshold value of
2.504, this is because given names that have the first letter in common are not given the large
negative weight for the given name not matching and thus illustrate a potential for a match based
on the score when they are not.
Now that threshold values have been established for analysis the distribution of scores for
the five comparison groups using weights calculated from Ascension Parish Louisiana records
will be presented. The Distribution of scores for the five comparison groups can be found in
Figures 3-7.
When looking at the distribution of scores for the five data sets using weights calculated
using Louisiana census data, one can see the small amount of overlap between the matched and
unmatched records.
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Figure 3: Match Status Distribution of Connecticut Census Records using Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Figure 4: Match Status Distribution of Illinois Census Records using Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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Figure 5: Match Status Distribution of Michigan Census Records using Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Figure 6: Match Status Distribution of Northern California Records using Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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Figure 7: Score Distribution of Southern California Census Records using Louisiana Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Error rates for both proposed threshold values can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4: Error rates for Louisiana Weights

Error Rates obtained using Louisiana Weights
µ =2.450
µ =1.806
State

Connecticut
Illinois
Louisiana
Michigan
Southern California
Northern California

0.11809
0.02408
0.02405
0.07997
0.07845
0.05095

0.11351
0.01846
0.01839
0.07601
0.06945
0.03654

λ =2.405
0.02094
0.01843
0.01917
0.01276
0.00941
0.01071

λ =1.806
0.02492
0.02146
0.02132
0.01514
0.00941
0.01319

The error rates associated with µ for multiple data sets are above the standard level of 0.05 for
both threshold values. Besides the high error rates for Connecticut at the Lower threshold ( µ ),
the error rates for both µ and λ are not consistently below the 0.05 benchmark. It can be
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noticed that the error rates are higher than those obtained by Francis The values for µ are slightly
higher for the threshold value of 2.504 and slightly lower for λ .
Because Connecticut had a large error rate for µ and many of the error rates were greater
than 0.05, it was determined that the weights calculated using data from Ascension Parish
Louisiana may not be appropriate to use globally.
As mentioned previously in chapter 6 the lack of known matches in the Louisiana census
records may correlate to the low robustness of the calculated weights. It is apparent from the
above discussed error rates that some problems are present in using Louisiana weights on
different census records.
Thus, weights were calculated using census records from Michigan. Michigan contained
4,472 known matches that were picked up from the blocking structure. As compared to only 592
matches for the Louisiana census records. Newcombe suggested the estimation of weights
should be within one thousandth when using more than a thousand matched records to calculate
the weights discussed in Chapter 6.
The weights calculated using Michigan census records are presented in Table5.
Table 5: Weights for Michigan

Michigan: Fields
Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census
Census County

Weight for
“Same”

Weight for
“Close”

Weight for
“Different”

3.74938

0
3.47679
0.04672
-0.12679
1.16419

-6.1262

2.27222
0.01359
1.28257
2.46203
0.58663
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1.227885
3.290676

-1.78794
-2.89088
-1.44111
-4.04763

When comparing the weights for the Michigan census records to that of the Louisiana
census records one can notice the large difference present for most fields for classification of
“same” or ”different”. The weights for the classification of “close” remain fairly constant
between the two data sets.
The distribution of scores for the Louisiana data set using weights obtained with
Michigan census records is illustrated in Figure 8. The remaining five distribution illustrations
can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 8: Match Status Distribution of Louisiana Census Records for Michigan Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

It appears that more unclassified matches are present in the Louisiana data set using
Michigan weights over Louisiana weights. However, there are fewer misclassified unmatched
records. This can be seen looking at the error rates located in Table 6.
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Table 6: Error Rates associated with Michigan data set

Error Rates obtained using Michigan Weights
µ =2.450
µ =1.806
State
Connecticut
0.04199
0.02079
Illinois
0.02227
0.00702
Louisiana
0.04809
0.02687
Michigan
0.02952
0.01058
Southern California
0.04678
0.02879
Northern California
0.02934
0.01081

λ =2.405
0.02167
0.01512
0.01507
0.01240
0.00908
0.01022

λ =1.806
0.03379
0.02333
0.02458
0.01732
0.02301
0.01269

Even though the graph may appear to show that there are more incorrectly unclassified
records the error rates are all below the level of 0.05 and fairly consistent between each of the six
census groups.
Because of the improvement of classification and error rates it was determined to see if
any changes could be seen using weights calculated from one of the other census data sets
available. Weights were calculated using census records from Southern California to take into
consideration a different geographical area of the United States. The weights obtained using data
from Southern California are presented in Table 7.
Table 7: Weights obtained using Southern California census records

Southern California:
Fields
Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census
County

Weight for
“Same”
4.3677

Weight for
“Close”
0
3.59446
0.58011
-0.12518
0.1794
2.09202
-0.778511
1.067691

2.33621
0.18801
2.70024
1.66035
0.016791
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Weight for
“Different”
-5.4323

-2.58941
-1.51028
-2.23898
-1.82755
-2.7577

The weights obtained for Southern California are similar in some fields to that of
Louisiana weights and similar to other fields of the Michigan weights. In many of the cases the
weights for Southern California fall between the weights for Michigan and Louisiana. The
distribution of scores for each of the data sets look similar to those presented previously. The
main difference is the number of record pairs present in the skewed tails.
The error rates obtained for the data sets when applying the weights obtained using the
Southern California census data are presented in Table 8.
Table 8: Error rates associated with Southern California weights

Error Rates obtained using Southern California Weights
µ =2.450
µ =1.806
λ =2.405
Census Record Set
Connecticut
0.02495
0.02412
0.02794
Illinois
0.00722
0.00622
0.02111
Louisiana
0.02546
0.02122
0.02751
Michigan
0.01278
0.01102
0.01410
Southern California
0.02987
0.02771
0.01461
Northern California
0.01235
0.00978
0.00874

λ =1.806
0.02899
0.02343
0.03202
0.01527
0.01702
0.01206

The error rates obtained from the application of the weights from Southern California are
an improvement on the error rates obtained from using Louisiana or Michigan weights.
Because the weights obtained by using census records from Southern California were
between weights for Louisiana and Michigan it was determined to calculate the weights for all
six of the available data sets and take an average of the weights to apply to the six sets of census
records. This will determine if an average of the weights for different geographical regions
would provide better results on the whole than calculating weights for one region to apply to
every region.
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The weights calculated for all of the data sets are presented in Tables 9-11. Table 9
presents the weights associated with the classification for “same”, Table 10 illustrates the
weights associated with the classification for “close” and Table 11 presents the weights for the
“different” classification.
Table 9: Weights for “SAME” classification
Same

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California

Northern
California

Illinois

Connecticut

Given Name

4.68727

3.74938

4.3677

4.06206

4.00416

4.16278

Age
Race
Birthplace
Locale
County

2.43409
0.69595
0.18877
1.20257

2.27222
0.01359
1.28257
2.46203
0.58663

2.33621
0.18801
2.70024
1.66035
0.64883

2.4116
0.1858
2.09282
2.67441
0.75061

2.40721
0.00627
1.09513
2.98391
0.48351

2.57724
0.007938
1.58829
2.11025

The weights for the classification of “same” are fairly similar for all six data sets.
However, there are some fluctuations, which may be attributed to the geographical location. For
instance the weight for race is higher in Louisiana and both California data sets. In these areas
there is a more racially diversified group of individuals compared with Michigan, Illinois or
Connecticut. The diversification of individuals also has an effect on the field for birth place.
Many people that immigrated to the United States settled where they had family or knew others
from their country, in an attempt to maintain some form of familiarity culturally and with their
surroundings.
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Table 10: Weights for “CLOSE” classification
Close

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California

Northern
California

Illinois

Connecticut

Nickname
First 3
First letter
Last 3
Age
Race
Birthplace
Locale

0
3.82879
0.8393
-0.73573
-1.40351
-0.77369
-6.535241
-1.40351

0
3.47679
0.04672
-0.12679
1.16419
0.000001
1.227885
3.290676

0
3.59446
0.58011
-0.12518
0.1794
2.09202
-0.778511
1.067691

-7.559559
3.28607
0.39635
0.011753
0.12887
2.3893
-2.29052
1.854358

0
3.24833
0.63499
-0.14306
-0.31262
0
1.277857
2.178597

0
2.81993
-0.39189
-0.1198
-0.34213
1.35377
1.340864
2.102477

Weights for the classification of “close” had a broader range between the six sets of
census records but stayed within a reasonable range. An interesting note is that the field
changing the least was that of the first three letters of the given name. Consistency indicates a
solid field for comparison in any geographical region.
Table 11: Weights for “DIFFERENT” classification
Different

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California

Northern
California

Illinois

Connecticut

Given Name
Age
Race
Birthplace
Locale
County

-1.9717
-1.9689
-1.68627
-1.27614
-0.036901

-6.1262
-1.78794
0.000001
-2.89088
-1.44111
-4.04763

-5.4323
-2.58941
-1.51028
-2.23898
-1.82755
-2.7577

-5.6946
-2.68868
-3.13314
-2.71261
-1.98226
-4.36495

-2.57545
-2.29834
-1.3742
-2.39535
-1.36266
-2.55394

-3.84259
-3.23673
-1.296
-3.49674
-0.98335

Weights for the classification of “different” have the greatest amount of fluctuation. This
may be due to the population fluctuation between the geographical regions from where each
census data set was taken.
An average of the above weights was calculated and applied to the six sets of census
records. The averaged weights are presented in Table 12.
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Table 12: Averaged Weights

Averaged: Fields

Given Name
First 3 letters of Given Name
First letter of Given Name
Last 3 letters of Given Name
Age
Race
Place or Origin
Locale of Census
County

Weight for
“Same”
4.180092

Weight for
“Close”
-1.25993
3.3928
0.356995
-0.22506
-0.10778
0.843567
-0.95751
1.521342

2.455072
0.183053
1.49957
2.02468
0.502542

Weight for
“Different”
-4.76084

-2.63094
-1.58802
-2.66818
-1.35869
-3.16472

The distribution of the scores for the six data sets, are presented in Figures 8-13.
Figure 9: Match Status Distribution of Connecticut Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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Figure 10: Match Status Distribution of Illinois Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Figure 11: Match Status Distribution of Louisiana Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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Figure 12: Match Status Distribution of Michigan Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Figure 13: Match Status Distribution of Northern California Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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Figure 14: Match Status Distribution of Southern California Records using Averaged Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

It can be seen that good separation of matched and non-matched record pairs is achieved
using the averaged weights. The error rates are given in Table 13.
Table 13: Error rates associated with Averaged Weights

Error Rates obtained using Averaged Weights
µ =2.450
µ =1.806
Census Record Set
Connecticut
0.04075
0.01414
Illinois
0.01083
0.00522
Louisiana
0.02687
0.01980
Michigan
0.02600
0.01763
Southern California
0.04282
0.03203
Northern California
0.02162
0.01338

λ =2.405
0.01701
0.01410
0.01346
0.00902
0.01293
0.00842

λ =1.806
0.02542
0.01233
0.02359
0.01316
0.01690
0.01302

The error rates obtained using the averaged weights are all below the 0.05 level and have above
95% matching rates. The error rates are not optimal when the averaged weights are applied to
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any of the six data sets. However, they are located in the middle of the best and the worst error
rates.
Two tables have been created to illustrate the high rates of matching relative to the
calculated weights used in the record linkage process, for both “Matched” records and “NonMatched” records. Percentages for Matched and Non-Matched records are found in Tables 14
and 15 respectively. Following the tables of matching percentages, tables illustrating the range
of error rates when applying each of the weights are presented in Tables 16 and 17. Table 16
contains the error rates for λ with regards to threshold values of 1.806 and 2.504. Table 17
contains the error rates for µ relative to the threshold values of 1.806 and 2.504.
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Table 14: Percentage of Correctly Linked Records

Linkage Percentages
Record Set
Louisiana

Louisiana

Michigan

Calculated Weights
Southern
Northern
Illinois
California
California
Matches
Matches
Matches
0.97619
0.97051
0.96888
0.97472
0.96208
0.95757

Connecticut

Threshold
1.806
2.504

Matches
0.98174
0.97612

Matches
0.97331
0.95225

Michigan

1.806
2.504

0.92414
0.92018

0.98945
0.97054

0.98901
0.98725

0.98439
0.97120

0.97973
0.97114

0.97889
0.97076

0.98436
0.97599

Illinois

1.806
2.504

0.98140
0.97574

0.99292
0.97756

0.99373
0.99272

0.99131
0.98140

0.99438
0.98696

0.98605
0.97816

0.98716
0.98154

Connecticut

1.806
2.504

0.88667
0.88211

0.97924
0.95807

0.97592
0.97509

0.97426
0.95268

0.96632
0.95884

0.96638
0.95766

0.97505
0.96091

Southern California

1.806
2.504

0.93124
0.92234

0.97150
0.95369

0.97257
0.97043

0.96544
0.95191

0.96869
0.95574

0.96616
0.95226

0.97805
0.96725

Northern California

Matches
0.96208
0.95084

Averaged
Weights
Matches
0.98727
0.98020

1.806
0.96355
0.98922
0.99025
0.98768
0.98353
0.97895
0.98919
2.504
0.94918
0.97074
0.98768
0.97690
0.97169
0.96817
0.98096
Yellow indicates the highest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
Grey indicates the lowest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
For the Averaged Weights blue indicates optimal results over the non-averaged weights.
For the Averaged Weights light green indicates the matching percentage falls between the highest and the lowest results for the six census record data
sets.
For the averaged weights dark green indicated the matching percentages for the averaged weights falls below the lowest matching percentage results for
the six census record data sets.
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Table 15: Percentages of Correctly Linked Non-Matched Records

Linkage Percentages

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California
NonMatches
0.96798
0.97248

Weights
Northern
Illinois
California
NonNonMatches
Matches
0.97381
0.98479
0.98125
0.98906

Connecticut

Threshold
1.806
2.504

NonMatches
0.97868
0.98083

NonMatches
0.97541
0.98493

Michigan

1.806
2.504

0.98486
0.98724

0.98268
0.98760

0.98473
0.98590

0.98617
0.99019

0.99239
0.99333

0.98484
0.99270

0.98674
0.99088

Illinois

1.806
2.504

0.97827
0.98157

0.97634
0.98466

0.97623
0.97859

0.97870
0.98583

0.98874
0.99117

0.98153
0.99084

0.96066
0.97169

Connecticut

1.806
2.504

0.97508
0.97906

0.96620
0.97833

0.97101
0.97206

0.97405
0.98187

0.98580
0.98703

0.97912
0.98770

0.97446
0.98287

Southern California

1.806
2.504

0.98873
0.99059

0.97697
0.97978

0.98297
0.98538

0.98390
0.98772

0.98798
0.99018

0.98274
0.99179

0.98250
0.98646

Record Set
Louisiana

Northern California

NonMatches
0.98181
0.98732

Averaged
Weights
Non-Matches
0.97636
0.98648

1.806
0.98681
0.98651
0.98794
0.98851
0.99251
0.98786
0.98688
2.504
0.98929
0.99019
0.99126
0.99334
0.99595
0.99570
0.99148
Yellow indicates the highest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
Grey indicates the lowest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
For the Averaged Weights blue indicates optimal results over the non-averaged weights.
For the Averaged Weights light green indicates the matching percentage falls between the highest and the lowest results for the six census record data
sets.
For the averaged weights dark green indicates the matching percentages for the averaged weights which falls below the lowest matching percentage
results for the six census record data sets.
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Table 16: Error Rates Associated for λ

ERROR RATES

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California

Weights
Northern
California

Illinois

Connecticut

Averaged
Weights

Threshold
1.806
2.504

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

λ

0.01839
0.02405

0.02687
0.04809

0.02122
0.02546

0.0297
0.03819

0.03819
0.0495

0.03819
0.0495

0.0198
0.02687

Michigan

1.806
2.504

0.07601
0.07997

0.01058
0.02952

0.01102
0.01278

0.01564
0.02908

0.02225
0.00881

0.02115
0.0293

0.01763
0.026

Illinois

1.806
2.504

0.01846
0.02408

0.00702
0.02227

0.00622
0.00722

0.00863
0.01445

0.01485
0.02227

0.01384
0.02167

0.00522
0.01083

Connecticut

1.806
2.504

0.11351
0.11809

0.02079
0.042

0.02412
0.02495

0.00873
0.01123

0.03534
0.04283

0.03368
0.04241

0.01414
0.04075

Southern California

1.806
2.504

0.06945
0.07845

0.02879
0.04678

0.02771
0.02987

0.0349
0.04858

0.04138
0.05434

0.03418
0.04822

0.03203
0.04282

Record Set
Louisiana

Northern California

1.806
0.03654
0.01081
0.00978
0.01235
0.01904
0.0211
0.01338
2.504
0.05095
0.02934
0.01235
0.0211
0.03088
0.03139
0.02162
Yellow indicates the highest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
Grey indicates the lowest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
For the Averaged Weights blue indicates optimal results over the non-averaged weights.
For the Averaged Weights light green indicates the matching percentage falls between the highest and the lowest results for the six census record data
sets.
For the averaged weights dark green indicates the matching percentages for the averaged weights which falls below the lowest matching percentage
results for the six census record data sets.
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Table 17: Error Rates Associated for µ

ERROR RATES

Louisiana

Michigan

Southern
California

Weights
Northern
California

Illinois

Connecticut

Averaged
Weights

Threshold
1.806
2.504

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

0.02132
0.01917

0.02458
0.01507

0.03202
0.02751

0.02619
0.01875

0.01515
0.01088

0.01819
0.01268

0.02359
0.01346

Michigan

1.806
2.504

0.01514
0.01276

0.01732
0.0124

0.01527
0.0141

0.01383
0.00981

0.00752
0.00657

0.01516
0.0073

0.01316
0.00902

Illinois

1.806
2.504

0.02143
0.01843

0.02333
0.01512

0.02343
0.02111

0.02099
0.01397

0.01105
0.00862

0.0182
0.00903

0.01233
0.0141

Connecticut

1.806
2.504

0.02492
0.02094

0.03379
0.02167

0.02899
0.02794

0.02595
0.01813

0.01409
0.00993

0.02088
0.0123

0.02542
0.01701

Southern California

1.806
2.504

0.01126
0.00941

0.02301
0.00908

0.01702
0.01461

0.01609
0.01227

0.01142
0.00922

0.01725
0.0082

0.0169
0.01293

Record Set
Louisiana

Northern California

1.806
0.01319
0.01269
0.01206
0.01149
0.00739
0.01214
0.01302
2.504
0.01071
0.01022
0.00874
0.00665
0.00395
0.0043
0.00842
Yellow indicates the highest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
Grey indicates the lowest matching percentage for the six census record data sets.
For the Averaged Weights blue indicates optimal results over the non-averaged weights.
For the Averaged Weights light green indicates the matching percentage falls between the highest and the lowest results for the six census record data
sets.
For the averaged weights dark green indicates the matching percentages for the averaged weights which falls below the lowest matching percentage
results for the six census record data sets.
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To use weights in a global sense the averaged weights would be most appropriate because
optimal classification was not obtained for all of the data sets using one set of weights. The
averaged weights provide low error rates and high matching rates. They also allow a weight to
be present for fields of interest present in one data set and not in the other (i.e. county, or race).
An issue in the misclassification of records is attributed to problems in identifying
potential matches through given name. Approximately 92% of the misclassified matched
records were record pairs that had different given names that could not be accounted for by any
of the fields of choice. One of the most common causes of misclassification was a transposition
of the first and middle names or initials. Others were obvious misspellings of the given name
that could not be picked up by the algorithm used herein.
In the mis-classification of non-matches the major issues were record pairs that were
similar in most fields but had different given names that had the same first letter. Because the
given name wasn’t classified as different the negative weight for given name was not applied to
the score of the record pair. Thus, giving the record pair a higher score, and increasing the
probability of being classified as a match, instead of a non-match. The draw back of eliminating
the first letter match is when one record had only an initial and the second record had a full name
they would not be identified as potential matches. The records would receive a negative weight
for ”different” and not be selected as a match.
When the averaged weights were applied to the six data sets available, error rates below
the 0.05 level were obtained. The classification rates were all above 95% with the majority of
errors being identified as issues inherent in the algorithm. With the use of global weights a table
of weights can be created to use in the record linkage process. Weights calculated herein can be
applied to any census records from the 1910 and 1920 time period. However, when comparing
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census records from other decades it is expedient that new weights be calculated. Weights
calculated for different time periods will take into account relevant population fluctuations which
appear to have a significant effect on the weights.
It can be seen that it is beneficial to combine record sets to determine weights for record
linkage. Averaging weights for more than one data set takes into account a larger population
base that yields more robust weights. Robustness for the averaged weights calculated herein is
seen with overall lower error rates. Thus, we conclude that weights can be used in a global sense
when obtained by a source with enough known matches to not affect the conditional and
unconditional probabilities.

7.3 Future Research
When conducting research for this project three areas where improvement could be made were
noticed. Each area is addressed as follows:
1. In the current project issues relevant to the proper classification of matches is
discussed. One of the main concerns of researchers is locating individuals by an
individual’s last name. Without a compression code of some sort a substantial number of
matches are missed as well as a fair number of individuals whose names are misspelled to
the point where a compression code cannot identify them.
The majority of the surnames that were not identified as a possible match were
because of significant misspellings. In most cases a compression code will eliminate
many record pairs from being blocked ineffectively. However, when a spelling error
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occurs that a compression code cannot detect a second algorithm can be applied to take
into account the proportion of letters in a given name or surname that match.
Because many last names are recorded with an ‘s’ at the end of a name usually
indicating plurality and not the technical name any ‘s’ that appeared at the end of a
surname would be deleted. This is because a compression code would not pick up the
surnames of ‘Child’ and ‘Childs’ as a match. Next an algorithm would need to be written
to count the number of letters that were the same for each surname and/or given name in
the record comparison. In other words if you had the surnames Lowell and Sowell 5 out
of 6 letters match and thus for a previously calculated weight of 3.96 a total weight of
3.29 would be applied to a field used in comparison. For a field used for blocking such
as surname if more than 50% of the letters matched the records would be selected for the
blocking sheme.
Questions may arise where two names are similar but one or more letters is
missing in one of the name fields, such as Rogers and Rodgers (these names would be
picked up be a compression code but are being used for clarification). The number of
letters that matched starting from the left would be determined. When letters did not
match the following letter of the record comparison would be compared. In the given
example let “Rogers” be record one and “Rodgers” be record two. The first two letters
match but the third letter does not. Thus the third letter in record one ‘g’ would be
compared to the fourth letter in record two. In this case it is a match, but if the letters did
not match the third letter in record two would be compared with the fourth letter in record
one. In the case where the third letter in record one matched the fourth letter in record
two a space would be added to record one to account for the inconsistencies in the
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number of letters for the name field. For example the comparison fields would become
(the letter ‘s’ would have been removed prior to the letter comparisons):
Rog_er and Rodger
Because 5 out of 6 letters match each record would be identified by the blocking
scheme as potential matches, or 86% of the weight used in calculating the Score would be
applied.
Different considerations need to be accounted for when only an initial is present
in the given name. For instance, if one record only had an initial given just the first letter
of the two records would be compared. Thus, allowing records with only initials to still
be considered as potential matches.

2. Other research could follow up on the issues of too few fields for matching. As
discussed herein, problems arise when linking records with only a few fields available for
comparison. It would be of significant interest to record linkage research to determine
the minimal number of fields needed to link records with a high efficiency.
3. When a field is empty in one field previous research as well as the current project apply a
large negative weight to the calcualtion of the score. This has been done because
researchers have stated that no information means a lower probability of matching.
However, when this negative weight has been applied to the data herein record
comparisons that are a match have not been identified because the large negative weight
out weighs the positive weights for other comparison fields. It is proposed that when a
field is empty a weight of 0 is given. This is because when a field is empty it is not
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contributing information to the record classification. Or a linear estimation of where the
weight would fall based on a linear extrapolation other fields in the data source could be
made.

After applying the above mentioned improvements record linkage could become more effective
being applied to any form of records.
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APPENDIX A: 1910 and 1920 County Boundaries
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX A – continued
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APPENDIX B: Match Status Distributions of Census Records Applying Michigan Weights

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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APPENDIX B - continued

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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APPENDIX B - continued

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806
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APPENDIX C: Excerts from the Male and Female Nickname Indexes
Exert from the nickname table for females
Abby

Abigail

Ada

Adele

Adeline

Adelle

Addie

Adele

Adeline

Adelle

Adline

Addy
Alla
Alis
Anie
Ann
Anna
Anne
Annie
Barby
Bea
Becca
Beck
Belle
Bert
Berth
Birdy
Bobbie
Bobby
Carrie
Carroll
Carry
Chris
Christie
Delia
Della
Elaine
Elen
Elisa
Ema
Emelie
Essy
Evala
Eve
Fanie
Flora
Flossie
Gerty
Gina

Adele
Alebelle
Alious
Ann
Angeline
Annabelle
Angeline
Ann
Barbara
Beatrice
Rebecca
Rebecca
Isabella
Alberta
Bertha
Bertha
Barbara
Barbara
Caroline
Caroline
Caroline
Christina
Christina
Adelia
Adele
Elenora
Helen
Elizabeth
Emily
Amelia
Estella
Eveline
Eveline
Fancy
Florence
Florence
Gertrude
Virginia

Adeline
Aldona
Alois
Anne
Angelina
Rosanna
Angelina
Anne
Barbra

Adelle
Alecie
Aloysius
Antonia
Angele
Anestine
Angele
Antonia

Adline
Alesie
Aloysious
Anneta
Antonia
Anastasi
Antonia
Anneta

Rebecka
Rebecka
Isabel
Alberter
Berthadine
Burtha
Roberta
Roberta
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Christiana
Christiana
Adaline
Adelle

Rebbeca
Rebbeca
Alebelle
Albertine
Albertha
Roberta

Rebecker
Rebecker
Annabelle
Bertile
Burtha

Carolin
Carolin
Carolin
Cheristiana
Cheristiana
Adeline
Idell

Carroll

Helene
Louise
Emelia
Emelia
Estelle
Evilina
Evilina
Frances
Florine
Florine
Gertrue
Virgina

Helena
Elisabeth
Emelie
Emaline
Estel
Evelene
Evelene
Francis
Florina
Florina
Guitrude
Regina
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Adline

Carroll
Kristine
Kristine
Cordelia
Odele
Elleneta
Elisebeth
Emaline
Emeldia
Estave
Evaline
Evaline
Florestine
Florestine

APPENDIX C - continued: Exerts from the male nickname table
Abe
Abail
Alec
Alex
Alponse
Alphie
Andie
Ansil
Archy
Asa
Barnie
Bart
Ben
Berney
Bert
Cal
Cale
Carl
Cliff
Corrie
Dane
Danny
Dolph
Drew
Earl
Eb
Ebbie
Eli
Floren
Ford
Gabe
Gary
Eugene
Gid
Gorgi
Godfrey
Gum
Hary
Heinrich
Jas
Jim
Joey
Juel

Abel
Abel
Alexander
Alexander
Alphonso
Alphonso
Andrew
Ansel
Archele
Asahel
Barnegood
Bartley
Benjaman
Bernard
Albert
Calvin
Caleb
Carlo
Clifford
Cornelius
Dawson
Daniel
Adolph
Andrew
Early
Abel
Abel
Elijah
Florestin
Bradford
Gabriel
Edgar
Theogene
Gideon
George
Godfred
Montgomery
Henry
Heinriche
James
Jas
Joseph
Julien

Abraham
Abel
Alexand
Alexand
Alphones
Alphones
Anderson

Abram
Abiel
Alexandre
Alexandre
Alphonso
Alphonso
Ander

Abele
Able
Alexas
Alexas
Alfonso
Alfonso
Andre

Archia
Asaph
Barnes
Barthold
Benard
Benard
Gilbert
Calven
Calieb
Carlisle
Clifton
Cornealious
Daine
Danial
Randolph
Woodrow
Earlie
Ebenezer
Ebenezer
Elias
Florian
Clifford
Gabrel
Garfield
Homogene

Archiel
Ace
Barnabas
Bartholome
Benjamin
Bernnice
Norbert
Calismo

Archild
Bernard
Bartel
Benjamine
Clebern
Wilbert
Calise

Charles

Carlton

Cornelious Cornelia
Daniels
Rodolph

Danly
Adolphe

Earley

Erle

Elisha
Florenstaf
Sanford
Gabrio
Garland
Eugine

Eligah
Florenea
Wilford

Georges
Gottfried

Georgia
Gotfrey

Georgie
Godfried

Harris
Henly
Jasmin
James
Joeseph
Julius

Harold
Hany

Harison
Harry

Jasmin
Jose
Julian

Joshep
Julen
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Edger
Eugen

APPENDIX D: Index for Place of Origin
Because census record indexes only contain the first four letters of the country or town there are more than one possibility for some “place of origin”
references. For instance BRAN could be Branberg, Brandis or Brandenburg Germany. Only places of origin that were used in this project are included in
the table below. Places of origin could originate with both 1910 and 1920 census records and therefore are not specified.
Austria

Belgium
England
France
Holland
Hungary
Italy
Sweden
Poland

Polynesian
Portugal
Russia

Bohemia
Croatia
Czechoslovakia
Romania
Galibier
Hungary
Italy
Poland
Silesia
Yugoslavia
Holland
Ireland
Scotland
Alsace
Alsace Lorraine
Netherland
Austria
Greece
Norway
Austria
Lithuania
Russia
Hawaii
Azores
Spain
Galich
Galacia
Romania
Poland
Finland

Germany

Alsace Lorraine
Alsace
Austria
Baden
Bavaria
Bohemia
Branberg
Brunswick
East Prussia
France
Hamburg
Hanover
Hesse
Hungary
Lower Dettingen
Mecklenburg
Oldenburg
Poland
Pomerania
Prussia
Rhine
Saxony
Silesia
Stutensee
Waldenburg
West Prussia
West Prussia
West Prussia
Wurtenburg
Serbia

Brandis

Brandenburg

Stutsman
Waldeck

Stuttgart
Waldbrunn
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Waldaschaff

Waldstetter

Wald

APPENDIX E: Enumeration Locality Indexes
An index is listed for each of the record sets used in this thesis. They were combined when applying the algorithm used herein.
CONNECTICUT:
4
1920
1910
1920
1-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

2-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD

3-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON
2-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

3-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD CONANTVILLE VILLAGE
MANSFIELD ATWOODVILLE

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD CHAFERVILLE

1-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD GURLEYVILLE

3-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD MANSFIELD

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD MANSFIELD CENTER

1-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD MANSFIELD DEPOT

2-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD MANSFIELD HOLLOW

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD MT HOPE

1-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD SPRING HILL VILLAGE

3-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD STORRS VILLAGE

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

MANSFIELD WORMWOOD HILL

ANDOVER

ANDOVER ANDOVER

BOLTON

BOLTON BOLTON

MT HOPE MANSFIELD

COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA COLUMBIA

VERNON DOANEVILLE

COVENTRY

COVENTRY COVENTRY

VERNON N E-DIST

ELLINGTON

ELLINGTON ELLINGTON

VERNON TALCOTTVILLE

HEBRON

HEBRON HEBRON

VERNON VERNON CENTER

VERNON TWP

VERNON BOLTON ROAD

SOMERS TWP

SOMERS SOMERS

VERNON VERNON DEPOT

STAFFORD

STAFFORD SPRINGS BORO STAFFORD

VERNON VERNON DEPOT RD

STAFFORD SPRINGS STAFFORD
STAFFORD SPRINGS STAFFORD STAFFORD
ALMSHOUSE

1-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

TOLLAND

2-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

TOLLAND COUNTY TEMPORARY HOME

3-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

TOLLAND TOLLAND

4-WD ROCKVILLE VERNON

TOLLAND TOLLAND TOLLAND CO JAIL
UNION

WILLINGTON

UNION UNION
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WILLINGTON WILLINGTON

APPENDIX E – continued
LLINOIS
1910

1920

1910

1920

1-WD DE KALB

1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
1-WD GENOA
2-WD GENOA
3-WD GENOA
GENOA
MCLEANSBORO
2-WD SANDWICH
3-WD SANDWICH
SANDWICH
1-WD SYCAMORE
2-WD SYCAMORE
3-WD SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE
4-WD SYCAMORE
1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
1-WD GENOA
2-WD GENOA
3-WD GENOA
GENOA
MCLEANSBORO
2-WD SANDWICH
3-WD SANDWICH
SANDWICH
1-WD SYCAMORE
2-WD SYCAMORE
3-WD SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE
4-WD SYCAMORE
1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
1-WD GENOA
2-WD GENOA
3-WD GENOA
GENOA

3-WD MCLEANSBORO
3-WD SYCAMORE

MCLEANSBORO
1-WD SYCAMORE
2-WD SYCAMORE
3-WD SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE
4-WD SYCAMORE
1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
1-WD SYCAMORE
2-WD SYCAMORE
3-WD SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE
4-WD SYCAMORE
1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
AFTON
BEAVER
AFTON
CORTLAND
CROOK
CROUCH
DAHLGREN
1-WD DE KALB
2-WD DE KALB
3-WD DE KALB
5-WD DE KALB
4-WD DE KALB
FLANNIGAN
FRANKLIN
1-WD GENOA
2-WD GENOA
3-WD GENOA
GENOA
KINGSTON
KNIGHTS PRAIRIE
MALTA
MAYBERRY
MAYFIELD
MCLEANSBORO

1-WD GENOA

1-WD MCLEANSBORO
1-WD SANDWICH

1-WD SYCAMORE

2-WD DE KALB

2-WD GENOA

2-WD MCLEANSBORO
2-WD SANDWICH

2-WD SYCAMORE

3-WD DE KALB

3-WD GENOA

4-WD DE KALB

4-WD SYCAMORE

5-WD DE KALB

AFTON TWP
BEAVER CRK TWP
CLINTON TWP
CORTLAND TWP
CROOK TWP
CROUCH TWP
DAHLGREN TWP
DE KALB TWP

FLANNIGAN TWP
FRANKLIN TWP
GENOA TWP

KINGSTON TWP
KNIGHTS PRAIRIE TWP
MALTA TWP
MAYBERRY TWP
MAYFIELD TWP
MCLEANSBORO TWP
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APPENDIX E: continued
ILLINOIS - continued
1910
1920
3-WD SANDWICH

2-WD SANDWICH
3-WD SANDWICH
SANDWICH
MILAN
PAWPAW
PIERCE
SOUTH GROVE
SQUAW GROVE
2-WD SANDWICH
3-WD SANDWICH
SANDWICH
SHABBONA
1-WD SOMONUK
2-WD SOMONUK
SOUTH GROVE
SQUAW GROVE
1-WD SYCAMORE
2-WD SYCAMORE
3-WD SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE
4-WD SYCAMORE
TWIGG
VICTOR

MILAN TWP
PAWPAW TWP
PIERCE TWP
S GROVE TWP
SANDWICH TWP

SHABBONA TWP
SOMONAUK TWP
SQUAW GROVE TWP
SYCAMORE TWP

TWIGG TWP
VICTOR TWP
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APPENDIX E: continued
MICHIGAN
1910
1-PCT PORT AUSTIN TWP
1-WD BAD AXE

2-PCT PORT AUSTIN TWP
2-WD BAD AXE

3-WD BAD AXE

BEAVER CRK TWP
BENONA
BENONA TWP
N BENONA TWP
BINGHAM TWP
BLOOMFIELD TWP
BROOKFIELD TWP
CASEVILLE TWP
CHANDLER TWP
CLAYBANKS TWP
COLFAX TWP
CRYSTAL TWP
DWIGHT TWP
ELBRIDGE TWP
FAIRHAVEN TWP
FERRY TWP
FREDERIC TWP
GOLDEN TWP
GRANT TWP
GRAYLING TWP
GREENWOOD TWP
HARBOR BEACH
HART TWP
HUME TWP
HURON TWP
LAKE TWP
LEAVITT TWP
LINCOLN TWP
MAPLE FOREST TWP
MAPLE FOREST TWP 2-PCT

1920

1910

1920

PORT AUSTIN
1-WD BAD AXE
2-WD BAD AXE
3-WD BAD AXE
PORT AUSTIN
1-WD BAD AXE
2-WD BAD AXE
3-WD BAD AXE
1-WD BAD AXE
2-WD BAD AXE
3-WD BAD AXE
BEAVER
BENONA
BENONA
BENONA
BINGHAM
BLOOMFIELD
BLOOMFIELD
CASEVILLE
CHANDLER
CLAYBANKS
COLFAX
CRYSTAL VALLEY
CRYSTAL TWP

MCKINLEY TWP

CASEVILLE
FAIRHAVEN
HURON
MEADE
NEWFIELD

MEADE TWP
NEWFIELD TWP
OCEANA POORHOUSE
OLIVER TWP
OTTO TWP
PARIS TWP
PENTWATER TWP
PORT AUSTIN TWP
RUBICON TWP
SAND BEACH TWP

SIGEL TWP
SOUTH BRANCH TWP
VERONA TWP
WEARE TWP

OLIVER
OTTO
PARIS
PETWATER
PORT AUSTIN
RUBICON
SAND BEACH
HARBOR BEACH
SEBEWAING
SHELBY
SHERIDAN
SHERMAN
SIGEL
SOUTH BRANCH
VERONA
WEARE

WINSOR TWP

WINSOR

SEBEWAING TWP
SHELBY TWP
SHERIDAN TWP

DWIGHT
ELBRIDGE
FAIRHAVEN
FERRY
FREDERIC
GOLDEN
GRANT
GRAYLING
GREENWOOD
HARBOR BEACH
SAND BEACH
HART
HUME
HURON
LAKE
LEAVITT
LINCOLN
MAPLE FOREST
LOVELLS
MAPLE FOREST
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APPENDIX E: continued
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
1910

1920

1910

1920

1-TWP

HONEY LAKE TWP
JOHNSTONVILLE
SUSANVILLE

5-TWP

ASH VALLEY
BEDROCK
DRY VALLEY

1-WD WOODLAND

2-TWP

2-WD WOODLAND

SUSANVILLE HONEY
LAKE TWP
WOODLAND 1-PCT
WOODLAND 2-PCT
WOODLAND 3-PCT
WOODLAND 4-PCT
WOODLAND 5-PCT
WOODLAND 6-PCT
WOODLAND 7-PCT
WOODLAND 8-PCT
WOODLAND 9-PCT
WOODLAND 10-PCT
WOODLAND 11-PCT
WOODLAND TWP
HONEY LAKE TWP
JOHNSTONVILLE
SECRET
SUSANVILLE
LEAVITT
WOODLAND 1-PCT
WOODLAND 2-PCT
WOODLAND 3-PCT
WOODLAND 4-PCT
WOODLAND 5-PCT

BIEBER DIST
BLACKS TWP
CACHEVILLE TWP
CAPAY TWP
CLARKSBURG TWP
COTTONWOOD TWP
CRESCENT 1-PCT
CRESCENT 2-PCT
CRESCENT TWP
DIXIE DIST
DUNNIGAN TWP
GRAFTON TWP
GUINDA TWP
HALL PCT

WOODLAND 6-PCT
WOODLAND 7-PCT

3-TWP

WOODLAND 8-PCT
WOODLAND 9-PCT
WOODLAND 10-PCT
WOODLAND 11-PCT
WOODLAND TWP
HONEY LAKE TWP
JOHNSTONVILLE
SUSANVILLE

HONEY LAKE TWP
LEAVITT
MADELINE
SUSANVILLE
WILLOW CREEK
BIG VALLEY TWP
BLACKS
YOLO CACHEVILLE
YOLO CO HOSPITAL
CAPAY
ESPARTO TWP
CLARKSBURG TWP
WASHINGTON TWP
COTTONWOOD TWP
CRESCENT CITY
CRESCENT CITY
CRESCENT CITY
BIG VALLEY TWP
DUNNIGAN TWP
GRAFTON TWP
GUINDA TWP
HONEY LAKE TWP
SUSANVILLE
WESTWOOD

JEFFERSON DIST
JUNIPER DIST
KLAMATH TWP
PINE GROVE DIST
PITT RVR DIST
PROVIDENCE DIST
PUTAH TWP
SMITH RVR TWP
WASHINGTON DIST
WASHINGTON TWP

WESTWOOD
WINTERS TWP
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BIG VALLEY TWP
BIG VALLEY TWP
KLAMATH TWP
BIG VALLEY TWP
BIG VALLEY TWP
BIG VALLEY TWP
PUTAH TWP
SMITH RIVER TWP
BIG VALLEY TWP
UNIVERSITY FARM &
AGRICULTURE
EXPERIMENT
STATION
WASHINGTON TWP
WINTERS

APPENDIX E: continued
Northern California - continued
1910
1920
WOODLAND TWP

WOODLAND 1-PCT
WOODLAND 2-PCT
WOODLAND 3-PCT
WOODLAND 4-PCT
WOODLAND 5-PCT
WOODLAND 6-PCT
WOODLAND 7-PCT
WOODLAND 8-PCT
WOODLAND 9-PCT
WOODLAND 10-PCT
WOODLAND 11-PCT
WOODLAND TWP
BLACKS
WASHINGTON TWP
WINTERS TWP
YOLO CO HOSPITAL
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APPENDIX E: continued
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1910
1920
ARMONA TWP

CORCORAN TWP

FILLMORE TWP

LEMOORE JUDICIAL TWP

LEMOORE TWP

LUCERNE TWP

ARMONA
ARMONA TWP
GRANGEVILLE ARMONA TWP
HANFORD LUCERNE TWP
LUCERNE TWP
HARDWICK
HARDWICK TWP
DELTA VIEW
CORCORAN
CORCORAN TWP
TULE RIVER
BARDSDALE
FILLMORE
PIRU
SANTA PAULA
SESPE
WILLOW GROVE FILLMORE TWP
LOCKWOOD
HANFORD LUCERNE TWP
LEMOORE
LEMOORE TWP
HANFORD LUCERNE TWP
LEMOORE
LEMOORE TWP
STRATFORD LEMOORE TWP
ARMONA
ARMONA TWP
CRAIG HILL TWP
EUREKA
HANFORD LUCERNE TWP
GRANGEVILLE ARMONA TWP
HARDWICK TWP
HARDWICK
LEMOORE
LEMOORE TWP
RIVER BEND
DELTA VIEW
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APPENDIX E: continued
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1910
1920
OXNARD TWP

SANTA PAULA
TWP

SIMI VALLEY TWP

VENTURA TWP

CAMARILLO
CAMARILLO & SOMIS
CONEJO
HUENEME
MOORPARK
MOUND
NARDHOFF
OXNARD
OXNARD OXNARD & EL RIO
OXNARD OXNARD & LOS
PASOS
OXNARD OXNARD &
SPRINGVILLE
OXNARD TWP
SANTA PAULA
SANTA ROSA VALLEY
CAMARILLO
OZENA
BARDSDALE
FILLMORE
NARDHOFF
PIRU
SANTA PAULA
SESPE
LOCKWOOD
OZENA
MOORPARK
SANTA SUSANA
SIMI
VENTURA & MOUND
VENTURA & CANADA
VENTURA
SATICOY VENTURA
SANTA PAULA
OZENA
NARDHOFF
MOUND
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APPENDIX F: Pairing Macro

F.1: Overview
'This pairing macro takes data from two censuses that are located in one Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. The macro takes the information from the spreadsheet and adds in comparison
fields for records to be used in the weight calculation process. Data records are then compared to
determine field status. The field status is recorded in a different spreadsheet in the same Excel
workbook that can be exported to SAS to calculate the conditional and unconditional
probabilities to obtain a Score for record classification.
'Running the Macro: Go to Micro Soft Excel and open the workbook with your data. Select
Tools => Macro => Visual Basic Editor or hit Alt+F11. Paste the macro into the VBA Editor.
Then click on the "Play" icon--i.e. the triangle--above (or hit F5). You will be prompted for the
necessary parameters. If it is necessary to debug and rerun the macro, you should delete any
worksheets that were created before rerunning. Some of the parameters needed do not have
prompts. Column number of each field should be checked prior to running the macro.
'Before any subroutines are called, two new worksheets are created: "Index&Sort" and "Paired1".
The purposes for "Index&Sort", is to locate the blocks that are used in the linking process.
"Paired1" is the worksheet that the paired records will be written before comparison of fields is
done.
'First a duplicate copy of the data is created (by "Duplicate" subroutine) and put onto a worksheet
called "Copy". The "Copy" worksheet is made in order to retain the original data as well as
create additional fields for matching based on the original information in a record. The unique
ID is re-formatted this is necessary to preserve the order after sorting. Additionally the unique
ID in the match status column is also reformatted. In both cases the reformatted values are
written over the old values, and if no match appears for that record, "none" is entered for that
field. The census year for each record is extracted from the unique ID and written to a separate
column in "Copy." NOTE: If this subroutine does not apply to your data, you may comment out
the call by placing an apostrophe before "reformatUniqueID" below.
'Second the records in the "Copy" worksheet are sorted according to increasing order of unique
ID number (by the IndexIDSort subroutine), and the nearest neighbors, that is, those records with
the nearest unique ID numbers, are written for each record onto "Copy" by the AddNeighbor
subroutine. (This project does not use nearest neighbors but the code is preserved for the reader’s
reference.) Then the SurnameGenderSort, subroutine copies the gender, surname, and census
year for each record onto the new worksheet "Index&Sort" (called IndexSheet within
subroutines). On this worksheet, the records are ranked, or given an index value, according to the
order in which they appear on "copy," that is, in ascending order of unique ID. Then the records
in "Index&Sort" are sorted according to gender and then surname.
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'Third, the PairRecords subroutine pairs records (from different years) within a block. The
boundaries of each block are found by the findBlocks function within this subroutine. Then the
record pairs are written to the new worksheet "Paired1" (called
Destination within subroutines). For every additional 65,536 record pairs are present, a new
worksheet is created. (These will be named "Paired2", "Paired3", etc.) These worksheets can
then be exported to SAS.
'Assumptions: The original data sheet has records on separate lines, and the fields include at least
a surname, gender, and some sort of unique identifier for each record.
'Code for the comparing of Place of Origin (Birthplace) and Locale (enumeration district) have
been modified to account for changes in these fields. Indexes for both Birthplace and locale
have been created for use in this project and are found in the pre-ceding Appendices.
F.2: Main Subroutine
Sub Commands()
'Within this command the parameters are defined and
'subroutines are called
'F.2.1: Defining parameters
originalDataSheet = Application.InputBox(prompt:="What is the name of_
the worksheet that contains your data?", title:="Data Worksheet_
Prompt", Default:="Northern California", Type:=2)
HeaderOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Are there column headings already? If
'No', they will be added.", vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1,_
"Headers Included?")
'Note that this variable is not the same as "NumColumns."
originalFields = Application.InputBox(prompt:="How many columns does_
your data fill? Don't forget to include the column that contains the_
Unique ID of the Presumed match.", title:="Data Column Prompt",_
Default:=18, Type:=1)
idCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Unique Id's?",
"Unique Id Column Prompt", 1, , , , , 1)
surnameCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Surnames?",_
"Surname column Prompt", 2, , , , , 1)
givenNameCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Given
Names?", "Given Name column Prompt", 3, , , , , 1)
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genderCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Gender?",_
"Gender column Prompt", 5, , , , , 1)
localeCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Enumeration_
District?", "Enumeration District column Prompt", 10, , , , , 1)
countyCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the County?",_
"County column Prompt", 9, , , , , 1)
matchCol = Application.InputBox("Which column holds the Unique ID of_
the presumes match?", "Unique ID of Match Prompt", 16, , , , , 1)
extraColumnCheck = Interaction.MsgBox("Is Age in Column 4 (D)? Is_
Race in Column 6 (F)? Is Birth place in Column 7 (G)? If the answer_
to any of these questions is 'NO' hit CANCEL, adjust the parameters,
and then resume the macro by hitting 'Continue' or F5. If the answer_
is YES, hit OK.", vbOKCancel + vbDefaultButton1, "Check Extra_
Columns")
ageCol = 4
raceCol = 6
birthPlaceCol = 7
stateCol = 8
countyCol = 9
reason1 = 18
reason2 = 19 'reason1 and reason2 are additional columns put in by the
'individual did the matching manually to explain why potential
'matches may not be indicated by the linkage process.
'NumNeighbors = Application.InputBox("How many neighbors (on each_
side) do you want to include? i.e. 'NumNeighbors=5' means 5 above_
and 5 below", "Neighbor Prompt", 5, , , , , 1)
''The following loop is used to calculate the row number to be used in the macro. In 'order to get
it to work you need to have been in the spreadsheet with the data you 'want to compare. If you
do not want to use the row calculator you can manually 'input the row number.
j=0
Do
j=j+1
Location = "A" & j
Range(Location).Select
Loop Until Selection = ""
NumRows = j - 1
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MsgBox "The Row count is " & NumRows
'If you want to input the number of rows manually, use the following statement
'NumRows = Application.InputBox("How many records do you have? NOTE:
Whether or not you have column headings, this entry should be the row_
number of you last row of data. If you don't have column headings, they will_
be added anyway.", "Total Number Of Rowas", 33000, , , , , 1)
'These parameters will be defined once the parameters above are defined and do not 'need to be
explicitly defined by user.
yearCol = originalFields + 1

'Creates a column where the census year of
'each record will be input

ReformatMatchCol = matchCol

'The reformatted unique ID's of records that
'match will replace old values

ReformatIdCol = idCol

'The reformatted unique ID's for each
'record will replace the old values

'Total number of columns, including column for year and all the neighbors
NumColumns = yearCol + (2 * NumNeighbors)
'Creates a new worksheet called "Index&Sort". The SurnameGenderSort subroutine 'copies the
gender, surname, and census year of each record to this sheet. It holds a 'reference to the position
of each record when sorted by unique ID. This worksheet 'will then be sorted by surname and
gender for the purpose of identifying blocks.
Set IndexSheet = Worksheets.Add
indexsheetname = "Index&Sort"
IndexSheet.Name = indexsheetname
'Numbers that follow each "=" represent the columns of "Index&Sort" containing 'each value.
IndexSheetGenderCol = 1
IndexSheetSurnameCol = 2
IndexSheetYearCol = 3
IndexSheetIndexCol = 4
'Creates the worksheet to which the paired records will be written
Set writeToSheet = Worksheets.Add
writeSheetname = "Paired1"
writeToSheet.Name = writeSheetname
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'F.2.2: Calling Subroutines; subroutine names are bolded, followed by the parameters 'that are
passed to them defined section in A.2.1
Duplicate originalDataSheet

If HeaderOption = vbNo Then
NumRows = NumRows + 1
AddColHeadings "Copy", idCol, surnameCol, givenNameCol, ageCol, _
enderCol, raceCol, birthPlaceCol, countyCol, localeCol, matchCol, _
reason1Col, reason2col, yearCol, NumColumns, NumNeighbors
Else
End If
'startRow=2, starts all iterative row operations on the second row below the column 'headings
startRow = 2
GivenNameOnly NumRows, NumColumns, givenNameCol, startRow
reformatUniqueID idCol, matchCol, ReformatMatchCol, ReformatIdCol, _
NumRows, yearCol, "Copy", startRow
IndexIdSort ReformatIdCol, "Copy", NumRows, NumColumns, startRow
AddNeighbors NumRows, surnameCol, surtwoCol, NumColumns, _
"Copy", NumNeighbors, startRow

'Gives user the option of replacing nicknames with formal names. Preconditions:
'"GivenNameOnly" subroutine has been run
NicknameOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to substitute formal names for
nicknames?", vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1, "Option for Nickname Replacement")
If NicknameOption = vbYes Then
NumFormalNames = Application.InputBox(prompt:="What is the_
maximum number of formal names that you would like the_
Dictionary to supply for each nickname?", title:="Input Number of_
Formal Names",_ Default:=10,Type:=1)
NumColumns = NumColumns + NumFormalNames '
nicknameReplace genderCol, NumRows, givenNameCol, "Copy",_
NumColumns, NumFormalNames, startRow

ElseIf NicknameOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
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'calls the locale lookup subroutine
localeOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to use a reference table for
locations between census years?", vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1,_
"Option for Locale Replacement")
If localeOption = vbYes Then
NumLocales = Application.InputBox(prompt:="What is the_
maximum number of locations that you would like the Dictionary to_
supply for each locale?", title:="Input Number of location",_
Default:=10, Type:=1)
NumColumns = NumColumns + NumLocales
localeReplace NumRows, localeCol, "Copy", yearCol,_
NumColumns, NumLocales, startRow

ElseIf localeOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
'calls the origin lookup subroutine
originOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to use a reference table for_
Birth places between census years?", vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1,_
"Option for Origin Replacement")
If originOption = vbYes Then
NumOrigins = Application.InputBox(prompt:="What is the_
maximum number of birth places that you would like the_
Dictionary to supply?", title:="Input Number of Birth Places",_
Default:=10, Type:=1)
NumColumns = NumColumns + NumOrigins
originReplace NumRows, birthPlaceCol, "Copy", yearCol,_
NumColumns, NumOrigins, startRow

ElseIf originOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
firstLetterOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to extract the first letter of_
each given name to use as a basis of comparison?", vbYesNoCancel +_
vbDefaultButton1, "First Three Letter Prompt")
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If firstLetterOption = vbYes Then
NumColumns = NumColumns + 1
FirstLetter NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, "Copy", startRow

ElseIf firstLetterOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
firstThreeOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to extract the first three_
of each given name to use as a basis of comparison?",_
vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1, "First Three Letter Prompt")

letters

If firstThreeOption = vbYes Then
NumColumns = NumColumns + 1
First3Letters NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, "Copy", startRow

ElseIf firstThreeOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
lastThreeOption = Interaction.MsgBox("Would you like to extract the last three_
letters of each given name to use as a basis of comparison?",_
vbYesNoCancel + vbDefaultButton1, "First Three Letter Prompt")
If lastThreeOption = vbYes Then
NumColumns = NumColumns + 1
Last3Letters NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, "Copy",_
startRow

ElseIf lastLetterOption = vbCancel Then
Stop
End If
SurnameGenderSort "Index&Sort", IndexSheetSurnameCol,_
IndexSheetGenderCol, IndexSheetYearCol, yearCol, IndexSheetIndexCol,_
NumRows, surnameCol,_ genderCol, "Copy", GenderSortBy, _
SurnameSortBy, startRow
PairRecords "Index&Sort", NumRows, NumColumns, "Copy", _
IndexSheetIndexCol, IndexSheetYearCol, "Paired1", IndexSheetGenderCol,_
IndexSheetSurnameCol, startRow

End Sub

'End of "Commands" subroutine
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F.3: Subroutines
'F.3.1: Duplicate subroutine; duplicate subroutine copies the original information 'onto a new
worksheet to allow for operations such as reformatting the unique id and 'separating given names
to be done on the copy worksheet preserving the original data.
Sub duplicate(Data)
Worksheets(Data).Copy Before:=Sheets(Data)
copyname = Data + " (2)"
Worksheets(copyname).Name = "Copy"
End Sub
'F.3.2: AddColumn Headings Subroutine; column headings will be added when 'specified by the
user. Subroutine is located in the A.2.1
Sub AddColHeadings(Copy, idCol, surnameCol, givenNameCol, ageCol,_
genderCol, raceCol, birthPlaceCol, countyCol, localeCol, matchCol,_
reason1Col, reason2col, yearCol, NumColumns, NumNeighbors)
'Inserts another row in Copy
Worksheets(Copy).Rows("1:1").Insert Shift:=xlDown
'Assigns column headings
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, idCol) = "UnqID"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, surnameCol) = "Surname"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, givenNameCol) = "GName"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, ageCol) = "Age"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, genderCol) = "Gender"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, raceCol) = "Race"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, birthPlaceCol) = "BPlace"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, countyCol) = "County"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, localeCol) = "Locale"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, matchCol) = "MatchID"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, yearCol) = "Year"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, reason1Col) = "reason1"
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, reason2col) = "reason2" '
'The column headings for all additional columns will be added when the subroutines 'are run
End Sub
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'F.3.3: GivenNameOnly Subroutine; separates the given name from any initials, titles 'or suffixes.
Multiple temp columns have been created to retain the middle initial or 'name if it is present in
the given name field.
Sub GivenNameOnly(NumRows, NumColumns, givenNameCol, startRow)
tempColumn1 = NumColumns + 2
tempColumn2 = tempColumn1 + 1
tempColumn3 = tempColumn2 + 1
For i = startRow To NumRows
'"InStr" looks for an empty space in the given name field, beginning at the first 'character of that
string. If no space is found, then an error message is returned. Thus '"IsError" will be TRUE if
no space is found.
If IsError(InStr(1, Sheets("Copy").Cells(i, givenNameCol), " ")) =_
True Then
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn1) = "false"
Else: Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn1) =_
InStr(1, Sheets("Copy").Cells(i, givenNameCol), " ")
End If
fullGName = Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, givenNameCol)
'The value of positionOfSpace is simply the value found by InStr above
positionOfSpace = Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn1)
If positionOfSpace <> 0 Then
'tempColumn2 holds all the characters left of the space in the given name string
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn2) =_
Left(fullGName, positionOfSpace - 1)
'tempColumn3 holds everything to the right of the space; Any middle initial or 'middle name.
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn3) =_
Right(fullGName, Len(fullGName) - positionOfSpace)
'removes the asterisks
ElseIf (Right(fullGName, 1) = "*") Then
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn2) =_
Left(fullGName, Len(fullGName) - 1)
ElseIf Left(fullGName, 3) = "???" Then
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, tempColumn2) =_
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"N/A"
ElseIf Left(fullGName, 3) = "---" Then
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i,_
tempColumn2) ="N/A"
Else: Worksheets("Copy")_
Cells(i, tempColumn2) =_
fullGName
End If
'this writes over the old givenName column on the Copy spreadsheet
Worksheets("Copy").Cells(i, givenNameCol) = Sheets("Copy").Cells(i, _
tempColumn2)
Next
End Sub
'F.3.4: ReformatUniqueId and MatchId; extracts the year from the uniqueID and the 'match
identification and changes the number after the dash to a five-digit number. In 'some instances
the number may be smaller or larger than 5 digits and should be 'accounted for. The number to
the right of the year, (1920-4586) is created by 'numbering the records before sorting to preserve
the order in which the censuses 'were taken. The following code takes into account 5 digits after
the dash.
Sub reformatUniqueID(idCol, matchCol, ReformatMatchCol, ReformatIdCol, NumRows,
yearCol, Copy, startRow)
For i = startRow To NumRows
yearvar = Left(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol), 4)
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, yearCol).Value = yearvar

'extracts the line number code (part after "-"). (Linevar is a certain number of 'characters 'long,
depending on how long the ####-#### is.)
'A.3.4.1: Reformat UniqueID
If Len(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol)) = 10 Then
linevar = Right(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol), 5)
ElseIf Len(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol)) = 9 Then
linevar = "0" + Right(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol), 4)
ElseIf Len(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol)) = 8 Then
linevar = "00" + Right(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i,_
idCol), 3)
ElseIf Len(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, idCol))_
= 7 Then
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linevar = "000" + Right(Worksheets_
(Copy).Cells(i, idCol), 2)
ElseIf Len(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i,_
idCol)) = 6 Then
linevar = "0000" + Right(Worksheets_
(Copy).Cells(i, idCol), 1)
End If
'The following code places the year and 4-digit code together with a hyphen between 'them
idvar = yearvar + "-" + linevar
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, ReformatIdCol).Value = idvar
'F.3.4.2: Reformat the match status column to same format as uniqueID for 'comparison and
extract census year from match
If Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, matchCol) = Empty Then
joinvar = "none"
Else: yearvar = Left(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, matchCol), 4)
End If
'Extract code from match status column. If there is no match for a particular 'record,"tempvar" if
there is no match for a particular record,"tempvar" is blank is 'blank
If Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, matchCol) = Empty Then
tempvar = "blank"
ElseIf Len(Cells(i, matchCol)) = 10 Then
tempvar = Right(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, matchCol), 5)
ElseIf Len(Cells(i, matchCol)) = 9 Then
tempvar = "0" + Right(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i,_
matchCol), 4)
ElseIf Len(Cells(i, matchCol)) = 8 Then
tempvar = "00" + Right(Worksheets_
(Copy).Cells(i, matchCol), 3)
ElseIf Len(Cells(i, matchCol)) = 7 Then
tempvar = "000" + Right_
(Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, _
match_Col), 2)
ElseIf Len(Cells(i, matchCol))_
= 6 Then
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tempvar = "0000" + Right_
(Worksheets(Copy)._
Cells(i, matchCol), 1)
End If
'Places the census year and the 5-digit code together
If tempvar <> "blank" Then
joinvar = yearvar + "-" + tempvar
Else:
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, ReformatMatchCol).Value = joinvar
Next
End Sub
'F.3.5: IndexIdSort Subroutine; sorts the records by Unique ID. The '"ReformatUNiqueID"
subroutine is a precondition.''
Sub IndexIdSort(ReformatIdCol, Copy, NumRows, NumColumns, startRow)
Dim allCells As Range 'puts all of the cells in Worksheet(Copy) as a range
Set allCells = Worksheets(Copy).Range(Cells(1, 1), Cells(NumRows, _
NumColumns))

Dim IDRange As Range 'specifies the column of unique ID's as a range
Set IDRange = Worksheets(Copy).Range(Cells(1, ReformatIdCol), _
Cells(NumRows, ReformatIdCol))
allCells.Sort Key1:=IDRange, Order1:=xlAscending, Header:=xlYes
End Sub
'F.3.6: AddNeighbors Subroutine; Finds a records five neigbors above and below and 'writes
them to the Copy worksheet. Preconditions: Unique ID's must be reformatted, 'and data must be
sorted by unique ID. That is, this should follow '"reformatUniqueID" and "IndexIdSort"
subroutines
Sub AddNeighbors(NumRows, surnameCol, surtwoCol, NumColumns, Copy, NumNeighbors,
startRow)
For i = startRow To NumRows
For j = 1 To NumNeighbors
neighborAboveWriteTo = NumColumns - (j + NumNeighbors) + 1
If (i - j) >= 2 Then
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, neighborAboveWriteTo).Value = _
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i - j, surnameCol).Value
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Else: Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i,_
neighborAboveWriteTo)="N/A"
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, neighborAboveWriteTo) = "Above" +_
Format (j, "General Number")
Next j
For j = 1 To NumNeighbors
NeighborBelowWriteTo = (NumColumns - j) + 1
If (i + j) <= NumRows Then
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, NeighborBelowWriteTo).Value = _
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i + j, surnameCol).Value
Else: Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i,_
NeighborBelowWriteTo)="N/A"
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, NeighborBelowWriteTo) =_
"Below"+ Format (j, "General Number")
Next j
Next i
End Sub
'F.3.7 NickNameReplace subroutine; allows the user to substitute formal names for 'nicknames
in the record linkage process. In order to use the nickname index you 'must have the excel
workbook open in word.
'[nicknameTable.xls]Males!$a$1:$ad$704" nicknameTable is the name of the 'workbook, Males
is the name of the spreadsheet, and $a$1:$ad$704 is the range of 'cells that contain the data.
Sub nicknameReplace(genderCol, NumRows, givenNameCol, Copy, NumColumns,
NumFormalNames, startRow)
NumColumns = NumColumns + 6 '6 refers to the number of nicknames that_
'you want to have considered.
newNameCol = NumColumns - (NumFormalNames + 1)
Dim Msg, Style, title 'This is another way to create a message box
Msg = "Are there distinct 'Nickname Dictionaries' for male and female_
names?" Style = vbYesNo + vbDefaultButton1
title = "Nickname Dictionary Prompt"
distinctGenderSheetQuery = MsgBox(Msg, Style, title)
If distinctGenderSheetQuery = vbYes Then
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Dim maleNicknameTable As Range
Set maleNicknameTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight_
the reference of the Nickname Dictionary for MALE Names, including_ worksheet name.
Do NOT include column headings.",title:="Male Name_ Input",
Default:="[nicknameTable.xls]Males!$a$1:$ad$704", Type:=8)
Dim femaleNicknameTable As Range
Set femaleNicknameTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight_ the
reference of the Nickname Dictionary for FEMALE Names, including_ worksheet name.
Do NOT include column headings.", title:="Female Name_ Input",
Default:="[nicknameTable.xls]Females!$a$1:$o$732", Type:=8)
For i = startRow To NumRows
For tablecol = 2 To (NumFormalNames + 1)
Dim lookupName As Range
Set lookupName = Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, givenNameCol)
If Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, genderCol) = "M" Then
formalName = NicknameLookup(lookupName,_
tablecol, maleNicknameTable)
Else: formalName = NicknameLookup
(LookupName, tablecol,_
femaleNicknameTable)
End If
If formalName = "" Then
formalName = "NA"
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, newNameCol + tablecol) =_
FormalName
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, newNameCol + tablecol)_
= "formalName" + Format((tablecol -_
1),"general number")
Next tablecol
Next i
Else
End If
End Sub
'F.3.7.1: Function used by the nickname replace subroutine. The function keeps the 'subroutine
running, even if it encounters an error (i.e. even if the locale name isn't in 'the list).
Function NicknameLookup(lookUpThisName As Excel.Range, lookupColumn As Variant,
nameDict As Range) As Variant
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On Error Resume Next
nicknameTest = WorksheetFunction.VLookup(lookUpThisName, nameDict,_
lookupColumn, False)
NicknameLookup = nicknameTest
End Function
'F.3.8 LocaleReplace Subroutine; allows the user to substitute different enumeration 'districts.
Substituting enumeration districts, is strongly advised because most of the 'enumeration districts
change from one census to another.
Sub localeReplace(NumRows, localeCol, Copy, yearCol, NumColumns, NumLocales, startRow)
newLocaleCol = NumColumns - (NumLocales + 1)
Dim Msg, Style, title 'This is another way to create a message box
Msg = "Are there distinct 'Locale Dictionaries' for census years 1910 and_
1920?" Style = vbYesNo + vbDefaultButton1
title = "Locale Dictionary Prompt"
distinctYearSheetQuery = MsgBox(Msg, Style, title)
If distinctYearSheetQuery = vbYes Then
Dim tendistrictsTable As Range
Set tendistrictsTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight the_
Reference for the Locale Dictionary for 1910 districts, that match 1920_ districts,
including worksheet name. Do NOT include column headings.",_ title:="1910 Locale
Input", Default:="[localeTable.xls]_
tendistricts!$a$1:$k$161", Type:=8)
Dim twentydistrictsTable As Range
Set twentydistrictsTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight_
the reference for the Locale Dictionary for 1920 districts, that match 1910_
districts, including worksheet name. Do NOT include column headings.",_
title:="1920 Locale Input", Default:="[localeTable.xls]twentydistricts_
!$a$1:$k$211", Type:=8)
For i = startRow To NumRows
For tablecol = 2 To (NumLocales + 1)
Dim lookuplocale As Range
Set lookuplocale = Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, localeCol)
If Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, yearCol) = "1910" Then
localedist = localeLookup(lookuplocale, tablecol,_
tendistrictsTable)
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Else: localedist = localeLookup(lookuplocale,_
tablecol, twentydistrictsTable)
End If
If localedist = "" Then
localedist = "NA"
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, newLocaleCol + tablecol)_
= localedist
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, newLocaleCol + tablecol)_
= "locales" + Format((tablecol - 1), "general_
number")
Next tablecol
Next i
Else
End If
End Sub
'F.3.8.1: LocaleLookup Function used by the localeLookup Subroutine.
Function localeLookup(lookUpThislocale As Excel.Range, lookupColumn As Variant,
localeDict As Range) As Variant
On Error Resume Next
localeTest = WorksheetFunction.VLookup(lookUpThislocale, localeDict, _
lookupColumn, False) 'the "False" tells it to match exactly
localeLookup = localeTest
End Function
'F.3.9: OriginReplace Subroutine; allows for substitution of different places of origin 'that are
technically the same place.
Sub originReplace(NumRows, birthPlaceCol, Copy, yearCol, NumColumns, NumOrigins,
startRow)
newOriginCol = NumColumns - (NumOrigins + 1)
Dim Msg, Style, title 'This is another way to create a message box
Msg = "Are there distinct 'Birth Place Dictionaries' for census years 1910_
and 1920?" Style = vbYesNo + vbDefaultButton1 title = "Birth Place_
Dictionary Prompt" distinctOriginSheetQuery = MsgBox(Msg, Style, title)_
If distinctOriginSheetQuery = vbYes Then
Dim tenOriginTable As Range
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Set tenOriginTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight the_
Reference for the Birth Place Dictionary for 1910 districts, including_
worksheet name. Do NOT include column headings.", title:="1910 Birth_
Place Input", Default:="[originTable.xls]tenbplace!$a$1:$ai$23", Type:=8)
Dim twentyOriginTable As Range
Set twentyOriginTable = Application.InputBox(prompt:="Enter/highlight the_
reference for the Birth Place Dictionary for 1920 districts, including_\
worksheet name. Do NOT include column headings.", :="1920 Birth Place_
Input", Default:="[originTable.xls]twentybplace!$a$1:$g$54", Type:=8)
For i = startRow To NumRows
For tablecol = 2 To (NumOrigins + 1)
Dim lookuporigin As Range
Set lookuporigin = Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, birthPlaceCol)
If Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, yearCol) = "1910" Then
porigin = originLookup(lookuporigin,_
tablecol, tenOriginTable)
Else: porigin = originLookup(lookuporigin,_
tablecol, twentyOriginTable)
End If
If porigin = "" Then
porigin = "NA"
End If
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, newOriginCol + tablecol)_
= porigin
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1, newOriginCol + tablecol)_
= "BPlace" +Format((tablecol - 1), "general_
number")
Next tablecol
Next i
Else
End If
End Sub

'F.3.9.1: Function used by the originLookup subroutine.
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Function originLookup(lookUpThisOrigin As Excel.Range, lookupColumn As Variant,
originDict As Range) As Variant
On Error Resume Next
originTest = WorksheetFunction.VLookup(lookUpThisOrigin, originDict, _
lookupColumn, False) 'the "False" tells it to match exactly
originLookup = originTest
End Function
'F.3.10: SurnameGenderSort Subroutine; This subroutine first copies surname and 'gender to
"IndexSheet" and assigns a rank ("IndexSheetIndexCol") to the records 'according to their unique
ID's. Then the records are sorted according to gender and 'then surname. Then index value acts
as a reference, indicating where it is (and what 'records are near it) in the original data, sorted by
unique ID.
Sub SurnameGenderSort(IndexSheet, IndexSheetSurnameCol, IndexSheetGenderCol,
IndexSheetYearCol, yearCol, IndexSheetIndexCol, NumRows, surnameCol, genderCol, Copy,
GenderSortBy, SurnameSortBy, startRow)
For i = startRow To NumRows
Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i, IndexSheetSurnameCol).Value = _
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, surnameCol).Value
Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i, IndexSheetGenderCol).Value = _
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, genderCol).Value
Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i, IndexSheetYearCol).Value = _
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(i, yearCol).Value
'This is the index value
Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i, IndexSheetIndexCol).Value = i
Next
Sheets("Index&Sort").Select
Columns("A:E").Select
Range(Selection, Selection.End(xlToRight)).Select
Selection.Sort Key1:=Range("A1"), Order1:=xlAscending,_
Key2:=Range("C1") , Order2:=xlAscending, Key3:=Range("B1"),_
Order3:=xlAscending, Header:= xlGuess, OrderCustom:=1,_
MatchCase:=False, Orientation:=xlTopToBottom
End Sub
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'F.3.11: PairRecords Subroutine; pairs records within blocks (if year values are 'different) and
writes to a new worksheet. These worksheets will be used in 'determining the classification of
each field in a record comparison.
Sub PairRecords(IndexSheet, NumRows, NumColumns, Copy, IndexSheetIndexCol,
IndexSheetYearCol, Destination, IndexSheetGenderCol, IndexSheetSurnameCol,
IndexSheetSurtwoCol, startRow)
'These variables hold the row numbers of the first and last lines of each block and are 'updated by
function findBlocks.
firstRow = startRow
lastRow = startRow
'This is the row on the "destination worksheet" where the paired records will be 'written.
"wrksheet" represents the number of destination worksheets required
writeToRow = 2
wrksheet = 1
Set Destination = Worksheets(Destination)
Do While firstRow < NumRows
lastRow = findBlocks(firstRow, IndexSheet, IndexSheetGenderCol, _
IndexSheetSurnameCol)
For p = firstRow To lastRow
For q = (p + 1) To lastRow
If (Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(p, IndexSheetYearCol)_
.Value <> Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(q,_
IndexSheetYearCol).Value) Then
If writeToRow > 65536 Then
wrksheet = wrksheet + 1
writeToRow = 2
Set Destination = Worksheets.Add
newsheetname = "Paired" + Format(wrksheet,_
"General Number")
Destination.Name = newsheetname
End If
For r = 1 To NumColumns
'Adds column headings
Worksheets(Destination.Name).Cells(1,_
r).Value = Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1,_
r) + "" + Format(1, "generalNumber")
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Worksheets(Destination.Name).Cells(1,_
NumColumns + r).Value =_
Worksheets(Copy).Cells(1,_
NumColumns) + "_" + Format(2,_
"generalNumber")
'Writes the two records side-by-side
Worksheets(Destination.Name).Cells_
(writeToRow, r).Value =_
Worksheets(Copy).Cells_
(Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(p,_
IndexSheetIndexCol).Value, r).Value
Worksheets(Destination.Name).Cells_
(writeToRow, r +_
NumColumns).Value =_
Worksheets(Copy)._
Cells.(Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(q,_
IndexSheetIndexCol).Value, r).Value
Next r 'Columns
writeToRow = writeToRow + 1
End If
Next q 'last row of the blocks
Next p 'first row of the blocks
firstRow = lastRow + 1
Loop
End Sub
'F.3.11.1: FindBlocks function used in the Pairing Records Subroutine. This 'function finds the
last row of the block by checking whether surname & gender 'values match those in the
"currentRow". The PairRecords algorithm updates '"currentRow" after each iteration.
Function findBlocks(currentRow, IndexSheet, IndexSheetGenderCol, IndexSheetSurnameCol)
gendertest = Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(currentRow, 1).Value
nameTest = Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(currentRow, 3).Value
i = currentRow
Do While (gendertest = Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i,_
IndexSheetGenderCol).Value) And (nameTest = _
Worksheets(IndexSheet).Cells(i,_ IndexSheetSurtwoCol))
i=i+1
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Loop
findBlocks = i - 1
End Function
'F.3.12: FirstLetter Subroutine; extracts the first letter of the given name to compare 'for the
record linkage process.
Sub FirstLetter(NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, Data, startRow)
For r = startRow To NumRows
Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, NumColumns) = Left(Sheets(Data).Cells_
(r, givenNameCol), 1)
Next
'inserts a column heading
Worksheets(Data).Cells(1, NumColumns) = "firstLetter"
End Sub
'F.3.13: First3Letters Subroutine; extracts the first three letters of the given name to 'compare for
the record linkage process.
Sub First3Letters(NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, Data, startRow)
For r = startRow To NumRows
If Len(Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, givenNameCol)) >= 3 Then
Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, NumColumns) =_
Left(Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, givenNameCol), 3)
Else: Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, NumColumns) = "N/A"
End If
Next
Worksheets(Data).Cells(1, NumColumns) = "firstThreeLetters"
End Sub
'F.3.14: Last3Letters Subroutine; extracts the last three letters of the given name for 'comparison
in the record linkage process.
Sub Last3Letters(NumColumns, NumRows, givenNameCol, Data, startRow)
For r = startRow To NumRows
If Len(Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, givenNameCol)) >= 3 Then
Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, NumColumns) =_
Right(Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, givenNameCol), 3)
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Else: Worksheets(Data).Cells(r, NumColumns) = "N/A"
End If
Next
Worksheets(Data).Cells(1, NumColumns) = "lastThreeLetters"
End Sub
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APPENDIX G: Pair Compare Records Subroutine

'G.1: Overview of PairCompare Commands Procedures
'This group of subroutines extracts the Known Matches (those identified by hand) and 're-writes
them and their paired record to a new worksheet called "MatchesOnly". 'Then a worksheet
called "CompareMatches" is created and the field classification (i.e. 'age, race etc..) is written to
this worksheet. This worksheet can then be imported into 'SAS to calculate the conditional
probabilities.
'G.2: Main Subroutine; defines parameters and calls subroutines. Subroutine calls 'are bolded,
followed by the parameters that are passed to them.
Sub pairCompareCommands()
'parameters
NumColumnsIdv = 61
NumColumnsTotal = NumColumnsIdv * 2
pairedDataSheet = "Paired1"
startRow = 2
'Row numbers will vary depending upon the number of locales, nicknames and 'birthplaces that
are used for matching. If desired, input boxes can be created to input 'the parameters.
idCol = 1
surnameCol = 2
givenNameCol = 3
ageCol = 4
genderCol = 5
raceCol = 6
birthPlaceCol = 7
countyCol = 9
localeCol = 10
matchCol = 16
yearCol = 17
middleNameCol = 28
' Neighbors have 10 columns 18-27
NumNeighbors = 5
firstNeighbCol = 18
lastNeighbCol = 27
'Number of formal names has ten columns 29-38
NumFormalNames = 10
firstNameSubstituteCol = 29
lastNameSubstituteCol = 38
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'Numbur of locale substitutes has 10 columns 39-48
NumLocales = 10
firstLocaleSubCol = 39
lastLocaleSubCol = 48
'Number of origin substitutes has 10 columns 49-58
NumOrigins = 10
firstOriginSubCol = 49
lastOriginSubCol = 58
firstLetterCol = 59
threeLetterCol = 60
lastLetterCol = 61
'You need to input the number of rows for each paired spreadhseet.
NumRows1 = 65536
NumRows2=47261
MatchesOnlySheet
separateMatches idCol, NumRows1, NumRows2, NumColumnsTotal,_
NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchCol
newCompareMatchesSheet

NumMatchRows = Application.InputBox("How many rows are in the_\
MatchesOnly Worksheet? Include the column headings.", "Number_
of Rows on 'Matches Only'", 597, , , , , 1)
MatchStatusCol = 2
presenceStatusCol = 1
middleinitial1 middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,
"CompareMatches", NumMatchRows

"MatchesOnly",

middleinitial2 middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,_
"MatchesOnly", "CompareMatches", NumMatchRows
givenNameCompare "MatchesOnly", "CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol,_
givenNameCol, firstNameSubstituteCol, NumFormalNames,_
firstLetterCol, threeLetterCol, startRow, NumMatchRows, _ NumColumnsIdv,
presenceStatusCol, lastLetterCol
MiddleNameCompare middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,_
"MatchesOnly", "CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol, _
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NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol
ageCompare ageCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, "MatchesOnly",_
"CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows,_
presenceStatusCol
raceCompare raceCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, "MatchesOnly", _
"CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows,_
presenceStatusCol
birthPlaceCompare birthPlaceCol, firstOriginSubCol, NumColumnsIdv,_
startRow, NumOrigins, "MatchesOnly", "CompareMatches",_
MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol
localeCompare localeCol, firstLocaleSubCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, _
NumLocales, "MatchesOnly", "CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol, _
NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol
neighborCompare NumNeighbors, firstNeighbCol, NumColumnsIdv, _
NumMatchRows, MatchStatusCol, startRow, "MatchesOnly", _
"CompareMatches", presenceStatusCol
countyCompare countyCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, "MatchesOnly", _
"CompareMatches", MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows,_ presenceStatusCol

End Sub
'G.3: Matches Only Subroutine; creates the worksheet to which the only the 'MATCHED paired
records will be written.
Sub MatchesOnlySheet()
Set matchesSheet = Worksheets.Add
matchesSheetname = "MatchesOnly"
matchesSheet.Name = matchesSheetname
End Sub
'G.4: Separate Matches Subroutine; separates the known matches from the paired 'records
obtained from blocking and writes them to the "MatchesOnly" worksheet. 'The value of i will
need to be changed to account for the number of Paired 'worksheets.
' "i" iterates from 1 to 2 to read from Worksheets Paired1 and Paired2
Sub separateMatches(idCol, NumRows1, NumRows2, NumColumnsTotal,
NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchCol)
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writeToRow = 2
For i = 1 to 2
Select i
Case 1
NumRow = NumRows1
Case 2
NumRow = NumRows2
End Select
For j = startRow To NumRow
If Worksheets("Paired" + Format ( i, "General Number" )).Cells(j,
matchCol) = Worksheets_
("Paired" + Format ( i, "General Number" ).Cellsj,_
idCol + NumColumnsIdv) Or Worksheets("Paired" _
+ Format (i, "General Number" ).Cells(j, idCol) =_
Worksheets("Paired" + Format (i,"General Number" _
).Cells(j, matchCol + NumCumnsIdv) Then
For k = 1 To NumColumnsTotal
Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(_
writeToRow, k) = Worksheets("Paired" +_
Format (i, "General Number" ).Cells(j, k)
Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(1, k) = _
Worksheets("Paired" + Format (i, "General_
Number" ).Cells(1, k)
Next k
writeToRow = writeToRow + 1
End If
Next j
Next i
End Sub
'G.5: New Compare Matches Subroutine; creates the worksheet to which information 'about the
match status of the "MATCHED" paired records will be written.
Sub newCompareMatchesSheet()
Set writeToSheet = Worksheets.Add
writeSheetname = "CompareMatches"
writeToSheet.Name = writeSheetname
End Sub
'G.6: Middle Initial Subroutines; replace anything besides a middle initial with only 'the first
letter of the middle name. These subroutines replace any empty fields with '"N/A" for
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exportation to SAS. A subroutine for both records was done because the 'middle initial was
extracted from the original data and thus both records needed to 'have a middle initial subroutine
run.
'G.6.1: Middle initial Subroutine for primary record
Sub middleinitial1(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, MatchesOnly,
CompareMatches, NumMatchRows)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
If Len(Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol)) >= 1_
Then
Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol) = _
Left(Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol), 1)
Else: Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol)_
= "N/A"
End If
Next
Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(1, middleNameCol) = "middle1"
End Sub
'G.6.2: Middle initial Subroutine for paired record
Sub middleinitial2(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, MatchesOnly,
CompareMatches, NumMatchRows)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
If Len(Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol + _
NumColumnsIdv)) >= 1 Then Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i,
middleNameCol + _
NumColumnsIdv) = Left(Worksheets("MatchesOnly")._
Cells(i, middleNameCol + NumColumnsIdv), 1)
Else: Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(i, middleNameCol + _
NumColumnsIdv) = "N/A"
End If
Next
Worksheets("MatchesOnly").Cells(1, middleNameCol) = "middle2"
End Sub
'G.7: Given Name Compare Subroutine; compares the given name of paired records, 'and
compares selected formal names for use in the linkage process. This subroutine 'also extracts the
first letter, first three letters and last three letters of the given name 'for comparison. Calls the
matchFornmalNames function found in appendix B.6.1.
Sub givenNameCompare(matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, givenNameCol,
firstNameSubstituteCol, NumFormalNames, firstLetterCol, threeLetterCol, startRow,
NumMatchRows, NumColumnsIdv, presenceStatusCol, lastLetterCol)
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For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
givenName1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, givenNameCol)
givenName2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, givenNameCol + _
NumColumnsIdv)
nickNameMatch = matchFormalNames(givenName1, givenName2, _
firstNameSubstituteCol, NumFormalNames,_
NumColumnsIdv, i, matchSheet)
firstLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, firstLetterCol)
firstLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, firstLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
threeLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, threeLetterCol)
threeLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, threeLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
lastLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, lastLetterCol)
lastLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, lastLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
If givenName1 <> "---" And givenName1 <> "N/A" And_
givenName2<> "---" And givenName2 <> "N/A" Then
presentValue = 1 'both present
Else: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the given names match exactly
If (givenName1 = givenName2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if either given name matches the suggested formal names
ElseIf (nickNameMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
="nnam"
'if the first three letters of the given names match
ElseIf (threeLetter1 <> "N/A" And_
threeLetter2<> "N/A") And_
(threeLetter1 = threeLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, _
MatchStatusCol) = "fst3"
'if the first letter of the given names match
ElseIf (firstLetter1 = firstLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
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MatchStatusCol) = "fst1"
'if the last 3 letters of the given names match
ElseIf (lastLetter1 <> "N/A"_
And lastLetter2 <> "N/A") And_
(lastLetter1= lastLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet)._
Cells(i,_MatchStatusCol) = "last"
'both names are present, but are different
Else: Worksheets_
compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not count them
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) = presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "gNameStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "gNamePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.7.1: Used in the givenNameCompare to continue running the givenName 'subroutine even if
formal names are not found.
Function matchFormalNames(givenName1, givenName2, firstNameSubstituteCol,
NumFormalNames, NumColumnsIdv, currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumFormalNames
firstsFormalNames = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
(firstNameSubstituteCol + m - 1))
secondsFormalNames = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow, _
firstNameSubstituteCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1)
'compares given name in first record to formal names of second record
If (secondsFormalNames <> "NONE") And givenName1 = _
secondsFormalNames Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1
ElseIf (firstsFormalNames <> "NONE") And givenName2 = _
firstsFormalNames Then
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'compares given name in second record to formal names of first reco
End If
Next m
'Returns a non-zero value if any nickname substitutes match the real given name
matchFormalNames = matchValue
End Function
'G.8: AgeCompare Subroutine; compares ages and writes either "same" if 1920 age is '8,9,10,11
or 12 years greater than the age in 1910; "near" if 6,7,13,14 years different; 'or "diff" if neither.
Sub ageCompare(ageCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
'AGE IN 1910
age1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, ageCol)
'AGE IN 1920
age2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, ageCol + NumColumnsIdv)
If age1 <> "---" And age2 <> "---" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If (presentValue = 1) Then
'both present and 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 years apart
If (age2 - age1 = 8) Or (age2 - age1 = 9) Or (age2 - age1 =_
10) Or (age2 - age1 = 11) Or (age2 - age1 = 12) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'both present and 7or 13 yrs. apart
ElseIf (age2 - age1 = 7) Or (age2 - age1 = 13) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "near"
' both present and not 6-14 yrs. apart
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
' one or both values not present
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
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End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "ageStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "agePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.9: Race Compare Subroutine; compares races and categorizes entries as the "same"
'(including "C" for Caucasian and "W" for white); "near" (one is mulatto & the other ' 'is black);
or "diff" if neither
Sub raceCompare(raceCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
race1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, raceCol)
race2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, raceCol + NumColumnsIdv)
If race1 <> "-" And race2 <> "-" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
If (race1 = race2) Or ((race = "W" And race2 = "C") Or_
(race1 = "C" And race2 = "W")) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
ElseIf ((race1 = "B" And race2 = "M") Or (race1 =_
"M" And race2 = "B")) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
="near"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, _
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "raceStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "racePresent"
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MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.10: Birth Place Compare Subroutine; compares the place of origin for paired 'records, includes
matches found using the birth place index. This subroutine calls the 'matchBirthPlace function
found in appendix B.9.1.
Sub birthPlaceCompare(birthPlaceCol, firstOriginSubCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,
NumOrigins, matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
birthPlace1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, birthPlaceCol)
birthPlace2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, birthPlaceCol _
+ NumColumnsIdv)
birthPlaceMatch = matchBirthPlace(birthPlace1, birthPlace2,_
firstOriginSubCol, NumOrigins, NumColumnsIdv, i,_
matchSheet)
If birthPlace1 <> "---" And birthPlace1 <> "NONE" And birthPlace2_
<>"---" And birthPlace2 <> "NONE" Then
presentValue = 1 'both present
Else: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the birth places match exactly
If (birthPlace1 = birthPlace2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if either given name matches the suggested formal names
ElseIf (birthPlaceMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "neworigin"
'both birth places are present, but are different
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not count them
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
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Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "bpStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "bpPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.10.1: Used in the Birth Place Compare Subroutine to determine whether the 'suggested place
of origin of one record match the place of origin of the other record.
Function matchBirthPlace(birthPlace1, birthPlace2, firstOriginSubCol, NumOrigins,
NumColumnsIdv, currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumOrigins
firstOrigin = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
(firstOriginSubCol + m - 1))
secondOrigin = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
firstOriginSubCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1)
'compares birth place in first record to birth place of second record
If (secondOrigin <> "NONE") And birthPlace1 = secondOrigin Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1
'compares birth place in second record to birth place of first record
ElseIf (firstOrigin <> "NONE") And birthPlace2 = firstOrigin_
Then
End If
Next m
' Returns a non-zero value if any birth place substitutes match the real birth place
matchBirthPlace = matchValue
End Function
'G.11: Neighbor Compare Subroutine; compares the five records above a paired 'record set and
compares the five records below a paired record set. A record has a 'neighbor entry as "N/A" if
the record has a unique ID that is at either at the beginning 'or end of the list. A neighbor entry is
set to "NULL" if is matched already with one 'of the other five neighbors above or below the
comparison record. This ensures that 'each name is matched only once.
Sub neighborCompare(NumNeighbors, firstNeighbCol1, NumColumnsIdv, NumMatchRows,
MatchStatusCol, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet, presenceStatusCol)
TotalNeighbors = 2 * NumNeighbors
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lastNeighbCol1 = firstNeighbCol1 + TotalNeighbors - 1
firstNeighbCol2 = firstNeighbCol1 + NumColumnsIdv
lastNeighbCol2 = firstNeighbCol2 + TotalNeighbors - 1
ReDim firstNbr(1 To TotalNeighbors) As Variant
ReDim secondNbr(1 To TotalNeighbors) As Variant
For m = startRow To NumMatchRows
For p = 1 To TotalNeighbors
firstNbr(p) = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(m,_
firstNeighbCol1+ p - 1)
secondNbr(p) = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(m,_
firstNeighbCol2 + p - 1)
Next p
secondCount = 0
firstCount = 0
numMatches = 0
For i = 1 To TotalNeighbors
firstCount = 1
secondCount = 0
If firstNbr(i) <> "NULL" Then
If firstNbr(i) <> "N/A" Then
For j = i + 1 To TotalNeighbors
If firstNbr(j) <> "NULL" And (firstNbr(i) =_
firstNbr(j)) Then firstNbr(j) = "NULL"
firstCount = firstCount + 1
End If
Next j
Else: missing = missing + 1
End If
For k = 1 To TotalNeighbors
If ((secondNbr(k) <> "NULL") And (secondNbr(k) =_
firstNbr(i))) Then
secondCount = secondCount + 1
secondNbr(k) = "NULL"
ElseIf secondNbr(k) = "N/A" Then
missing = missing + 1
End If
Next k
End If
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If secondCount < firstCount Then
numMatches = numMatches + secondCount
Else: numMatches = numMatches + firstCount
End If
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(m, MatchStatusCol) = numMatches
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(m, presenceStatusCol) = _
10 - missingValue
Next m
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) =_
"NeighborMatchStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "neighborPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.12: Middle Name Compare Subroutine; compares middle initials if present as '"same" or
"diff".
Sub MiddleNameCompare(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet,
compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
middleName1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol)
middleName2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
If middleName1 <> "----" And middleName1 <> "N/A" And_
middleName1 <> "UNKN" And middleName1 <> "" And_
middleName2 <> "----" And middleName2 <> "N/A" And_
middleName2 <> "UNKN" And middleName2 <> "" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
If middleName1 = middleName2 Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
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Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "middleNameStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) =_
"middleNamePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.13: Locale Compare Subroutine; compares the enumeration district in which a 'census record
was taken. This subroutine takes into account potential matches 'provided by the enumeration
district index. Calls matchlocale function found in 'appendix B.12.1.
Sub localeCompare(localeCol, firstLocaleSubCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, NumLocales,
matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
locale1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, localeCol)
locale2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, localeCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
localeMatch = matchLocale(locale1, locale2, firstLocaleSubCol,_
NumLocales, NumColumnsIdv, i, matchSheet)
If locale1 <> "---" And locale1 <> "NONE" And locale2 <> "---"_
And locale2 <> "NONE" Then
presentValue = 1 'both present
Else: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the birth locales match exactly
If (locale1 = locale2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if either locale matches any of the suggested locales
ElseIf (localeMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "newlocale"
'both birth places are present, but are different
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
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'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not count them
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "locStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "locPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'G.13.1: Used in the localeCompare subroutine to determine whether the suggested 'locales of
one records match the locale of the other record.
Function matchLocale(locale1, locale2, firstLocaleSubCol, NumLocales, NumColumnsIdv,
currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumLocales
firstLocale = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
(firstLocaleSubCol + m - 1))
secondLocale = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
firstLocaleSubCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1)
'compares birth place in first record to birth place of second record
If (secondLocale <> "NONE") And locale1 = secondLocale Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1
'compares birth place in second record to birth place of first record
ElseIf (firstLocale <> "NONE") And locale2 = firstLocale_
Then
End If
Next m
' Returns a non-zero value if any birth place substitutes match the real birth place
matchLocale = matchValue
End Function
'G.14: County Compare Subroutine; compares counties if present as "same" or "diff".
Sub countyCompare(countyCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumMatchRows, presenceStatusCol)
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For i = startRow To NumMatchRows
county1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, countyCol)
county2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, countyCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
If county1 <> "----" And county1 <> "N/A" And county1 <>_
"UNKN" And county1 <> "" And county2 <> "----" And_
county2 <> "N/A" And county2 <> "UNKN" And county2 <>_
"" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
If county1 = county2 Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "countyStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "countyPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
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APPENDIX H: SAS Code for Calculating Conditional Probabilities

H.1: Overview: the following SAS code counts the number of occurrences of each classification
for every field. It finds the probability of the event (classification) occurring. Code between
asterisks are comments to help better understand the code.
options formdlim="*" nodate formdlim="+" nonumber spool;
/*******************************************************************/
Read in the worksheet that contains the classification of record pairs for Matches Only. This will
be the CompareMatches worksheet created from the visual basic code in Appendix B.
/*******************************************************************/
libname cond 'g:\SAS Datasets\ILLICondSet';
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.conditional
DATAFILE= 'g:\IllinoisSAS.xls' DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE;
GETNAMES=YES;
range='CompareMatches$';
RUN;
data cond.CondCompare;
set work.conditional;
run;
%macro frequency2(dataSet=, Present=, match=, outSet=);
proc freq data=&dataSet;
tables &Present*&Match/ out=&outSet;
run;
%mend;
%macro transpose2(dset=, outDset=,idVar=);
proc transpose data=&dset out=&outDset name=percent
Label= unconditional;
id &idVar;
var percent;
run;
%mend;

/* Summarize frequency of match status of given Names and finds conditional probabilities */
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present=gNamePresent, match=gNameStatus,
outSet=gnamefrq);
data all_status_of_gname;
input gnamePresent gnameStatus $ count percent;
cards;
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1 diff 0 0
1 fst1 0 0
1 fst3 0 0
1 last 0 0
1 nname 0 0
1 same 0 0
;
data complete_gname;
merge all_status_of_gname gnamefrq;
by gnameStatus;
run;
%transpose2(dset=complete_gname,outDset=cond.gnameCP, idvar=gnameStatus);
proc print data=cond.gnameCP; title 'given name conditional';run;

/*Summarize frequency of match status of birth places and finds condtional probabilities*/
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present=bpPresent, match=bpStatus, outSet=bpfrq);
data all_status_of_birthplace;
input bpPresent bpStatus $ count percent;
cards;
1 same 0 0
1 neworigin 0 0
1 diff 0 0
;
proc sort data=all_status_of_birthplace;
by bpStatus;
run;
data complete_bplace;
merge all_status_of_birthplace bpfrq;
by bpStatus;
run;
%transpose2(dset=complete_bplace, outDset=cond.bplaceCP, idvar=bpStatus);
proc print data=cond.bplaceCP; title 'bplace status conditional'; run;
/*summarize frequency of match status of locale and finds conditional probabilities*/
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present=locPresent, match=locStatus,
outSet=locfrq);
data all_status_locales;
input locPresent locStatus $ count percent;
cards;
1 same 0 0
1 diff 0 0
1 newlocale 0 0
;
proc sort data=all_status_locales;
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by locStatus;
run;
data complete_locale;
merge all_status_locales locfrq;
by locStatus;
run;
%transpose2(dset=complete_locale, outDset=cond.localeCP, idvar=locStatus);
proc print data=cond.localeCP; title 'locale status conditional'; run;
/* Age */
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present = agePresent, match=ageStatus,
outSet=agefrq);
%transpose2(dset=agefrq, outDset=cond.ageCP, idvar=ageStatus);
proc print data=cond.ageCP; title 'age conditional'; run;
/* Race */
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present = racePresent, match=raceStatus,
outSet=racefrq);
%transpose2(dset=racefrq, outDset=cond.raceCP, idvar=raceStatus);
proc print data=cond.raceCP; title 'race conditional'; run;
/* county */
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present = countyPresent, match=countyStatus,
outSet=countyfrq);
%transpose2(dset=countyfrq, outDset=cond.countyCP, idvar=countyStatus);
proc print data=cond.countyCP; title'county conditional'; run;
/* middlename: optional not used in this project*/
%frequency2(dataSet=cond.CondCompare, Present = middleNamePresent,
match=middleNameStatus, outSet=middleNfrq);
%transpose2(dset=localefrq, outDset=cond.middleNCP, idvar=middleNameStatus);
proc print data=cond.middleNCP; run;
/* Neighbor */
proc freq data=condProb;
tables NeighborMatchStatus / out =neighborFrq;
run;
data neighborfrq (drop=neighborPresent count);
set neighborfrq;
run;
data newNeigh;
input NeighborMatchStatus percent;
cards;
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;
run;
data allNeigh;
merge newNeigh neighborfrq;
by neighborMatchStatus;
run;
proc transpose data=allNeigh out=cond.neighborCP name=percent
label=unconditional prefix=MatchingNbr;
id neighborMatchStatus;
var percent;
run;
proc print data=cond.neighborCP; title'neighbor conditional';
run;
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APPENDIX I: Compare All Macro

'I.1: Overview; compares all pairs within blocks (contained in Paired1 and Paired2). 'These
worksheets are created in Appendix G
'I.2: Main Subroutine; defines all parameters and call subroutines.
'Attribute VB_Name = "CompareAll"
Sub allPairCompareCommands()
'parameters
NumColumnsIdv = 61
NumColumnsTotal = NumColumnsIdv * 2
numPairedSheets = Application.InputBox(prompt:="How many 'Paired'_
worksheets are there?", title:="Number of Worksheets Prompt",_
Default:=2, Type:=1)
startRow = 2
idCol = 1
surnameCol = 2
givenNameCol = 3
ageCol = 4
genderCol = 5
raceCol = 6
birthPlaceCol = 7
countyCol = 9
localeCol = 10
matchCol = 16
yearCol = 17
middleNameCol = 28
'Neighbors have 10 columns (18-27)
NumNeighbors = 5
firstNeighbCol = 18
lastNeighbCol = 27
'Number of formal names has ten columns 29-38
NumFormalNames = 10
firstNameSubstituteCol = 29
lastNameSubstituteCol = 38
'Numbur of locale substitutes has 10 columns 39-48
NumLocales = 10
firstLocaleSubCol = 39
lastLocaleSubCol = 48
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'Number of origin substitutes has 10 columns 49-58
NumOrigins = 10
firstOriginSubCol = 49
lastOriginSubCol = 58
firstLetterCol = 59
threeLetterCol = 60
lastLetterCol = 61
'You need to input the number of rows for each paired worksheet
NumRows1 = 65535
NumRows2 = 50784
newCompareAllSheets numPairedSheets

For i = 1 To numPairedSheets 'this is the worksheet
Select Case i
Case 1
NumRow = NumRows1
Case 2
NumRow = NumRows2
End Select
presenceStatusCol = 1
MatchStatusCol = 2
pairedSheet = "Paired" + Format(i, "general Number")
compareSheet = "CompareAll" + Format(i, "general Number")
unqIDwrite pairedSheet, compareSheet, presenceStatusCol,_
MatchStatusCol, idCol, startRow, NumRow, NumColumnsIdv
middleinitial1 middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,_
pairedSheet, compareSheet, NumRow
middleinitial2 middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,_
pairedSheet, compareSheet, NumRow
givenNameMatchStatus pairedSheet, compareSheet,_
MatchStatusCol, givenNameCol, firstNameSubstituteCol,_
NumFormalNames, firstLetterCol, threeLetterCol, startRow,_
NumRow, NumColumnsIdv, presenceStatusCol, lastLetterCol
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ageCompare ageCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, pairedSheet,_
compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol
raceCompare raceCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, pairedSheet,_
compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol
birthPlaceCompare birthPlaceCol, firstOriginSubCol,_
NumColumnsIdv, startRow, NumOrigins, pairedSheet,_
compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol
localeCompare localeCol, firstLocaleSubCol, NumColumnsIdv,_
startRow, NumLocales, pairedSheet, compareSheet,_
MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol
neighborCompare NumNeighbors, firstNeighbCol,_
NumColumnsIdv, NumRow, MatchStatusCol, startRow,_
pairedSheet, compareSheet, presenceStatusCol
countyCompare countyCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,_
pairedSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow,_
presenceStatusCol
KnownMatch idCol, matchCol, NumColumnsIdv, NumRow,_
presenceStatusCol, startRow, pairedSheet, compareSheet

Next i
End Sub
'I.3: NewCompareAllSheet Subroutine; creates the worksheets to which information 'about the
match status of the all paired records obtained after blocking will be written.
Sub newCompareAllSheets(numPairedSheets)
For k = 1 To numPairedSheets
Set writeToSheet = Worksheets.Add
writeSheetname = "CompareAll" + Format(k, "general Number")
writeToSheet.Name = writeSheetname
Next k
End Sub
'I.4: UniqueId Write Subroutine; writes the unique identification number of both 'records to the
"CompareAll" sheet.
Sub unqIDwrite(pairedSheet, compareSheet, presenceStatusCol, MatchStatusCol, idCol,
startRow, NumRow, NumColumnsIdv)
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For i = startRow To NumRow
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) = _
Worksheets(pairedSheet).Cells(i, idCol)
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = _
Worksheets(pairedSheet).Cells(i, idCol + NumColumnsIdv)
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "firstID"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "secondID"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.5: Middle Initial Subroutines: a subroutine is written for both the initial record and 'the paired
record. These subroutines retain only the first letter of any middle name to 'compare only middle
initials.
'I.5.1: Middle initial subroutine for the initial record
Sub middleinitial1(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
NumRow)
For i = startRow To NumRow
If Len(Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol)) >= 1 Then
Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol) = _
Left(Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol), 1)
Else: Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol) =_\
"N/A"
End If
Next
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, middleNameCol) = "middle1"
End Sub
'I.5.2: Middle initial subroutine for the paired record
Sub middleinitial2(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
NumRow)
For i = startRow To NumRow
If Len(Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)) >= 1 Then
Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol +_
NumColumnsIdv) = Left(Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i,_
middleNameCol + NumColumnsIdv), 1)
Else: Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol + _
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NumColumnsIdv) = "N/A"
End If
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, middleNameCol) = "middle2"
End Sub
'I.6: Given Name Match Status Subroutine; compares and classifies the given name 'of the paired
records. Classifies the records as SAME, NICKNAME or DIFFERENT.
'I.6.1: Extracts and compares the first letter, first three letters and the last three letters 'of the
given name. This subroutine also calls the function matchFormalNames that 'compares the given
name to a list of nicknames.
Sub givenNameMatchStatus(matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, givenNameCol,
firstNameSubstituteCol, NumFormalNames, firstLetterCol, threeLetterCol, startRow, NumRow,
NumColumnsIdv, presenceStatusCol, lastLetterCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
givenName1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, givenNameCol)
givenName2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, givenNameCol + _
NumColumnsIdv)
nickNameMatch = matchFormalNames(givenName1, givenName2,_
firstNameSubstituteCol, NumFormalNames,_
NumColumnsIdv, i, matchSheet)
firstLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, firstLetterCol)
firstLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, firstLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
threeLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, threeLetterCol)
threeLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, threeLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
lastLetter1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, lastLetterCol)
lastLetter2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, lastLetterCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
If givenName1 <> "---" And givenName1 <> "N/A" And_
givenName2 <> "---" And givenName2 <> "N/A" Then
presentValue = 1 'both present
Else: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the given names Match exactly
If (givenName1 = givenName2) Then
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Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if any given name matches the suggested formal names
ElseIf (nickNameMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
="nnam"
'if the first three letters of the given Names Match
ElseIf (threeLetter1 <> "N/A" And_
threeLetter2 <> "N/A") And_
(threeLetter1 = threeLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "fst3"
'if the first letter of the given names match
ElseIf (firstLetter1 = firstLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "fst1"
'if the last 3 letters of the given names Match
ElseIf (lastLetter1 <> "N/A"_
And lastLetter2 <> "N/A") And
(lastLetter1 = lastLetter2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet)._
Cells(i,MatchStatusCol) = "last"
'both names are present, but are different
Else:Worksheets(compareSheet)._
Cells(i,MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not account for these
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "gNameMatch"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "gNamePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
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'I.6.1: Compares the substituted formal names for paired records.
Function matchFormalNames(givenName1, givenName2, firstNameSubstituteCol,
NumFormalNames, NumColumnsIdv, currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumFormalNames
firstsFormalNames = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow, _
(firstNameSubstituteCol + m - 1))
secondsFormalNames = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow, _
(firstNameSubstituteCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1))
'compares given name in first record to formal names of
If (secondsFormalNames <> "NONE") And givenName1 =_
secondsFormalNames Then 'Second Record
matchValue = matchValue + 1
ElseIf (firstsFormalNames <> "NONE") And givenName2 = _
firstsFormalNames Then
'compares given name in second record to formal names of first record
matchValue = matchValue + 1
End If
Next m
matchFormalNames = matchValue
End Function
'I.7: compares ages and writes either "same" if 1920 age is 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 years 'greater than
the age in 1910; "near" if 7 or 13years different; or "diff" if neither
Sub ageCompare(ageCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
'AGE IN 1910
age1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, ageCol)
'AGE IN 1920
age2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, ageCol + NumColumnsIdv)
If age1 <> "---" And age2 <> "---" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If (presentValue = 1) Then
'both present and 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12 yrs. apart
If (age2 - age1 = 10) Or (age2 - age1 = 11) Or (age2 - age1 =_
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9) Or (age2 - age1 = 8) Or (age2 - age1 = 12) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'both present and 7 or 13 yrs. apart
ElseIf (age2 - age1 = 7) Or (age2 - age1 = 13) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "near"
'both present and not 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12 or 13 yrs. apart
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'one or both values not present
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "ageStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "agePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.8: Race Compare Subroutine; compares races and categorizes entries as the "same"
'(including "C" for Caucasian and "W" for white); "near" (one is mulatto & the other 'is black);
or "diff" if neither
Sub raceCompare(raceCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
race1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, raceCol)
race2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, raceCol + NumColumnsIdv)
If race1 <> "-" And race2 <> "-" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
If (race1 = race2) Or ((race = "W" And race2 = "C") Or_
(race1 = "C" And race2 = "W")) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
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ElseIf ((race1 = "B" And race2 = "M") Or (race1 =_
"M" And race2 = "B")) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
="near"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "raceStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "racePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.9: BirthPlaceCompare Subroutine; compares the given name of the paired records 'and
classifies them as SAME, DIFFERENT or NEWORIGIN. Neworigin is when 'one of the
substituted places of origin, from the birthplace origin index, matches for 'the paired records.
Sub birthPlaceCompare(birthPlaceCol, firstOriginSubCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow,
NumOrigins, matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
birthPlace1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, birthPlaceCol)
birthPlace2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, birthPlaceCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
birthPlaceMatch = matchBirthPlace(birthPlace1, birthPlace2,_
firstOriginSubCol, NumOrigins, NumColumnsIdv, i, matchSheet)
If birthPlace1 <> "---" And birthPlace1 <> "NONE" And birthPlace2_
<>"---" And birthPlace2 <> "NONE" Then
resentValue = 1 'both present
lse: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the birth places match exactly
If (birthPlace1 = birthPlace2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if either given name matches the suggested formal names
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ElseIf (birthPlaceMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "neworigin"
'both birth places are present, but are different
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not count them
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "bpStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "bpPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.9.1: Used in the Match Birth Place Compare subroutine to determine whether the 'suggested
formal names of one record match the given name of the other record.
Function matchBirthPlace(birthPlace1, birthPlace2, firstOriginSubCol, NumOrigins,
NumColumnsIdv, currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumOrigins
firstOrigin = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
(firstOriginSubCol + m 1))
secondOrigin = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
firstOriginSubCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1)
'compares birth place in first record to birth place of second record
If (secondOrigin <> "NONE") And birthPlace1 = secondOrigin Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1
'compares birth place in second record to birth place of first record
ElseIf (firstOrigin <> "NONE") And birthPlace2 = firstOrigin_
Then
End If
Next m
' Returns a non-zero value if any birth place substitutes match the real birth place
matchBirthPlace = matchValue
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End Function
'I.10: Neighbor Compare Subroutine;
'A record has a neighbor entry is "N/A" if the record has a unique ID that is at either 'at the
beginning or end of the list. A neighbor entry is set to "NULL" if it matched 'with the same name
in the other record. This ensures that each name is matched with 'just one and only one other
name.
Sub neighborCompare(NumNeighbors, firstNeighbCol1, NumColumnsIdv, NumRow,
MatchStatusCol, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet, presenceStatusCol)
TotalNeighbors = 2 * NumNeighbors
lastNeighbCol1 = firstNeighbCol1 + TotalNeighbors - 1
firstNeighbCol2 = firstNeighbCol1 + NumColumnsIdv
lastNeighbCol2 = firstNeighbCol2 + TotalNeighbors - 1
ReDim firstNbr(1 To TotalNeighbors) As Variant
ReDim secondNbr(1 To TotalNeighbors) As Variant
For m = startRow To NumRow
For p = 1 To TotalNeighbors
firstNbr(p) = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(m,_
firstNeighbCol1+ p - 1)
secondNbr(p) = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(m,_
firstNeighbCol2 + p - 1)
Next p
secondCount = 0
firstCount = 0
numMatches = 0
For i = 1 To TotalNeighbors
firstCount = 1
secondCount = 0
If firstNbr(i) <> "NULL" Then
If firstNbr(i) <> "N/A" Then
For j = i + 1 To TotalNeighbors
If firstNbr(j) <> "NULL" And_
(firstNbr(i)= firstNbr(j)) Then
firstNbr(j) = "NULL"
firstCount = firstCount + 1
End If
Next j
Else: missing = missing + 1
End If
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For k = 1 To TotalNeighbors
If ((secondNbr(k) <> "NULL") And_
(secondNbr(k) = firstNbr(i))) Then
secondCount = secondCount + 1
secondNbr(k) = "NULL"
ElseIf secondNbr(k) = "N/A" Then
missing = missing + 1
End If
Next k
End If
If secondCount < firstCount Then
numMatches = numMatches + secondCount
Else: numMatches = numMatches + firstCount
End If
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(m, MatchStatusCol) = numMatches
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(m, presenceStatusCol) = _
10 - missingValue
Next m
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) =_
"NeighborMatchStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "neighborPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.11: Middle Name Compare; identifies the middle initials as "same" or "diff"
Sub MiddleNameCompare(middleNameCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet,
compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
middleName1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol)
middleName2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, middleNameCol _
+ NumColumnsIdv)
If middleName1 <> "----" And middleName1 <> "N/A" And_
middleName1 <> "UNKN" And middleName1 <> "" And_
middleName2 <> "----" And middleName2 <> "N/A" And_
middleName2 <> "UNKN" And middleName2 <> "" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
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If middleName1 = middleName2 Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "middleNameStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) =_
"middleNamePresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.12: Locale Compare Subroutine; compares the enumeration locality of the paired 'census
records. The locale field is classified as same, different or newlocale, 'newlocale is obtained
when the substituted enumeration locality is substituted from 'the enumeration locality index.
Sub localeCompare(localeCol, firstLocaleSubCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, NumLocales,
matchSheet, compareSheet, MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
locale1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, localeCol)
locale2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, localeCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
localeMatch = matchLocale(locale1, locale2, firstLocaleSubCol, _
NumLocales, NumColumnsIdv, i, matchSheet)
If locale1 <> "---" And locale1 <> "NONE" And locale2 <> "---"_
And locale2 <> "NONE" Then
presentValue = 1 'both present
Else: presentValue = 0 'either one not present
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
'if the birth places match exactly
If (locale1 = locale2) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
'if either given name matches the suggested formal names
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ElseIf (localeMatch <> 0) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol)_
= "newlocale"
'both birth places are present, but are different
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,_
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
'creates a missing value so that Proc Freq will not count them
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "locStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "locPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.12.1: Used in the givenNameCompare subroutine to determine whether the 'suggested locales
of one record match the localeof the other record.
Function matchLocale(locale1, locale2, firstLocaleSubCol, NumLocales, NumColumnsIdv,
currentRow, matchSheet)
matchValue = 0
For m = 1 To NumLocales
firstLocale = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
(firstLocaleSubCol + m - 1))
secondLocale = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(currentRow,_
firstLocaleSubCol + NumColumnsIdv + m - 1)
'compares birth place in first record to birth place of second record
If (secondLocale <> "NONE") And locale1 = secondLocale Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1
'compares birth place in second record to birth place of first record
ElseIf (firstLocale <> "NONE") And locale2 = firstLocale_
Then
End If
Next m
' Returns a non-zero value if any birth place substitutes match the real locale
matchLocale = matchValue
End Function
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'I.13: County Compare Subroutine; compares counties if present as "same" or "diff".
Sub countyCompare(countyCol, NumColumnsIdv, startRow, matchSheet, compareSheet,
MatchStatusCol, NumRow, presenceStatusCol)
For i = startRow To NumRow
county1 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, countyCol)
county2 = Worksheets(matchSheet).Cells(i, countyCol +_
NumColumnsIdv)
If county1 <> "----" And county1 <> "N/A" And county1 <>_
"UNKN" And county1 <> "" And county2 <> "----" And_
county2 <> "N/A" And county2 <> "UNKN" And county2 <>_
"" Then
presentValue = 1
Else: presentValue = 0
End If
If presentValue = 1 Then
If county1 = county2 Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = "same"
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i,
MatchStatusCol) = "diff"
End If
Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, MatchStatusCol) = ""
End If
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(i, presenceStatusCol) =_
presentValue
Next i
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, MatchStatusCol) = "countyStatus"
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "countyPresent"
MatchStatusCol = MatchStatusCol + 2
presenceStatusCol = presenceStatusCol + 2
End Sub
'I.14: Known Match Subroutine; identifies known matches to use in determining the 'threshold
values.
Sub KnownMatch(idCol, matchCol, NumColumnsIdv, NumRow, presenceStatusCol, startRow,
pairedSheet, compareSheet)
For k = startRow To NumRow
If Worksheets(pairedSheet).Cells(k, idCol) = Worksheets_
(pairedSheet).Cells(k, matchCol + NumColumnsIdv) Or _
Worksheets(pairedSheet).Cells(k, idCol + NumColumnsIdv)_
= Worksheets(pairedSheet).Cells(k, matchCol) Then
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(k, presenceStatusCol) = "Y"
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Else: Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(k, presenceStatusCol)_
= "N"
End If
Next k
Worksheets(compareSheet).Cells(1, presenceStatusCol) = "KnownMatch" End Sub
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APPENDIX J: SAS Code for Calculating Unconditional Probabilities

J.1: Overview; The following SAS code functions similar to that of the PairCompare visual basic
macro in Appendix A combined with the classification methods used in the visual basic code for
comparing known matches in Appendix B. However, the code uses the worksheet created by the
PairCompare macro including formal name, place of origin and locale substitutes identified from
the nickname, place of origin and locale indexes.
options nodate formdlim="+" nonumber spool;
/*identifies the location of storage for exporting datasets.*/
libname uncond 'g:\SAS Datasets\IlliUnConDset';
/*Import the worksheet Copy created by the PairCompare Macro;*/
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.unconditional
DATAFILE= 'g:\name of worksheet..xls' DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE;
GETNAMES=YES;
Range='Copy$';
RUN;
data uncond;
set work.unconditional;
run;
/*creates a data set for the 1910 and the 1920 records*/
data d10 d20;
set uncond;
if year=1910 then output d10;
else output d20;
run;
data addNbr;
input NumMatches Count percent;
cards;
000
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
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10 0 0
;
run;
%let w=1-30; %let n=1-1000;
/* every field comparison uses PROC FREQ so a macro was created that can be called with
different parameters */
%macro frequency(dset=,param=,outDset=);
proc freq data=&dset;
tables &param / noprint out=&outDset;
run;
%mend;
%macro transpose(dset=, outDset=,idVar=);
proc transpose data=&dset out=&outDset name=percent
Label= unconditional;
id &idVar;
var percent;
run;
%mend;

/*mergeAll macro combines the 30 samples of 3000 that is used to estimate the unconditional
probabilities*/
%macro mergeAll(variable=);
merge &variable.1 &variable.2 &variable.3 &variable.4 &variable.5
&variable.6 &variable.7 &variable.8 &variable.9 &variable.10
&variable.11
&variable.12 &variable.13 &variable.14 &variable.15
&variable.16 &variable.17 &variable.18 &variable.19 &variable.20
&variable.21 &variable.22 &variable.23 &variable.24 &variable.25
&variable.26 &variable.27 &variable.28 &variable.29 &variable.30
;
%mend;
/*Identifies the parameters in the worksheet for use in SAS for both census years.*/
%macro unProb(w=, n=);
data sample10 (drop=num10 x obsnum UniqueID Surname First_Name Age Gender
Race BirthPlace State County Locale Match year Above5 Above4 Above3
Above2 Above1 Below5 Below4 Below3 Below2 Below1 formalName1
formalName2 formalName3 formalName4 formalName5 formalName6
locales1 locales2 locales3 locales4 locales5 locales6 locales7 locales8 Bplace1
Bplace2 Bplace3 Bplace4 Bplace5 Bplace6 Bplace7 firstLetter
firstThreeLetters
lastThreeLetters);
/*num10 refers to the number of records that are present for the 1910 census*/
num10=17026;
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do obsnum=1 to &n;
x=ranuni(0);
i=int(num10*x);
set d10 point=i;
if _error_ then put '********error in pointer' i;
/*identifies the parameters for the first record*/
unqID_1=UniqueID; Surname_1=Surname; GName_1=First_Name;
Age_1=Age; Gender_1=Gender; Race_1=Race; BPlace_1=BirthPlace;
State_1=State; County_1=County; Locale_1=Locale; Match_1=Match;
Year_1=year; Above5_1=Above5; Above4_1=Above4; Above3_1=Above3;
Above2_1=Above2; Above1_1=Above1; Below5_1=Below5;
Below4_1=Below4;Below3_1=Below3; Below2_1=Below2;
Below1_1=Below1; formalName1_1=formalName1;
formalName2_1=formalName2; formalName3_1=formalName3;
formalName4_1=formalName4; formalName5_1=formalName5;
formalName6_1=formalName6; Locales1_1=locales1; Locales2_1=locales2;
Locales3_1=locales3; Locales4_1=locales4; Locales5_1=locales5; Locales6_1=locales6;
Locales7_1=locales7; Locales8_1=locales8;
BPlace1_1=BPlace1; BPlace2_1=BPlace2; BPlace3_1=BPlace3; BPlace4_1=BPlace4;
BPlace5_1=BPlace5; BPlace6_1=BPlace6;
BPlace7_1=BPlace7; firstLetter_1=firstLetter;
firstThreeLetters_1=firstThreeLetters; lastThreeLetters_1=lastThreeLetters;
output;
end; stop;
run;
data sample20 (drop=num20 x obsnum UniqueID Surname First_Name Age Gender
BirthPlace State County Locale Match year Above5 Above4 Above3
Above2 Above1 Below5 Below4 Below3 Below2 Below1 formalName1
formalName2 formalName3 formalName4 formalName5 formalName6
locales1 locales2 locales3 locales4 locales5 locales6 locales7 locales8 Bplace1
Bplace2 Bplace3 Bplace4 Bplace5 Bplace6 Bplace7 firstLetter
firstThreeLetters lastThreeLetters);
/*num20 refers to the number of records that are present for the 1920 census*/
num20=15222;
do obsnum=1 to &n;
x=ranuni(0);
i=int(num20*x);
set d20 point=i; * outputs the ith observation from data set 'd20';
if _error_ then put '********error in pointer' i;
/*identifies the parameters for the first record*/
unqID_2=UniqueID; Surname_2= Surname; GName_2=First_Name;
Age_2=Age; Gender_2=Gender; Race_2=Race; BPlace_2=BirthPlace;
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Race

State_1=State; County_2=county; Locale_2=Locale; Match_2=Match;
Year_2=year; Above5_2=Above5; Above4_2=Above4; Above3_2=Above3;
Above2_2=Above2; Above1_2=Above1; Below5_2=Below5;
Below4_2=Below4; Below3_2=Below3; Below2_2=Below2;
Below1_2=Below1; formalName1_2=formalName1;
formalName2_2=formalName2; formalName3_2=formalName3;
formalName4_2=formalName4; formalName5_2=formalName5;
formalName6_2=formalName6; Locales1_2=locales1; Locales2_2=locales2;
Locales3_2=locales3; Locales4_2=locales4; Locales5_2=locales5;
Locales6_2=locales6; Locales7_2=locales7; Locales8_2=locales8;
BPlace1_2=BPlace1; BPlace2_2=BPlace2; BPlace3_2=BPlace3;
BPlace4_2=BPlace4; BPlace5_2=BPlace5;BPlace6_2=BPlace6; BPlace7_2=BPlace7;
firstLetter_2=firstLetter;
firstThreeLetters_2=firstThreeLetters;
lastThreeLetters_2=lastThreeLetters ;
output;
end; stop;
run;
/*Merge the two data sets from 1910 and 1920 back together on the same line for comparison*/
data pair&w;
merge sample10 sample20;
run;
/* Compares given names */
data matchGName&w (keep= GNameMatchStatus presentValue);
set pair&w;
NumFormalNames=6;
/*Counts the number of instances in which the given name of one record matches the
suggested formal names of the other record */
/* Put formal names into an array for easy manipulation by do-loop */
array fname1[*] formalName1_1 formalName2_1 formalName3_1 formalName4_1
formalName5_1 formalName6_1;*formalName7_1 formalName8_1 formalName9_1
formalName10_1;
array fname2[*] formalName1_2 formalName2_2 formalName3_2 formalName4_2
formalName5_2 formalName6_2;*formalName7_2 formalName8_2 formalName9_2
formalName10_2;
matchValue=0;
do m = 1 To NumFormalNames;
/*compares given name in second record to formal names of first record*’
if (fname1[m] ^= "NONE" and fname1[m] = GName_2) then
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matchValue = matchValue + 1;
/*compares given name in first record to formal names of second record*/
Else If (fname2[m] ^= "NONE" And fname2[m]=GName_1) Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1;
end;
/*Returns a non-zero value if any nickname substitutes match the real given name*/
matchFormalNames = matchValue ;
presentValue='null';
If (GName_1 ^= "---" && GName_1 ^= "N/A" && GName_1^="?" &&
GName_1^="???") && (GName_2 ^= "---" && GName_2 ^= "N/A" &&
GName_2^="?" && GName_2^="???") Then
/* either record not having a given name present*/
presentValue = '1'; *both present;
Else presentValue = '0' ;
/*if the given names match exactly*/
If presentValue = '1' Then
If (GName_1 = GName_2) Then
GNameMatchStatus = 'same';
/*if any given name matches the suggested formal mames*/
Else If (matchFormalNames > 0.0001) Then
GNameMatchStatus = 'nnam';
Else If (firstThreeLetters_1 ^="N/A" and firstThreeLetters_2 ^=
"N/A") and (firstThreeLetters_1 = firstThreeLetters_2) Then
GNameMatchStatus = 'fst3';
Else If firstLetter_1 = firstLetter_2 Then
GNameMatchStatus = 'fst1';
Else If (lastThreeLetters_1 ^="N/A" and
lastThreeLetters_2 ^="N/A") and
(lastThreeLetters_1 =
lastThreeLetters_2) Then
GNameMatchStatus = 'last';
Else GNameMatchStatus = 'diff';
Else GNameMatchStatus = "";
run;
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%frequency(dset=matchGName&w,param=GNameMatchStatus,outDset=gnameFreq&w)
%transpose(dset=gnameFreq&w, outDset=GName&w,idVar=GNameMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data gname&w (drop= same diff nnam fst1 fst3 last);
set gname&w;
same&w=same; diff&w=diff; nnam&w=nnam; first1_&w=fst1;
last&w=last;

first3_&w=fst3;

/*Pairs of ages are compared and categorized as being "same" (i.e. 9 or 10 years apart), "near"
(or close) (i.e.11 years apart), or "diff" (different) */
data AgeCompare&w (keep=ageMatchStatus age_1 age_2 presentValue);
set pair&w;
presentValue='null';
If (age_1 ^= '.' And age_2 ^= ".") Then
presentValue = '1';
Else presentValue = '0';
If (presentValue = '1') Then
If (age_2 - age_1 = 10) Or (age_2 - age_1 = 9) Or (age_2-age_1=8) Or (age_2-age_1=11)
Then
ageMatchStatus = 'same'; /*both present and 8 to 11 years apart*/
Else If (age_2 - age_1 = 7) Or (age_2 - age_1 = 13) Then
*both present and 6, 7 or 13, 14 yrs. apart;
ageMatchStatus = 'near' ;
/* both present and not 6-14 11 yrs. Apart*/
Else ageMatchStatus = 'diff';
/* one or both values not present*/
Else ageMatchStatus = '';
run;
%frequency(dset=AgeCompare&w,param=ageMatchStatus,outDset=ageFreq&w);
%transpose(dset=ageFreq&w, outDset=age&w, idVar=ageMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data age&w (keep=near&w same&w diff&w);
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set age&w;
near&w=near; diff&w=diff; same&w=same;

/*Compares races. Pairs of races are compared and categorized as being "same", "near" (or
close) (e.g. one is mulatto & the other is black), or "diff" (different) */
data raceCompare&w (keep= raceMatchStatus presentValue);
set pair&w;
presentValue='null';
If race_1 ^= "-" And race_2 ^= "-" Then
presentValue = '1';
Else presentValue = '0';
If presentValue = 1 Then
If ((race_1 = race_2 )| (race_1='C' and race_2='W')|(race_1='W' and race_2='C'))
Then
raceMatchStatus = 'same';
Else If ((race_1 = "B" And race_2 = "M") Or (race_1 = "M" And race_2 = "B"))
Then
raceMatchStatus = 'near';
Else raceMatchStatus = 'diff';
Else raceMatchStatus = '';
run;
%frequency(dset=raceCompare&w,param=raceMatchStatus,outDset=raceFreq&w);
%transpose(dset=raceFreq&w, outDset=race&w, idVar=raceMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data race&w (keep=same&w near&w diff&w);
set race&w;
same&w=same; near&w=near; diff&w=diff;
/*Compares the places of origin as same, different or new origin.*/
data BPlaceCompare&w (keep= BPlaceMatchStatus presentValue);
set pair&w;
NumBPlaces=7;
/*Counts the number of instances in which the birthplace of one record matches the suggested
birthplaces of the other record*/
/* Put formal names into an array for easy manipulation by do-loop */
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array bplace1[*] BPlace1_1 BPlace2_1 BPlace3_1 BPlace4_1 BPlace5_1 BPlace6_1
BPlace7_1;
array bplace2[*] BPlace1_2 BPlace2_2 BPlace3_2 BPlace4_2 BPlace5_2 BPlace6_2
BPlace7_2;
matchValue=0;
do m = 1 To NumBPlaces;
if (BPlace1[m] ^= "NONE" and bplace1[m] = BPlace_2) then
matchValue = matchValue + 1;
Else If (BPlace2[m] ^= "NONE" And bplace2[m]=BPlace_1) Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1;
end;
matchBPlaces = matchValue ;
presentValue='null';
If (BPlace_1 ^= "---" && BPlace_1 ^= "NONE") && (BPlace_2 ^= "---" &&
BPlace_2 ^= "NONE") Then
presentValue = '1';
Else presentValue = '0' ;
If presentValue = '1' Then
If (BPlace_1 = BPlace_2) Then
BPlaceMatchStatus = 'same';
Else If (matchBPlaces ^= 0) Then
BPlaceMatchStatus = 'sbpl';
Else BPlaceMatchStatus = 'diff';
Else BPlaceMatchStatus = "";
run;
%frequency(dset=BPlaceCompare&w,param=BPlaceMatchStatus,outDset=BPlaceFreq&w)
%transpose(dset=BPlaceFreq&w, outDset=BPlace&w,idVar=BPlaceMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data BPlace&w (drop= same diff sbpl);
set BPlace&w;
same&w=same; diff&w=diff; subBPlace&w=sbpl;
/*Compares the enumeration locality between two paired records.*/
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data LocaleCompare&w (keep= LocaleMatchStatus presentValue);
set pair&w;
NumLocales=8;
/*Counts the number of instances in which the locales (enumeration districts) of one record
match the suggested locales of the other record **/
/* Put formal names into an array for easy manipulation by do-loop */
array locale1[*] Locales1_1 Locales2_1 Locales3_1 Locales4_1 Locales5_1 Locales6_1
Locales7_1 Locales8_1;
array locale2[*] Locales1_2 Locales2_2 Locales3_2 Locales4_2 Locales5_2 Locales6_2
Locales7_2 Locales8_2;
matchValue=0;
do m = 1 To NumLocales;
*compares locale in second record to locale of first record;
if (locale1[m] ^= "NONE" and locale1[m] = Locale_2) then
matchValue = matchValue + 1;
/*compares locale in first record to locale of second record*/
Else If (locale2[m] ^= "NONE" And locale2[m]=Locale_1) Then
matchValue = matchValue + 1;
end;
matchLocales = matchValue ;
presentValue='null';
If (Locale_1 ^= "---" && Locale_1 ^= "NONE") && (Locale_2 ^= "---" && Locale_2
^= "NONE") Then
presentValue = '1'; *both present;
Else presentValue = '0' ; * either one not present;
If presentValue = '1' Then
If (Locale_1 = Locale_2) Then
LocaleMatchStatus = 'same';
Else If (matchLocales ^= 0) Then
LocaleMatchStatus = 'subL';
Else LocaleMatchStatus = 'diff';
Else LocaleMatchStatus = "";
run;
%frequency(dset=LocaleCompare&w,param=LocaleMatchStatus,outDset=LocaleFreq&w)
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%transpose(dset=LocaleFreq&w, outDset=Locale&w,idVar=LocaleMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data Locale&w (drop= subL same diff );
set Locale&w;
same&w=same; diff&w=diff; subL&w=subL;
/*Compares counties between census records as either same of different*/
data CountyCompare&w (keep= CountyMatchStatus presentValue);
set pair&w;
presentValue='Null';
If County_1 ^= "----" And County_2 ^= "----" And County_1 ^= "UNKN" And
County_2^= "UNKN" Then
presentValue = '1';
Else presentValue = '0';
If presentValue = '1' Then
If County_1 = County_2 Then
CountyMatchStatus = 'same';
Else CountyMatchStatus = 'diff';
Else CountyMatchStatus = "";
run;
%frequency(dset=CountyCompare&w,param=CountyMatchStatus,outDset=CountyFreq&w);
%transpose(dset=CountyFreq&w, outDset=County&w, idVar=CountyMatchStatus)
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data County&w (keep=same&w diff&w);
set county&w;
same&w=same; diff&w=diff;
run;
/* Compare neighbors. This algorithm does 'one-to-one' matching, that is, each occurrence of a
certain name in Person One's neighbor group is matched only once with the corresponding name
in Person Two's group, no matter how many times that name occurs in Person Two's group. For
instance, if there are 3 Smiths in PersonOne's neighbor group and 4 Smiths in Person Two's, then
each of those 3 Smiths from person one would be paired with just one of the Smiths from person
two, and three occurrences of matching neighbors would be counted. Thus, when a name occurs
in one neighbor group n_1 times and in the other neighbor group n_2 times, the number of
matching neighbors always equals minimum(n_1,n_2).*/
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data neighborCompare&w (keep=NumMatches numMissing);
set pair&w;
Array firstNbr{10} Above5_1 Above4_1 Above3_1 Above2_1 Above1_1 Below5_1
Below4_1 Below3_1 Below2_1 Below1_1;
Array secondNbr{10} Above5_2 Above4_2 Above3_2 Above2_2 Above1_2 Below5_2
Below4_2 Below3_2 Below2_2 Below1_2;
TotalNeighbors=10;
secondCount = 0;
firstCount = 0;
numMatches = 0;
numMissing=0;
do i = 1 To TotalNeighbors;
firstCount = 1;
secondCount = 0;
If firstNbr[i] ^= "NULL" Then do;
do j = i + 1 To TotalNeighbors;
If (firstNbr[j] ^= "NULL" And firstNbr[i] ^= "N/A")
and(firstNbr[i] = firstNbr[j]) Then do;
firstNbr[j] = "NULL";
firstCount = firstCount + 1;
end;
else firstCount = firstCount;
"NULL" And (firstNbr[i] = . . . ;
End ;
do k = 1 To TotalNeighbors;
If ((secondNbr[k] ^= "NULL" and secondNbr[k] ^= "N/A" ) And (secondNbr[k]
= firstNbr[i])) Then
do;
secondCount = secondCount + 1;
secondNbr[k] = "NULL";
end; *end of do 'three';
secondCount = secondCount;
End;
end; *end of one;
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else firstCount=firstCount;
If secondCount < firstCount Then
numMatches = numMatches + secondCount;
Else numMatches = numMatches + firstCount;
End;
run;
%frequency(dset=neighborCompare&w,param=NumMatches,outDset=neighFreq&w);
/* Does a matched merge. If there are values of NumMatches that appear in "addNbr" but not in
"neighFreq," they will be written to "newNbr". Otherwise, the values of NumMatches in
"neighFreq" and their corresponding values of count and percent will appear in "newNbr". This
is so because "neighFreq"is listed last in the merge statement.*/
data newNbr&w;
merge addNbr neighFreq&w ;
by NumMatches;
run;
proc transpose data=newNbr&w out=neighbor&w name=percent
Label= unconditional prefix=MatchingNbr;
id NumMatches;
var percent;
run;
/* Adds an extension to each variable to show the iteration number, so that all variables are
unique when datasets are merged */
data neighbor&w (keep=MatchingNbr0_&w MatchingNbr1_&w MatchingNbr2_&w
MatchingNbr3_&w MatchingNbr4_&w MatchingNbr5_&w
MatchingNbr6_&w
MatchingNbr7_&w MatchingNbr8_&w
MatchingNbr9_&w MatchingNbr10_&w);
set neighbor&w;
MatchingNbr0_&w= MatchingNbr0; MatchingNbr1_&w =MatchingNbr1;
MatchingNbr2_&w =MatchingNbr2; MatchingNbr3_&w =MatchingNbr3;
MatchingNbr4_&w = MatchingNbr4; MatchingNbr5_&w = MatchingNbr5;
MatchingNbr6_&w = MatchingNbr6; MatchingNbr7_&w= MatchingNbr7;
MatchingNbr8_&w =MatchingNbr8; MatchingNbr9_&w = MatchingNbr9;
MatchingNbr10_&w = MatchingNbr10;
run;
%mend; /* unProb */
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/*Combining the information obtained from the 30 random samples of 3000 from the Copy
worksheet**/
/* Call the macro */
%let beginning=1;
%let ending=30;
%unProb(w=1, n=3000);%unProb(w=2, n=3000); %unProb(w=3, n=3000);
%unProb(w=5, n=3000); %unProb(w=6, n=3000); %unProb(w=7, n=3000); %unProb(w=8,
n=3000); %unProb(w=9, n=3000); %unProb(w=10, n=3000); %unProb(w=11, n=3000);
%unProb(w=12, n=3000); %unProb(w=13, n=3000); %unProb(w=14, n=3000); %unProb(w=15,
n=3000); %unProb(w=16, n=3000); %unProb(w=17, n=3000); %unProb(w=18, n=3000);
%unProb(w=19, n=3000); %unProb(w=20, n=3000);%unProb(w=21, n=3000); %unProb(w=22,
n=3000); %unProb(w=23, n=3000); %unProb(w=24, n=3000); %unProb(w=25, n=3000);
%unProb(w=26, n=3000); %unProb(w=27, n=3000); %unProb(w=28, n=3000); %unProb(w=29,
n=3000); %unProb(w=30, n=3000);
data uncond.gname_all (keep= sameAvg nnameAvg first3Avg first1Avg last3Avg diffAvg) ;
%mergeAll(variable=gname);
array same[*] same&beginning - same&ending;
array nname[*] nname&beginning - nname&ending;
array first3[*] first3_&beginning- first3_&ending;
array first1[*] first1_&beginning- first1_&ending;
array last[*] last&beginning - last&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning - diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
nnameAvg =mean(of nname[*]);
first3Avg=mean(of first3[*]);
first1Avg = mean(of first1[*]);
last3Avg= mean(of last[*]);
diffAvg= mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.gname_all; title 'givenNames';run;
data uncond.age_all (keep=sameAvg nearAvg diffAvg);
%mergeAll(variable=age);
array near[*] near&beginning -near&ending;
array same[*] same&beginning -same&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning -diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
nearAvg =mean(of near[*]);
diffAvg=mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.age_all; title 'ages';run;
data uncond.race_all (keep=sameAvg nearAvg diffAvg);
%mergeAll(variable=race);
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array near[*] near&beginning -near&ending;
array same[*] same&beginning -same&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning -diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
nearAvg =mean(of near[*]);
diffAvg=mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.race_all;title 'races'; run;
data uncond.BPlace_all (keep= sameAvg subBPlaceAvg diffAvg) ;
%mergeAll(variable=BPlace);
array same[*] same&beginning - same&ending;
array subBPlace[*] subBPlace&beginning - subBPlace&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning - diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
subBPlaceAvg =mean(of subBPlace[*]);
diffAvg= mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.BPlace_all; title 'BirthPlaces';run;
data uncond.Locale_all (keep= sameAvg subLAvg diffAvg);
%mergeAll(variable=Locale);
array same[*] same&beginning - same&ending;
array subL[*] subL&beginning - subL&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning - diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
subLAvg=mean(of subL[*]);
diffAvg= mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.Locale_all; title 'Locale';run;
data uncond.County_all (keep=sameAvg diffAvg);
%mergeAll(variable=County);
array same[*] same&beginning -same&ending;
array diff[*] diff&beginning -diff&ending;
sameAvg= mean(of same[*]);
diffAvg=mean(of diff[*]);
run;
proc print data=uncond.County_all; title 'County'; run;
data uncond.all_neigh (keep=noneAvg oneAvg twoAvg threeAvg fourAvg fiveAvg sixAvg
sevenAvg eightAvg nineAvg tenAvg);
%mergeAll(variable=neighbor);
array none[*] MatchingNbr0_&beginning - matchingNbr0_&ending;
array one[*] matchingNbr1_&beginning - matchingNbr1_&ending;
array two[*] MatchingNbr2_&beginning - matchingNbr2_&ending;
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array three[*] matchingNbr3_&beginning - matchingNbr3_&ending;
array four[*] matchingNbr4_&beginning - matchingNbr4_&ending;
array five[*] MatchingNbr5_&beginning - matchingNbr5_&ending;
array six[*] MatchingNbr6_&beginning - matchingNbr6_&ending;
array seven[*] MatchingNbr7_&beginning - matchingNbr7_&ending;
array eight[*] matchingNbr8_&beginning - matchingNbr8_&ending;
array nine[*] matchingNbr9_&beginning - matchingNbr9_&ending;
array ten[*] matchingNbr10_&beginning - matchingNbr10_&ending;
noneAvg = mean(of none[*]);
oneAvg = mean(of one[*]);
twoAvg = mean(of two[*]);
threeAvg = mean(of three[*]);
fourAvg = mean(of four[*]);
fiveAvg = mean(of five[*]);
sixAvg = mean(of six[*]);
sevenAvg = mean(of seven[*]);
eightAvg = mean(of eight[*]);
nineAvg = mean(of nine[*]);
tenAvg = mean(of ten[*]);
if sixAvg =0 then delete;
else;
run;
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APPENDIX K: SAS Code to Calculate the Weights

K.1: Overview: The following code uses stored SAS datasets of the conditional and
unconditional probabilities to calculate the weights.
options nodate formdlim="+" nonumber;
/*identifies location of data storage for exporting data files*/
libname weights 'g:\SAS Datasets\WeightsDSets';
libname cond 'g:\SAS Datasets\ILLICondSet';
libname uncond 'g:\SAS Datasets\IlliUnconDset';
/*The number 4730 refers to the number of total matches that are identified in the data set being
used.*/
/*Combine unconditional and conditional probabilities for each field and calculate the weights
for the associated field*/
/*Calculation for given name weight*/
data gname_wt (keep=gname_same gname_nname gname_first3 gname_first1 gname_last3
gname_diff percent );
merge cond.gnamecp uncond.gname_all;
if sameAvg = 0 then gname_same = 0;
else if same= 0 then gname_same=log(1/4730);
else gname_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if nnameAvg = 0 then gname_nname = 0;
else if nnam= 0 then gname_nname=log(1/4730);
else gname_nname=log(nnam/nnameAvg);
if first3Avg = 0 then gname_first3 = 0;
else if fst3= 0 then gname_first3=log(1/4730);
else gname_first3=log(fst3/first3Avg);
if first1Avg = 0 then gname_first1 = 0;
else if fst1= 0 then gname_first1=log(1/4730);
else gname_first1=log(fst1/first1Avg);
if last3Avg = 0 then gname_last3 = 0;
else if last= 0 then gname_last3=log(1/4730);
else gname_last3=log(last/last3Avg);
if diffAvg = 0 then gname_diff = 0;
else if diff= 0 then gname_diff=log(1/4730);
else gname_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
run;
proc print data=gname_wt; title 'gname_wt'; run;
/*Calculation for birth place (place of origin) weight*/
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data bplace_wt (keep=percent bplace_same bplace_neworigin bplace_diff);
merge cond.bplacecp uncond.bplace_all;
if sameAvg= 0 then bplace_same =0;
else if same =0 then bplace_same=log(1/4730);
else bplace_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if diffAvg = 0 then bplace_diff =0;
else if diff=0 then bplace_diff=log(1/4730);
else bplace_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
if neworiginAvg= 0 then bplace_neworigin= 0;
else if newo= 0 then bplace_neworigin=log(1/4730);
else bplace_neworigin=log(newo/neworiginAvg);/*nnam=sbpl*/
run;
proc print data=bplace_wt;title 'weights of bplace'; run;
/*Calculation for enumeration locality weight*/
data locale_wt (keep= locale_same locale_newlocale locale_diff percent);
merge cond.localecp uncond.locale_all;
if sameAvg = 0 then locale_same =0;
else if same =0 then locale_same=log(1/4730);
else locale_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if newlocaleAvg = 0 then locale_newlocale=0;
else if newl=0 then locale_newlocale=log(1/4730);
else locale_newlocale=log(newl/newlocaleAvg);
if diffAvg = 0 then locale_diff =0;
else if diff =0 then locale_diff=log(1/4730);
else locale_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
run;
proc print data=locale_wt; title 'weights of locale'; run;
/*Calculation for age weight*/
data age_wt (keep=age_same age_near age_diff percent );
merge cond.agecp uncond.age_all;
if sameAvg = 0 then age_same = 0;
else if same= 0 then age_same=log(1/4730);
else age_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if nearAvg = 0 then age_near= 0;
else if near= 0 then age_near=log(1/4730);
else age_near=log(near/nearAvg);
if diffAvg = 0 then age_diff = 0;
else if diff= 0 then age_diff=log(1/4730);
else age_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
run;
proc print data=age_wt; title 'weights of Age'; run;
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/*Calculation for race weight*/
data race_wt (keep= race_same race_near race_diff percent);
merge cond.racecp uncond.race_all;
percent="race";
if sameAvg = 0 then race_same = 0;
else if same = 0 then race_same=log(1/4730);
else race_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if nearAvg = 0 then race_near=0;
else if near = 0 then race_near=log(1/4730);
else race_near=log(near/nearAvg);
if diffAvg = 0 then race_diff=0;
else if diff = 0 then race_diff=log(1/4730);
else race_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
run;
proc print data =race_wt;title 'weights of race'; run;
/*Calculation for county weight*/
data county_wt (keep=percent county_same county_diff);
merge cond.countycp uncond.county_all;
if sameAvg= 0 then county_same =0;
else if same =0 then county_same=log(1/4730);
else county_same=log(same/sameAvg);
if diffAvg = 0 then county_diff =0;
else if diff=0 then county_diff=log(1/4730);
else county_diff=log(diff/diffAvg);
run;
proc print data=county_wt; title 'weights of county'; run;
/*Calculation for neighbor weight*/
data neighbor_wt (keep=nbr_0 nbr_1 nbr_2 nbr_3 nbr_4 nbr_5 nbr_6 nbr_7 nbr_8 nbr_9 nbr_10
percent);
merge cond.neighborcp uncond.neigh_all;
if noneAvg =0 then nbr_0=0;
else if MatchingNbr0 =0 then nbr_0=log(1/4730);
else nbr_0=log(MatchingNbr0/noneAvg);
if oneAvg =0 then nbr_1 =0;
else if MatchingNbr1=0 then nbr_1=log(1/4730);
else nbr_1=log(MatchingNbr1/oneAvg);
if twoAvg =0 then nbr_2 =0;
else if MatchingNbr2=0 then nbr_2=log(1/4730);
else nbr_2=log(MatchingNbr2/twoAvg);
if threeAvg =0 then nbr_3 =0;
else if MatchingNbr3=0 then nbr_3=log(1/4730);
else nbr_3=log(MatchingNbr3/threeAvg);
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if fourAvg =0 then nbr_4 =0;
else if MatchingNbr4=0 then nbr_4=log(1/4730);
else nbr_4=log(MatchingNbr4/fourAvg);
if fiveAvg =0 then nbr_5 =0;
else if MatchingNbr5=0 then nbr_5=log(1/4730);
else nbr_5=log(MatchingNbr5/fiveAvg);
if sixAvg =0 then nbr_6 =0;
else if MatchingNbr6=0 then nbr_6=log(1/4730);
else nbr_6=log(MatchingNbr6/sixAvg);
if sevenAvg =0 then nbr_7 =0;
else if MatchingNbr7=0 then nbr_7=log(1/4730);
else nbr_7=log(MatchingNbr7/sevenAvg);
if eightAvg =0 then nbr_8 =0;
else if MatchingNbr8=0 then nbr_8=log(1/4730);
else nbr_8=log(MatchingNbr8/eightAvg);
if nineAvg =0 then nbr_9 =0;
else if MatchingNbr9=0 then nbr_9=log(1/4730);
else nbr_9=log(MatchingNbr9/nineAvg);
if tenAvg =0 then nbr_10 =0;
else if MatchingNbr10=0 then nbr_10=log(1/4730);
else nbr_10=log(MatchingNbr10/tenAvg);
run;
proc print data=neighbor_wt; run;
data weights.allWeightsNloui;
merge gname_wt age_wt race_wt bplace_wt locale_wt neighbor_wt;
run;
proc print data=weights.allWeightsNloui; run;
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APPENDIX L: SAS Code for Applying Weights

L.1 Overview: The following code uses the weights calculated by the code in Appendix K to
determine the score for a record comparison.
options nodate formdlim="+" nonumber spool;
/*Multiple worksheets can be read in and then merged together to handle larger data sets.*/
PROC IMPORT OUT= work.paired1
DATAFILE= "d:\compareAllMichigan.xls"
DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE;
RANGE="CompareAll1$";
GETNAMES=YES;
RUN;
PROC IMPORT OUT= work.Paired2
DATAFILE= 'd:\compareAllMichigan.xls'
DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE;
RANGE="CompareAll2$";
GETNAMES=YES;
RUN;
data applyWts.allPairs;
set work.paired1;* work.paired2; *work.paired3 work.paired4;
run;
/*Weights need to be manually input after using the SAS code in Appendix E.*/
proc format;
value $gn_fmt
'same' = 3.74938
'nnam' = -8.40559
'fst3' = 3.47679
'fst1' = 0.046723
'last' = -0.12679
'diff' = -6.12620
;
value $age_fmt
'same' = 2.27222
'near' = 1.16419
'diff' = -1.78794
;
value $rce_fmt
'same' = 0.013594
'near' = -0.77369
'diff' = -1.68627
;
value $bpl_fmt
'same' = 1.28257
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'diff' = -2.89088
'neworigin' = 1.227885
;
value $loc_fmt

'same' = 2.46203
'diff' = -1.44111
'newlocale' = 3.290676
;

value $cn_fmt

'same'= 0.586631
'diff'= -4.04763

;
/*because the nearest neighbor was not used in this project it has been commented out.*/
/*value nbr_fmt
0 = -0.16980
1 = 2.972321
2 = 3.99912
3 = 4.03159
4=0
5=0
6=0
7=0
8=0
9=0
10 = 0 ;*/
run;
data applyWts.weights_scores;
set applyWts.allpairs;
if gNamePresent=1 then gname_wts= put(gNameMatch, $gn_fmt.);
else gname_wts=0;
if agePresent=1 then age_wts= put(ageStatus, $age_fmt.);
else age_wts=0;
if racePresent=1 then race_wts=put(raceStatus, $rce_fmt.);
else race_wts=0;
if bpPresent=1 then birthPlace_wts=put(bpStatus, $bPl_fmt.);
else birthPlace_wts=0;
if locPresent=1 then locale_wts=put(locStatus, $loc_fmt.);
else locale_wts=0;
if countyPresent=1 then county_wts=put(countyStatus, $cn_fmt.);
else county_wts=0;
/*neighbor_wts=put(neighborMatchStatus, nbr_fmt.);*/
score= gname_wts + age_wts + race_wts + birthPlace_wts + county_wts +
locale_wts; *neighbor_wts;
run;
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APPENDIX M: SAS Code to Find the Distribution of Scores
proc sort data= applyWts.weights_scores out=sorted_scores;
by knownMatch;
run;
proc freq data=sorted_scores ;
tables score / out= score_distribution;
by knownMatch;
run;

title1 font=simplex;
proc capability data=applyWts.weights_scores noprint;
comphistogram score / class=knownMatch;
title 'Distribution of Scores by Match Status for Connecticut by Michigan' ;
run;
/*The following code combines all of the records with their calculated score for exportation or
use in analyzing different values for Tµ and Tλ*/
options nodate formdlim="+" nonumber spool;
libname project 'd:\SAS Datasets';
data allLinks (keep=firstID secondID score knownMatch);
set applyWts.weights_scores;
merge applyWts.weights_scores applyWts.allPairs;
if score >=1.806414 then output;
else delete;
run;
data allScores (keep=firstID secondID score knownMatch);
set applyWts.weights_scores;
merge applyWts.weights_scores applyWts.allPairs;
run;
PROC EXPORT DATA= WORK.AllLinks
OUTFILE= "d:IndvByCensusCONbyMichigan"
DBMS=EXCEL2000 REPLACE;
RUN;
PROC EXPORT DATA= WORK.allScores
OUTFILE= "C:\Documents and Settings\localUser\CONbyMichiganALLscores"
DBMS=TAB REPLACE;
RUN;
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APPENDIX N- Surnames Missed by Blocking
Connecticut
ABBIE
ABBOTT
ABBOTT
ALLGIER
ANDROSS
ANGEL
ANSHEL
ARCHASKI
ARMALINE
ASH
ATCHINSON
BEEBE
BERNSTEIN
BERTHEL
BILODEAU
BISSONNETTE
BLAHUSJUK
BLAKELEY
BLAZEGOVSKY
BLOTNICKI
BLUNN
BOERS
BOSELY
BOUFFARD
BOUSQUET
BRACKEDT
BRESNAHAN
BRODERSEN
BROOK
BROUSSEAU
BUCKNUM
BUGBIE
BUSSIE
CAHOON
CHAFFEE
CHAMBERLIN
CHAMPAGNE
CHAMPANGE
CHAMPLIN
CHAPELL
CIECHOWSKI
COLBORN
COMINS
CONAUT

ABBEY
ABBOT
ABOTT
ALLGAIR
ANDROW
ANGELL
ANSCHEL
ARCHACKI
ARMLIN
ASHE
ATCHISON
BEIBE
BERNSTIEN
BERTHEL
BILLODEAU
BISSOMETT
BLAHUSIAK
BLAKLEY
BLAZEJOVSKY
BLOTINISKI
BLUNE
BOERO
BOSLEY
BOUFFORD
BOUSQUETT
BRACKETT
BRESHNAHAN
BRODERSON
BROOKE
BROUESSEAU
BUCKNAM
BUGBEE
BUSSE
CAHOUN
CHAFFER
CHAMBERLAIN
CHANPAGNE
CHAMPAGNE
CHAMPLAIN
CHAPEL
CIECHONSKI
COLBURN
COMMINS
CONANT

CORDLSEN
COSTILLA
COWAN
CRAM
CUMMINSKEY
DAILEY
DANKE
DEBORTILI
DENZLER
DEVEREAUX
DIMLOW
DOUGHTY
DRECHSLER
DRESHER
DURKEL
EARL
EDGERTON
EDMOND
EDMUNDS
EIDAM
ELLSWORTH
FITZGERALDS
FLAKERTY
GAGLIARDON
GARDNER
GAWLICA
GECKLER
GOLDTHORPE
GOLIK
GRUTEMEYER
HANCOCK
HANNAFIN
HANSON
HARMAN
HEFFERMAN
HEMINGWAY
HEMMELER
HERRICK
HINCKS
HISCOCK
HOFFMAN
HOLBROOK
HOPKINS
KABUCK
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CORDTSEN
COSTELLO
COWEN
CRAMEN
CUMMISKEY
DAILY
DANIEL
DEBORTOLI
DENTZLER
DEVERAUX
DIMLOM
DOUGHTEY
DRECHSKER
DRESCHER
DURKEE
EARLE
EDGARTON
EDMONDO
EDMONDS
EIDAN
ELSWORTH
FITZGERALD
FLAHERTY
GAGLIARDONE
GARDINER
GAWLIEA
GECKELER
GOLDTHROPE
GOLICK
GRUTTEMEYER
HANDCOCK
HANNIFIN
HANSEN
HARMON
HEFFERNAN
HEMEWAY
HEMMLER
HERRIG
HINKS
HISCOX
HOFFMANN
HOLBROKE
HOPKINS
KABRICK

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Connecticut-Continued
KAMINSKI
KAUFFMANN
KRAETSCHMAR
KUPFERSCHMIDT
LABRECHE
LADER
LADISH
LAFOUNTIN
LANDGRAF
LANZ
LEADE
LEMONE
LEVERENZ
LINCH
LOETHSCHER
MASKIELL
MATHIEW
MAZOWSKY
MCCULLOCH
MCNEILL
MERTEN
MILLES
MIRTLE
MOORHOUSE
MURDOCK
NAWRACAY
NEILSEN
NEWBURY
NIEMIEC
NORDLUND
OGUSCHUERTZ
ONIEL
PALLANCK
PANCIERA
PARMALEE
PATRICK
PATZOLD
PECKAM
PLUMBER
POLENSKI

KAMINKI
KAUFFMAN
KRAETSCHMER
KUPFERSCHMID
LABRACHE
LADDER
LADICH
LAFOUNTAIN
LANDGROFF
LANY
LEACH
LEMME
LEVERENC
LINCK
LOETHECHER
MASKIEL
MATHIEN
MAZALSKI
MCCULLOCK
MCNEIL
MERTON
MILLS
MIRTTE
MOOREHOUSE
MURDOCH
NAWRACAJ
NEILSON
NEWBERY
NIEMIER
NORDLAND
OGUSCHIWTZ
ONEIL
PALLANK
PANCERA
PARMELEE
PATRIC
PATZSOLD
PECKHAM
PLUMMER
POLINSKI
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POUTREY
PRICHARD
RENKIEWICZ
RINDFLEISCH
RUDNASKIE
SACHRE
SATRYP
SCHWALEN
SCUSSEL
SCUSSO
SEDLAH
SHEPPARD
SIEWERDT
SILHARY
SISSCOM
SPARROWS
SPELMAN
STEPHAN
STEPPS
STGERMAINE
SUESSMANN
SWEENY
SZALONIAI
THRESHER
TILLINGHART
ULICH
URSCIN
WALTERS
WALZ
WEBER
WENDHISER
WILBER
WILDEKOPF
WILDEY
WIRZ
WOCKAMERKA
WOODTLIS
WORMISTEDL
YOUNGHAUS
ZOLET
ZUSCIK

POURTRAY
PRICKARD
RENKIWICZ
RINDFLISCH
RUDNANSKY
SACHSE
SATRIYB
SCHWAHN
SCUSELL
SCUSSEL
SEDLAK
SHEPARD
SIEWERTT
SILHAVY
SISSON
SPARROW
SPELLMAN
STEPHEN
STEPPE
STGERMAIN
SUESSMAN
SWEENEY
SZALONTAI
THRASHER
TILLINGHAST
ULITSCH
URSIN
WALTER
WALTZ
WEBBER
WENDHEISER
WILBIN
WILDEKOFF
WILDY
WIRTZ
WOCHOMURK
WOODTLI
WORMSTEDT
YOUNGHAMS
ZOLETT
ZUSIK

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Illinois
ACORDS
ADKINSON
AMBROSAIO
ASHCROFT
ATLEE
AUGUSTIN
AURNER
AUTEN
BEATON
BERNTSEN
BETIS
BINGHAM
BLAZOVICH
BOETTCHER
BOHANNAN
BOLERJACK
BONNETT
BRADBURY
BRAMLETT
BRECHBIEL
BRENNING
BRIESER
BRITTON
BUHRMASTER
CAD
CAPPS
CARLISLE
CHAMBERLAIN
CHARLESON
CHRISTIANSON
COCKRELL
COLWILL
CONDELL
CREMENS
DARSHAM
DEARDUFF
DEGENHEART
DEILY
DELANO
DERRICK

ACORD
ADKISSON
AMBROSIO
ASHCRAFT
ATLEY
AUGUSTINE
AURMER
AUTIN
BEATEN
BERNSTEIN
BETTES
BINGHAN
BLAZIVICH
BOETCHER
BOHANNEN
BOLERPACK
BONNET
BRADBERY
BRAMLET
BRECKBEAL
BRENNIG
BRIDWELL
BRITTEN
BUHRMESTER
CADIE
CAPS
CARLILE
CHAMBERLIN
CHARLESTON
CHRISTINSON
COCKPEL
COLWELL
CONDILL
CREMUNS
DARSHEM
DEARDURFF
DEGENHARDT
DEILEY
DELANE
DERRICH

DIBBLE
DINKEL
DOLBERG
DRAGSTEDT
DRAINE
DRYBURGH
DUGAN
DUNNINGS
EARLE
EBLIN
EHMKE
ELLETT
ERKMANN
FARRALL
FLEWELLIN
FORGUA
FRAIN
FREDERICK
FROBAE
GIBBONS
GLAWE
GRANART
GREELEY
GREENLEE
GROTEWOHL
GUSTAVASON
HAMIL
HAMOND
HARGRAVES
HENWOOK
HINDENBURG
HOBLENTZEL
HOFFERBERT
HORNUNG
HOUSVERT
HUFFSTUTLE
HUNROE
ILSEMANN
JYLANKI
KARAVA
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DIBLE
DINKLE
DOLBECK
DRAGSTEAD
DRAIN
DRYBRUGH
DUGGAN
DUNNING
EARL
EBLEN
EHMPKE
ELLIOT
ERKMAN
FARREL
FLEWILLIN
FORGEY
FRAER
FREDERICKS
FROBERG
GIBBENS
GLAVE
GRANARD
GREELY
GREENLY
GROTWOHL
GUSTAVISON
HAMILL
HAMONS
HARGRAVE
HENWOOD
HINDENBERG
HOBLUETZEL
HOFFELBERT
HORNING
HOUSEWERT
HUFFSTUTLER
HUNRO
ILLSMAN
JYLANKO
KARAUVA

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Illinois-Continued
KEHRER
KELLOG
KERZIC
KIERNAM
KINDSTROM
KLAAS
KLECKNER
KLOCK
KNAPPENBERG
KOENEKE
KOKAL
KORPELA
KOSLAKE
KRUEGER
KUHLEN
KULIAWAS
LAKINS
LAMOTH
LAURISTEN
LAVIGUE
LEPHART
LETHERBY
LETTOW
LEVECK
LIDICU
LINDNER
LINEBERY
LOWERY
LUHTALA
LUSCUMB
MANGS
MARGRAVE
MARTIKUNZ
MATHERY
MATHEWS
MATHSON
MCCONHCHIE
MCDONALD
MCGUYER
MCINNES

KEHRERER
KELLOGG
KERZIO
KIERNAN
KINDSTRON
KLASS
KLECHNER
KLOCH
KNAPPENBERGER
KOENKE
KOKIL
KORPELLA
KOSLAKA
KRUGER
KUEHLEM
KULIAVAS
LAKIN
LAMOREUX
LAURETSON
LAVIGNE
LEPART
LETHEBY
LETTOVICS
LEVEQUE
LIDDICK
LINDNE
LINEBERRY
LOWREY
LUHTULA
LUSCOMB
MANGIS
MARGRAVES
MARTIKANIS
MATHENY
MATHIAS
MATHISON
MCCONAGHIE
MCDONELL
MCGUYRT
MCINNIS

MCMENANIN
MCQUARIE
MEDABACH
MEILINGER
MEIRETH
METCALF
MODLIN
MOLTHEN
MUNSEL
NASLAND
NORTHCOTT
NORTHRUP
NOW
NUMLEY
OCONNELL
OSTEWIG
OVERTON
PAPENBERG
POBTSMAN
PRITCHERD
PURINGTON
PUTNAM
QUARNSTROM
RATTIFF
REARDON
REIMENSNIDER
REINGARDT
RELYEA
REYNOLDS
RIMSNIDER
RISETTER
ROCKABRANT
ROGERS
ROMLF
SALTSGIVER
SARVELLA
SCHILLING
SCOGGIN
SCRIVNER
SEABLOM
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MCMENAMIN
MCQUARRIE
MEDEBACH
MEILANGER
MEIRATH
METCALFE
MODLAND
MOLTHAN
MUNSELL
NASLUM
NORTHCUTT
NORTHING
NOWE
NUNLEY
OCONNEL
OSTEWG
OVERSTON
PAPENBURG
POBSTMAN
PRITCHARD
PURINTON
PUTMAN
QUANSTROM
RATLIFFE
REARDEN
REIMINSNIDER
REINGART
RELYA
REYOLAS
RIMSENIDER
RISETTER
ROCKABRAND
RODGERS
ROMPF
SALTZGIVER
SARVELA
SCHILING
SCOGGINS
SCRIVENER
SEABLOOM

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Illinois-Continued
SEBBY
SERRUE
SHAGAMOGA
SHELLITO
SHEPPARD
SHORB
SLADER
SPECK
STAFFAS
STARY
STCLIAR
STEEL
STEGMIER
STEINEGER
STOUDT
STROCH
STUBBINGS
SWEDBERG
SYNOTTE
TANGEROS
TAZEWELL
TELLESON
TEMMS
TENGESTAL
TENNISON
THORWORTH
THRELKILD
TOENNIGES
TRAUTMANN
TUFTER

SEBBEY
SERRINE
SHAGAMOGUS
SHELLET
SHEPHERD
SHORP
SLADEK
SPECT
STAFFORD
STARRY
STCLAIR
STEELE
STEGMEIR
STEININGER
STOUL
STROCK
STUBBING
SWEDBURG
SYNNOTT
TANGEROSA
TAZEVELL
TELLISON
TEMMY
TENGERSDAR
TENNYSON
THORWARTH
THREEHELD
TOENIGES
TRAUTMAN
TUFTA

TURNBLOM
TYRELL
VANAMBERG
VANARSDALE
VANDERBIG
VANPATTEN
VANPATTERS
VEGLY
VERBERKMORS
VESTA
WALGREEN
WEDDIGE
WEDEMAIER
WEIDEMAN
WETZEL
WIMAN
WINKEMAN
WOLF
WOLFF
WOLLENSAK
WOODROW
YARBRY
YOUNG
ZELNIS
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TURNBLOOM
TYRRELL
VANANBURG
VANARTSDALE
VANDERBEEK
VANPATTER
VANPATTEN
VEGLIY
VERBERKMOES
VESTER
WALGREN
WEDDIGEN
WEDEMEIR
WEIDEMANN
WETZELL
WIMAM
WINKELMAN
WOLFE
WOLFE
WOLLENSACK
WOODROE
YARBER
YOUNGS
ZELNES

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Louisiana
ALBERES
ALEXANDRE
ARCENAUX
BERCEGEAIS
BURBANKS
BUTLER
CAFFERO
CAMPISI
CAPELLE
CHAUM
CLANTON
CRATON
ECHERERIE
FERGUSON
FLEMEN
FONTANO
FREDERIC
GISCLARD
HAMSTON
HARDIN
HAZLIP
HOWE
LANOUX

ALBERESSE
ALEXANDER
ARCENEAUX
BERCEGEAY
BURBANK
BUTLER
CAFIERO
CAMPISA
CAPELLO
CHAUVIN
CLANTRE
CRATTING
ECHEVERRIA
FERGUSSON
FLENING
FONTANA
FREDERICK
GISCHARD
HAMPTON
HARDEN
HAZELIP
HOWEL
LANUX

LORIO
LOUVIERRE
LUCAS
MARVIGUE
MOTEN
MOXLY
MULLER
MUMFORD
NABORT
NICKEN
PETTIT
PIZZOLATO
RAMIREZ
RODREGEZ
RODUGUEZ
ROHDES
SAVOIS
SEVARIT
SINGES
THOMASSI
WENER
YATCH
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LORIS
LOUVIER
LUCCAS
MARVIGNE
MOTON
MOXLEY
MULLET
MUPHRY
NABOR
NICKINGS
PETIT
PIZZATTO
RAMIREZ
RODREGUIZ
RODRIGUEZ
ROHELIA
SAVOIE
SEVARIO
SINGER
THOMASSIE
WERNER
YATES

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Michigan
AHLER
AUCH
AUGUASTINE
BABBITT
BABCOCK
BALLAGH
BANNICK
BARANSKI
BARTUSH
BIERWAGON
BIRDSALL
BODICE
BOLZMANN
BONHOSKI
BRASHAW
BRATHLY
BRAZER
BRILLHART
BROOKES
BUCKLY
BULKELY
BUNNELL
BUREIZA
BURKHARD
BURRELL
CARROL
CASSEDY
CAUGHELL
CAUGHILL
CHAPIN
CHERNICK
CHESLOCK
CHICKENNOSKI
CORVIN
CRANDALL
CRITCHET
CRITCHET
DAHLKE
DARSHENSKI
DEIFENBACH
DENIS
DEROSIA
DETGEN

AHLERS
AUCHE
AUGUSTINE
BABBETT
BABCOOK
BALLAH
BANNOCK
BARANKESI
BARTUSCH
BIERWAGEN
BIRDSELL
BODIS
BOLZMAN
BONKOSKI
BRASCHAW
BRATHBY
BRAZIE
BRILHART
BROOKER
BUCKLEY
BULKEY
BUNNEL
BUREJZA
BURKHARDT
BURRILL
CARROLL
CASSIDY
CAUGHILL
CAUGHELL
CHAPEN
CHERNICH
CHESLOK
CHICKENOSKI
CORWIN
CRANDAL
CRITCHIT
CRITCHEL
DALKE
DARSHEVSKI
DEIFEMBACH
DENIO
DEROSIN
DETJEN

DEYMAN
DIEMS
DINKAL
DONOVAN
DRAGOO
DRESSELL
DUCHARME
EDLAR
EDLER
EGERT
EHLKE
EISINGER
EITNIER
ELBRIDGE
ENDERLE
ENDERSBE
ENGELL
EPPEMBROCK
ESPEGANG
ESTEPPE
ESTES
FARMER
FEASLE
FINKBINER
FINKEL
FITCHITT
FORTHFER
FRAHAM
FRASHER
FREDERICKS
FRITZER
FROMM
FUHRWICH
FURGESON
FURNAN
GEMMEL
GERSTENSCHLAGER
GIGGY
GILCREST
GILLINGHEN
GLASZ
GNAGEY
GOMOLOUGH
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DEYMANN
DIEM
DINKEL
DONOVON
DRAGGOO
DRESSEL
DUCHANNE
EDLER
EDLERT
EGGERT
EHLKIE
EISSENGER
EITNIEAR
ELBURG
ENDERLEE
ENDERSBEE
ENGEL
EPPENBROCK
ESPEHAUG
ESTEPP
ESTICE
FARNER
FEASEL
FINKBEINER
FINKLE
FITCHETT
FORTIFER
FRAHM
FRASER
FREDRICK
FRITZE
FRONN
FUHRWERK
FURGEON
FURMAN
GEMMELL
GERTENSCHLAGER
GIGGEY
GILEREST
GILLINGHAM
GLANZ
GNAGGEY
GOMOLUCK

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Michigan
GONIWIECHA
GOODERMAN
GOTTSCHALL
GRAHAM
GRANNAL
GRASSMAN
GUNN
HAGADON
HAGGADONE
HAINDEL
HAMACKER
HAMELL
HAMMERLEE
HENDRICKS
HERSHBURG
HESSEL
HESSELSWEET
HINDES
HINTZE
HOGG
HOPPY
HORISKIE
HULSEBUS
HURTLEHE
JEDDE
JENSEN
JEWEL
JOHN
JOLES
JORISSEN
JORISSEN
JUILLERAT
KAMSTRA
KARSTED
KAYS
KELLAR
KERSTADER
KESSAL
KINDS
KJOTHEKE
KLADZYK
KLAIDA

GONIEWICHA
GOODERHAM
GOTTSCHALK
GRAHM
GRANNELL
GRASSANN
GUNN
HAGEDON
HAGGADONNE
HAINDELL
HAMATHER
HAMILL
HAMMERLE
HENDRICK
HERSHBERG
HESSELL
HESSELSWEET
HINDER
HINTZ
HOGH
HOPPE
HORISKI
HULSEBOS
HURTLE
JEDELE
JENSON
JEWELL
JOHNE
JOLER
JORRISON
JORRISSON
JUILLERATT
KAMSLIA
KARSTAD
KAYE
KELLER
KERSTETTER
KESSEL
KINDE
KJOLHEDE
KLAJDZYK
KLAJDA

KLEINFELT
KNUDSEN
KOGLIN
KOLK
KUNISCH
LACHAPELLE
LACHIE
LASCESKI
LATHROF
LAWITZSKI
LEONARD
LEONARD
LINDEMAN
LINDSAY
LINSEY
LOHMEIER
LOUNSBERY
LOVLEY
LUTTKE
MAHARY
MALCO
MALPAS
MAMROW
MARSHALL
MATZ
MAZINE
MCALPIN
MCAULLY
MCCARRAN
MCCRAGEN
MCEVERTHS
MCFADDEN
MCGREOGER
MCILHARGEY
MCILHARGEY
MCILLARGIE
MCILLMURRAY
MCMILLIAN
MCRAY
MENDHAM
MERCHANT
METTS
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KLEINFELD
KNUDSON
KOGLINE
KOLKA
KUNISH
LACHAPPELLE
LACKIE
LASCSKI
LATHROP
LAWITZKE
LENAORD
LENARD
LINDEMANN
LINSDAY
LINDSAY
LOHMEYER
LOUNSBERRY
LOVELY
LUTKIE
MAHARG
MALCHO
MALPASS
MAMROUT
MARSHELL
MOTZ
MAZURE
MCALPINE
MCAULAY
MCCARRON
MCCRACKER
MCEVERS
MCFADEN
MCGREGOR
MCILHARGIE
MCILLHARGIE
MCILHARGIE
MCILLMURAY
MCMILLAN
MCRAE
MENDUM
MERCHENT
METTE

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Michigan-Continued
MOCHLES
MONROE
MOODY
MUELLERWEISS
MULLER
MURANSKI
MURDOCK
MURPHY
MURRAY
MURRY
MUTSCHLER
NAFFIN
NEUBEN
NEWSTEAD
NICKLES
NOWICKI
OAK
OCONNELL
OESCHGER
OLSZOWE
OSMUN
PALACZ
PARENT
PARTEKA
PARTIKA
PATON
PAWLOSKI
PERUCKI
PETITT
PETYOLD
PHILIP
PHILP
POKORSKI
PROSSER
PROUDFORD
PUTNAM
RASMUSON
RASMUSON
RATHFE
REINHOLD
REITHEL
RELLINGER
RETTEY
RHOADS

MOCKLES
MONROE
MOODY
MUELLEWEISS
MUELLER
MURAWSKI
MURDOCH
MURPHEY
MURY
MURRAY
MUTCHLAR
NAFFIEN
NEUBER
NEWSTED
NICKEL
NOVWCKI
OAKES
OCONNEL
OESCHER
OLSZOVE
OSMAN
PALACH
PARANT
PARTIKA
PARTAKA
PATOW
PAWLOSKE
PERUSKI
PETIT
PETZOLD
PHILLIPPS
PHILIP
POKORA
PROSSER
PROUDFOOT
PUTMAN
RASMUSSEN
RASMUSSON
RATHJE
REINOLD
REITCHEL
RELINGER
RETTY
RHOADA

RODICK
ROESTEL
RUGGLIS
RUNNELLS
RUNYAN
RYAN
RYTERSKI
SALISBURRY
SANTHING
SAWIELSKI
SCHAWE
SCHLOTZHAUR
SCHMITT
SCHNIDER
SCHORNAC
SCHRIBER
SCHWALEN
SCHWANTZ
SCHWEITZER
SCULLY
SEDGWICK
SEMPER
SHELLENBERGER
SHEPHEARD
SHEPPARD
SHUBERTOWSKE
SIEMEN
SLAVEK
SLAVICK
SLUSSAR
SMALEY
SMOKER
SNODDON
SORTRA
SQUIERS
STAMN
STANKIE
STAROSKI
STIRETT
STRAHL
SUGGITT
SYMONS
TALASKE
TALLENT
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RODDICK
ROESTAL
RUGGLES
RUNNELS
RUNYAN
RYANS
RYTENSKI
SALISBURY
SANTHANY
SAWIELSKA
SCHAVE
SCHLOTZHAUER
SCHMIDTT
SCHNEIDER
SCHORNACK
SCHRIEBER
SCHWAHN
SCHWANNITZ
SCHWITZER
SCUELLEY
SEDGEWICK
SEMPERE
SHELLENBARGER
SHEPHERD
SHEPHERD
SHUBITOWSKI
SIEMAN
SLAVECK
SLAWIK
SLUSSER
SMALLEY
SMOGOR
SNODDEN
SORTOR
SQUIRE
STAMM
STANKE
STAROSKA
STIRRETT
STRAHN
SUGGETT
SYMMONS
TALASKIE
TALLANT

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Michigan-Continued
TENBRINKE
TENNANT
THURTLE
TIBBITS
TRENARY
TROST
TRUEMNER
TRUESDALE
TRUMBLE
VAHROES
VANAKEN
VANAMBERG
VANARMEN
VANDERHANWART
VANDERMAY
VERLOOVE
VIHSTADT
VISGER
VOLLMER

TENBRINK
TENNENT
THURTAL
TIBBETTS
TRENERY
TROAST
TRUEMAN
TRUESDAIL
TRUMBULL
VAHOVICK
VANAHENS
VANAMBURG
VANARMAN
VANDERLEWART
VANDERMEY
VERLOVE
VIEHSTADT
VISGAR
VOLMER

WAGENER
WAGONER
WAINRIGHT
WAKELY
WARNOCK
WASHLEFSKE
WATS
WEIS
WELDON
WINKEL
WOJCIEHOWSKI
WOYTABOEZ
WURBEL
WYLIES
YAGGMAN
ZANDLER
ZIENTOK
ZMICK
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WAGNER
WAGNER
WAINWRIGHT
WAKELEY
WARMOCK
WASHLASKE
WATTS
WEISS
WELDEN
WINKLE
WOJCIECHOWSKI
WOYTAHEWICZ
WRUBEL
WYLIE
YAGERMAN
ZANKLER
ZIENTAK
ZMICH

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Northern California
ALEMO
ALEXANDRO
ASBIL
BASSETTE
BECKET
BETAH
BONTRAGER
BOONER
BRAYDEN
BRIGGS
BRINEK
BURROS
BYRUN
COREA
DANIELS
DEMOYER
DONNENWIRTH
DOPPKIN
DUPZYK
EDGINGTON
ESTON
EVENS
FAIRCHILDS
FARNHAM
FEHLY
FILLINGIM
GOTTSCHING
HAMMONTRIE
HANNEMANN
HIGHETT
HIRAYAMO
HOOLOHAN
HOSKINO
HUGABOOM
HULBURT
HUTCHINSON
HUTCHMAN
HUTTELINGER
KAMBERG
KELLEY

ALEMEO
ALEXANDER
ASBILL
BASSETT
BECKETT
BETAGH
BONTRGER
BOONE
BRAYDON
BRIGGO
BRINCK
BURROWS
BYRUM
COREY
DANIEL
DEMORET
DONNENWIRTH
DOPKINS
DUPZYK
EDGINTON
EATON
EVANS
FAIRCHILD
FARNUM
FEHLEY
FILINGIM
GOTTSCHANG
HAMMONTREE
HANNEMAN
HIGHET
HIRAYAMA
HOOLOHEN
HOSHINO
HUGABON
HULBERT
HUTCHISON
HUTCHINSON
HUTTLEMEYER
KAMBURG
KELLY

KERGLE
KINDELT
KROEGAR
KROTZER
LAMME
LEGGETT
LEINBERGER
LINDHEMER
LONGRUS
LOUISIANA
MARSHELL
MARTINI
MARZOFF
MAUCK
MCCLEVELAND
MCCLURE
MCFARLAND
MIDELTON
MOSE
PARKO
PARSONS
PEDRAZINNI
PEINI
PETTERSON
QUARRELS
QUITSON
RAINS
RAVENCRAFT
RICKITTS
ROBBINS
RUBERTS
SACKET
SAMSON
SARINA
SARTUELL
SCHLIEMAN
SCHLOTZ
TAGAWE
TOIZUNNI
WAUGHTELL
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KERGEL
KINDETT
KROEGER
KROTSER
LAMMIE
LEGGIT
LEIBERGER
LINDHEIMER
LONGIUS
LOUMENA
MARSHALL
MARTINY
MARZOLF
MAUCH
MCCLELLAND
MCCLUR
MCFARLANE
MIDDLETON
MOSS
PARKS
PARSON
PEDRAVZINI
PEINER
PETERSON
QUARELS
QUITZON
RAINES
RAVENSCROFT
RICKETTS
ROBBINO
RUBERTO
SACKETT
SAMPSON
SARINI
SARTWELL
SCHLEMAN
SCHOLTZ
TAGAWA
TOIZUMI
WAUGHTEL

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Southern California
ABLETT
AGOWRE
ANGELO
ATCKISON
ATNORE
BAPTISTA
BARSOT
BASTIANI
BELLO
BERBERIA
BERCOW
BIESEMYERE
BLAKELY
BOSCKETT
BURDICK
BURFEIND
CAPDIVILLE
CASTILLO
CHAFFEE
CHAMBERLAIN
CHAMPLAIN
CHISHOLM
CLAWSEN
DEJONGE
DELACRUZ
DIDIN
DOANE
DOMINGUES
DRIFFIELD
DUNHUM
FATTELLI
FLAHARTY
FLEISHER
FRISBY
GARRATT
GASTEL
GAUME
GERKEM
GILLIS
GREGGORY

ABLET
AGOURE
ANGELLO
ATCHISON
ATMORE
BAPTISTE
BARSETT
BASTANI
BELLS
BERBAIR
BERCAW
BIESMEYER
BLAKLEY
BOSCHETTI
BURDECK
BURFEINDT
CAPDEVILLE
CASTELLO
CHAFFER
CHAMBERLIAN
CHAMPAIN
CHISUM
CLAWSON
DEJONGHE
DELACRUG
DIDIEAN
DOAN
DOMINGUEZ
DRIFFILL
DUNHAM
FATTARELLI
FLAHERTY
FLEISCHER
FRISBIE
GARRETT
GASTLE
GAUNE
GERKIN
GILL
GREGORY

GROENVELDT
GROOTEMATT
GUGGENHEIM
HAMLIN
HARTWELLT
HASKALL
HUMPHRIES
ISREAL
JANSSEN
JOAQUIM
JOENCK
KABRICH
KREYENHAGEN
KUJAWSKY
LAMATTI
LAUBACKER
LEHMAN
LILLY
LINDAVER
LOWES
LUIS
MADISON
MCKINNA
MENISE
MONDIN
MONTARIO
MORAGO
MULLINEX
NAUMANN
NOBEL
NOBUSADA
OLSON
PAVARONI
PEERY
PFEEL
PHELPS
PICKERILL
PRECIADO
PRIESTLY
PRIMER
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GROENEVELD
GROOTEMAAT
GUGGERHEINER
HAMLEN
HARTVELD
HASKELL
HUMPHREYS
ISRAEL
JANSEN
JOAQUIN
JOEHNCK
KABRICK
KREYERHOGER
KUJAMSKY
LAMATTO
LAUBACHER
LEHMANN
LILLIE
LINDAUER
LOWERS
LUIZ
MADINN
MCKINNE
MENEZS
MONDEN
MONTEIRO
MORAGA
MULLINIX
NAUMAN
NOBLE
NOBUNSKA
OLSEN
PAVIONI
PEERRY
PFEIL
PHELPHES
PICKERELL
PRECIADO
PRIESTLEY
PRIMMER

APPENDIX N: Surnames Missed by Blocking continued
Southern California
PROBOSHAKY
PYLE
RAFFETTO
REIZ
RENTZCH
RUMMERFIELD
RUNDEL
SAILEE
SCHUMACHER
SEQUIRA
SHEPHERD
SILVEIRA
SITTEL
STACEY
STEVENS
SUMNER
SYLVESTOR
TAKAYANAGI
TALBOT
THACHER
TIMS
TIREY
TOGNETTI
TRAINER
TREFRY
TUMMAMAIT
TURBET
UTTERBACK
VANTESSEL

PROBOSKAS
PUYLE
RAFFETO
REIS
RENTZSCH
RUMNERFIELD
RUNDLE
SAILER
SCHUMACKER
SEQUERA
SHEPARD
SILVERIA
SITTELL
STACY
STEVANS
SUMMERS
SYLVESTER
TAKAYEANAGI
TALBERT
THACKER
TIMUS
TIRREY
TOGNETTE
TRAINOR
TREFREY
TUMAMAIT
TURBETT
UTTERBACH
VANTASSEL

VENERO
VICTORNO
VIERA
VIERA
VILLALOBOS
WADLEIGH
WAGGNER
WAITE
WALDORF
WALMSEY
WEIDENHOEFER
WHITFORD
WICKSTROM
WOODSIDES
WYRUCK
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VENERA
VICTORINO
VIERRA
VIEIRA
VILLALOVOS
WADLUGH
WAGGENER
WAIT
WALDROF
WALMSLEY
WEIDENHOFER
WHITEWORTH
WICKSTRAM
WOODSIDE
WYRICK

